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CHAPTER 1
Introduction to the Biological processes of Nucleic Acid/Proteins and their Therapeutic
Applications

1.1

Introduction

1.2

Conclusions and Objectives of present Thesis

1.3

References and Notes

1

Chapter 1. Introduction to the Biological Processes Involving Nucleic
Acid/Proteins and their Therapeutic Applications

1.1 Introduction
The unifying feature of all cellular life-forms on earth is their function at biochemical level.
Though they appear different externally, they all use similar biological macromolecules and their
building blocks in conjunction with small molecules to regulate the cellular functions. The
macromolecules include nucleic acids, (DNA, RNA), proteins, lipids, carbohydrates. While the
small molecules include water, oxygen, carbon dioxide, glucose, vitamins, and cholesterol are few
specific examples. Herein, DNA, RNA, and proteins are dicussed.
DNA structure
In 1953, J.D. Watson (an American biologist) and F.H.C. Crick (a British Physicist) proposed the
double helical structure of DNA (B-DNA).1, 2 The helical DNA consists of a phosphate backbone,
sugar and nitrogenous bases with minor and major grooves. The primary component in DNA is
repeating units of monomers known as nucleotides, each nucleotide consists phosphate group,
sugar and nitrogenous base. Each sugar unit is attached to four different types of nitrogenous bases.
The four nitrogenous bases (nucleobases) are adenine (A), guanine (G) (purine bases), cytosine
(C), and thymine (T) (pyrimidine bases). The DNA helical structure consists of complimentary
single strands arranged in anti-parallel fashion (one strand 5’-3’; another strand 3’-5’) which are
held together with hydrogen bonding between the nucleobases to form base pairs and further
stabilized by base stacking with adjacent nucleobases. This base pairing is specific and observed

2

only between purines and primidines, more specifically, A basepairs with T (A:T); G basepairs
with C (G:C) with two and three hydrogen bonds respectively as shown in Figure 1.1.
DNA double-helix

DNA nucleosides

2 nm
7

Sugar-phosphate
backbone
5’
4’
3’

Major groove

6

5

8
4

9

1
2

3

1’
2’

} 0.34 nm

3.4 nm
4

3

5
6

2

1
5’
4’
3’

minor groove

1’
2’

Figure 1.1. DNA structure, base pairing and nucleosides. Copyright 2013 Nature Education.

RNA structure
Similar to DNA, RNA is also a polymer made of nucleotides and mostly exists in single stranded
form that often folds on itself. Unlike DNA, the sugar ring of RNA has a hydroxyl (OH) group at
2’-position. The four nitrogenous bases (nucleobases) are similar to DNA nucleobases except
thymine is replaced with uracil. These are adenine (A), guanine (G) (purine bases) and cytosine
(C), uridine (U) (pyrimidine bases) (Figure 1.2).3

3

Figure 1.2. RNA structure and its components. Copyright 2013 Nature Education.
Proteins
Proteins are made of peptides, which are covalent assembly of 20 amino acid building blocks
through amide bonds4. They have broad range of conformational diversity and functions, which
are very specific from their self-assembly through non-covalent interactions, such as hydrogen
bonding, van der Waals interactions and - stacking. Broadly, proteins acquire -helix, β-turn
type of conformations in their secondary structures.5 The constituents of proteins are amino acid
building blocks, each amino acid consist of amino group (-NH2) and carboxylic acid group (COOH) which are attached to the central carbon atom (-carbon), and mostly amino acids exists
in zwitter-ionic form (-NH3+, -COO-). With different substituent at -carbon (side chain), these
twenty amino acids, except glycine, have stereogenic centre at -carbon. All the naturally
occurring proteins and peptides are made of amino acids with L- configuration (Figure 1.3).

4

peptide

β-lactoglobulin protein,
(A-I are β-strands)

-helix

β-sheet
(two β-strands)

amino acids
(zwitterionic form)

Figure 1.3. Structure and constituents of protein. (PDB code: 1beb); R-group defines naturally
occurring L-amino acids
Central dogma of molecular biology
DNA is the hereditary material, which carries the genetic information from one generation to
another generation. Genes are sections within the DNA with unique nucleotide sequences which
store the genetic information. It is now believed that, humans contain 20,000-25,000 genes and
each gene carries from few hundred DNA base pairs to few million DNA base pairs.6 Broadly, the
synthesis of proteins involves two steps7: (i) Transcription, process in which a portion of DNA is
unwound with helicase enzyme to single strand with this strand acting as the template for mRNA
synthesis. The enzyme RNA polymerase reads 3’end to 5’end of template DNA and makes
complementary pre-messenger RNA (pre-mRNA) which consists of exons and introns, which is
further processesed to mRNA which contains only exons in nucleus. (ii) Translation, the mRNA
is transported from nucleus to ribosomes in the cytoplasm. The ribosomes read mRNA from 5’end
to 3’end and mRNA acts as template for protein synthesis. Each trinucleotide (codon) of mRNA
codes for specific amino acid according to the genetic code. Importantly, during protein synthesis,
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each amino acid is carried by transfer RNA (tRNA) (Figure 1.4). The process of protein synthesis
from specific genes on DNA through transcription and translation is known as gene expression.
These proteins act as enzymes, which catalyse almost all the chemical transformations in living
cells. In DNA, there are coding genes and noncoding genes. The coding genes will code for
functional proteins. The noncoding genes will code for noncoding RNAs (ncRNA) which are not
transformed into proteins, rather they involve in regulatory functions.

Figure 1.4. Central dogma in biochemistry.
RNA Interference (RNAi), double-stranded RNA-mediated gene regulation
RNA Interference (RNAi) is the gene regulation mechanism by small double-stranded, non-coding
RNAs which were discovered in plants and animals.8, 9 RNA interference (RNAi) involves 21-23
nucleotide-long, micro-RNAs (miRNA) which regulates protein coding genes.10,
mechanism of RNAi activity in mammals is as follows,10, 12, 13 (Figure 1.5):
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The

1. miRNA gene transcripts the primary miRNA (pri-miRNA) catalyzed by RNA polymerase
II and III. This pri-miRNA is folded to form imperfect double stranded RNAs.
2. Drosha RNase III endonuclease enzyme cuts the pri-miRNA and release the 60-70
nucleotide stem-loop miRNA known as pre-miRNA. The base side of pre-miRNA has 5’phosphate and 3’-has two nucleotide overhangs. This pre-miRNA is transported to
cytoplasm by exportins.
3. In cytoplasm, Dicer recognizes the 5’-phosphate and 3’-has two nucleotide overhangs ends
and cut the loops of other side of pre-miRNA. This also have 5’-phosphate and two
nucleotide 3’overhangs on both the ends.
4. Essential argonaute proteins (Ago 1-4) binds with resulting complex to form RNA-induced
silencing complex (RISC). The less thermodynamically stable 5’ end of miRNA weakly
binds with Ago protein in RISC and unwinds the miRNA; the unbound strand leaves the
RISC and undergoes degradation.14 The strand which sets loaded on the RISC is known as
guide strand or antisense strand and the strand which leaves the RISC is known as
passenger strand or sense strand.
5. The matured RISC down regulates the gene silencing in two ways depending on mRNA
base pairing.
a. mRNA cleavage: this occurs when the miRNA forms perfect by complementary base
pairing. The activated RISC with complementary guide and mRNA cut at the 10-11
nucleotide base pair from 5’ end of guide strand.15, 16
b. mRNA suppression: this occurs when the miRNA does not find perfect match, and
bind with mRNA with segmental complementary binding. This mostly occurs at 3’
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untranslated region (3’-UTR) of mRNA. This will not cleave the mRNA but inhibit
further translation.17
Importantly, a single miRNA can control several mRNA; conversely, several miRNA can control
single mRNA.18

Figure 1.5. miRNA and siRNA induced RNA interference (RNAi).19 Copyright 2004 Springer
Nature
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Nucleic acid mutations are associated with diseases
Due to rare mutations such as mismatch base pair (non-covalent), or methylations (covalent) in
genes, some DNA, mRNA and their respective proteins are not regulated. This may lead to the upregulation or down-regulation of their mRNA, protein expressions or they sometime become
dormant.20 If these mutations in gene are beyond the control of endogenous DNA repair
mechanisms, then they may lead to the dysfunctioning of specific metabolic activity which results
in disease such as genetic diseases or cancer.21 The inhibition of regulatory functions of miRNAs
also widely associated with genetic diseases or cancer. Here are few representative examples:
1. In humans, a single nucleotide modification in single motor neuron gene, SMN1 and SMN2,
(exon 7, C to T) leads to severe spinal muscular atrophy (SMA).22, 23 SMA occurs in
approximately 1 in 10,000 live births.23 The patients with SMA witness the muscle
weakness, neuromuscular disorder, loss of respiratory function and death.24
2. miR-15/16 genes express microRNAs which are known to act as tumour suppressors. Low
levels of miR-15 and miR-16 are associated with Chronic Lymphocytic Leukaemia
(CLL).25, 26
3. Diminished levels of let-7 miR family associated with Human Non Small Cell Lung Cancer
(HNSCLC).27-30
4. Duchenne’s muscular dystrophy (DMD) is a rare and fatal disease caused by mutations in
DMD genes. This is due to frameshift mutations which translate to non-functional proteins.
The reduce levels of this proteins leads to cell death and loss of muscle function.
5. LDL cholesterol (low density lipoprotein) components are produced more due to over
expression of apolipoprotien-B mRNA. This condition is known as homozygous familial
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hypercholesterolaemia. This condition leads to increase the LDL cholesterol levels in
serum, which causes fatal heart disease.31, 32
6. Due to mutations in gene encoding transthyretin, their mRNA transcripts translate
transthyretin proteins which forms amyloid type of transthyretin fibrils which lead to
polyneuropathy and cardiomyopathy.33, 34

Nucleic acid approach for genetic diseases and cancer
With this few representative examples, mutations in nucleic acids are certainly related to various
kinds of disease. In finding cure for such diseases, application of synthetic oligonucleotides which
are complementary to mRNA or pre-mRNA can interfere with protein translations and may induce
the regulation of target gene. Currently two methods are exclusively studied for therapeutic
application of oligonucleotides: antisense oligonucleotides (ASO) and small interfering RNAs
(siRNA). The discovery of RNA interference (RNAi) have provided opportunities for
development of gene based therapeutic drugs by silencing the expression of specific genes using
double stranded small RNAs such as microRNA (miRNA) and small interfering RNA (siRNA)3537

(Figure 1.6). The miRNAs are produced inside cells from non-coding genes while siRNAs are

synthetic mimics of miRNA. An alternate approach to alter the gene expression is explored by
using

chemically

modified

single

strand

antisense

oligonucleotides

(ASOs)

as

DNA/RNA/Chimeric forms. These oligonucleotides form duplex with complimentary sequence of
messenger RNA (mRNA) and lead to mRNA degradation by relevant enzyme machinery to
accomplish target-gene expression.38 In addition, during the processing of pre-mRNA, splicing of
exons and introns play a crucial role in gene expression. An alternate splicing mechanism may
lead to the synthesis of non-functional protein isoforms and splicing mechanisms play an important
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role in gene expression.39 The antisense oligonucleotides which induce the alternative splicing
mechanisms are also proven to be a good target.

mRNA

siRNA

miRNA

Antisense strand of siRNA perfectly binds with
complementary mRNA

Antisense strand of miRNA is not a perfect complementary
match of mRNA

mRNA degradation by RISC

mRNA degradation or repression by RISC

Figure 1.6. siRNA and miRNA mediated RNAi.
The extensive applications of synthetic oligonucleotides for screening the regulatory effect of
target genes are amplified due to the advancements in oligonucleotide synthesis, automation and
affordable cost of manufacturing. Due to automation of DNA/RNA-Synthesis, synthesis up to
30mer is routine, nevertheless, 70-80mers are also demonstrated. General synthetic steps involved
in DNA/RNA automated synthesis is depicted in Figure 1.7. However, the use of unmodified
oligonucleotides for therapeutic application is challenging due to poor cell permeability and
exo/endo nucleases mediated oligonucleotide degradations.40 These problems are addressed by
chemically modifying the oligonucleotides to enhance the resistance for nucleases, improve cell
permeability and diminished off-target effects.41 Most of the chemically modified oligonucleotides
are exclusively studied in antisense oligonucleotides, but these chemical modifications are also
compatible in siRNAs.
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Figure 1.7. Synthetic steps involved in solid-phase DNA/RNA automated synthesis on DNA/RNA
synthesizer.
Structural requirements of siRNA for RNAi activity
The 5’-OH of siRNA should be free for phosporylation, because the 5’-phosphate play a crucial
role in identifying and loading the antisense strand on to RISC complex. The siRNA’s antisense
strand and mRNA should adopt A-form of duplex for RNAi activity. The 2’-OH of siRNA is not
required for RNAi activity.42, 43
Chemically modified siRNA and antisense oligonucleotides
Due to the limitations to use natural oligonucleotides, several chemical modifications at different
sites of oligonucleotides are synthesized and examined.
Phosphate modified oligonucleotides
The thiolated phosphate (PS) backbone modification to oligonucleotides improved the stability
against exo/endo enzyme degradations and enhanced the cellular uptake.41 This modification is
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widely used for both in siRNA and antisense oligonucleotides. In other backbone modifications,
the non-bridging phosphodiester oxygen of oligonucleotides is modified with borane, which is
isoelectronic with oxygen and also carries negative charge (Figure 1.8). In boranophosphate
backbone modified siRNAs, the nucleases stability is increased to 300-fold, and two folds more
stable than phosphorothioate siRNAs.44, 45

Figure 1.8. Phosphate backbone modified oligonucleotides. These modifications are isoelectronic
and carry different negative charge on phosphate backbone.
Sugar ring modified oligonucleotides
Since 2’-OH is not involved in RNAi, this position is widely used for chemical modification.
Importantly, the presence of 2’-O-methyl, (2’-O-Me) and 2’-O-methyloxyethyl (2’-O-MOE), at
2’-OH resists the sugar ring puckering and induces the formation of A-form duplex, hence
increases the binding affinity.35 These modifications exhibit high stability for nucleases. The 3’O-phosphodiester bond cleavage catalyzed by nucleases is minimized due to the unavailability of
free 2’-OH. The 2’-OMe and 2’-OCH2CH2OMe are widely used in chemical modifications of both
siRNA and antisense oligonucleotides.46 Additionally, few relevant 2’-O- chemical modifications
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which have promising serum stability and binding affinity are depicted in Figure 1.9. The chemical
modifications such as 2’-O-MOE, 2’-O-Me and locked nucleic acids (LNA) have used in
successful RNAi and antisense oligonucleotide therapeutic applications.41, 47, 48

Figure 1.9. Few potent sugar ring chemical modification used in siRNAs and antisense
oligonucleotides.
Nucleobase modified oligonucleotides
Modification to nucleobase will directly interfere with Watson-Crick hydrogen bonding in duplex
structures. These modifications also influence the neighbouring base-stacking. With these
properties nucleobase modification could directly influence the transcription and translation
processes. More than 100 types of chemical modifications have occurred in cellular RNAs
(mRNA, tRNA, and rRNA). The regulatory role of these naturally occurring non-classical
14

nucleobases is considerably increasing. Importantly, non-classical nucleobases and their
association with cancer are also under consideration. For example, the recent reports show that
me6A RNA binding proteins are upregulated in human cancer tissue which increases
oncotranscripts, cancer cell proliferation, tumor initiation, progression, and metastasis.49
Regulatory roles of non-classical nucleobases is not fully understood, studies are significantly
increasing to understand their role in cellular functions and disease. However, nucleobase
modifications having chemical modification at C-5 position of pyrimidines and C-8 position of
purines are synthesized using metal catalyzed coupling reactions and exclusively studied their
biophysical and biochemical properties. These chemical modifications include ethynyl, pyrenyl,
thiophene conjugated purines and pyrimidine nucleosides are few examples. The pyrenyl,
thiophene, ethynyl pyrene modified nucleosides are fluorescent and are demonstrated extensively
as fluorescent probes. Since these are involved in non-covalent interactions, such as H-bonding,
- stacking, they become sensitive to the changes in this microenvironment, which results
changes in their photophysical properties, such as fluorescence properties, and used them as
fluorophore probes to understand the microenvironment of oligonucleotides. Eric T. Kool
pioneered the exclusive work on fluorescent nucleoside and oligonucleotide probes. Importantly,
the bicylo pyrrolopyrimidins are also known to interfere with Watson-Crick base pairing.50 The
detailed fluorescence behaviour of these fluorescent nucleosides/ oligonucleotides and other
nucleobase modification are illustrated in many reviews.51-54 Overveiw of some chemically modified
nucleosides are depicted in Figure 1.10.
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Figure 1.10. Nucleobase modified nucleoside and oligonucleotides. Naturally available nonclassical nucleobases (A) and few chemically modified nucleobases, used as fluorescent probes
(B).
Regulation of gene expression with light
Covalently attaching a photo labile group to a molecule and releasing that molecule with light at
will is of long practice in organic synthesis.55-57 Many photo labile groups have been developed
and examined for efficient photo release of substrate using light at different wavelengths.58 The
use of photo labile protecting groups (PLPG) in bio-molecules to control their biological activity
with light is an effective method to regulate their functions. The biological activities are engaged
with chemical transformations at biochemical level. This involves specific functional group
16

transformations at the active site of interaction. If these functional groups are covalently protected
with PLPG, then the biological activity can be controlled with light. In another approach, the active
site of bio-molecule is attached with PLPG to induce the conformational changes and develop
steric constraints which may block their function (caging). When the PLPG is photo cleaved with
light, then the bio-molecule retains to its normal conformation and involve in biological activities
(uncaging). Sometimes modification to bio-molecules may not affect the biological activity.
Therefore, the site of PLPG incorporation and the tolerance of PLPG at the site of interactions play
a key role in temporarily blocking the desired activity after caging.
The photo labile groups are also applied in siRNA and antisense oligonucleotides to regulate the
gene expression with light.59-61 The PLPGs exclusively used in oligonucleotides are depicted in
Figure 1.11.

Figure 1.11. Overview of PLPGs used in exclusive study of oligonucleotides.
To control the RNAi acitivity, the siRNAs are also modified with photo labile groups (caged
siRNA), which desired to block temporarily the interaction with RNAi enzyme machinery.
17

Caged phosphate analogues
For example, Friedman and Co-workers61 treated GFP siRNAs with 4,5-dimethoxy-2nitroacetophenone hydrazone reagent and generated caged siRNA with DMNPE as PLPG (Figure
1.12). This approach to attach the PLPG to siRNA is non-specific and believed to have PLPG on
phosphate backbone in both sense and antisense strands. Moreover, this method will not provide
the number of DMNPE groups present on caged siRNA.

Figure 1.12. Direct ligation of DMNPE group (PLPG) onto GFP siRNA. Both sense strand and
antisense strands are caged in non-specific manner.
Regulatory effect of these caged siRNA targeting the GFP transcripts are tested in HeLa cells and
their results are depicted in Figure 1.13A. When the siRNA are caged, the expression of GFP is
more (less RNAi activity), but the cells treated with light at 365 nm, siRNAs are uncaged and the
GFP expression is reduced like unmodified control siRNA (retained RNAi activity). Similarly,
Monroe and Co-workers62 also demonstrated light controllable RNAi in BHK cells. In this study
they also prepared caged siRNA having DMNPE group as PLPG, however they incorporate PLPG
groups on sense and antisense strands separately and then mixed with complementary strands to
generate strand specific caged siRNAs. By this approach only one strand contains the PLPG group,
additionally they also prepared both sense and antisense modified caged siRNA. Moreover, these
18

siRNAs are fully modified with 2’-fluro modification (FNAs). These are tested for GFP expression
in BHK cells and their results are provided in Figure 1.13B. When the antisense strand contains
PLPG (AS-caged), the non-UV treated cells have very low RNAi activity (more GFP expression),
while UV treated cells have more RNAi activity. A similar result was observed with sense strand
containing PLPG (S-caged), but the UV-treated cells have more RNAi activity than AS-uncaged
siRNA. Moreover sense and antisense modified caged siRNA also have similar results. All the
cases, a significant difference exists between all photoexposed and non-photoexposed cells.
Importantly in both the studies, the caged siRNAs with PLPGs also displayed a noticeable RNAi
activity without treating with light.

A

negative controls

B

Figure 1.13. DMNPE-caged siRNA silencing of GFP, RNAi acitivity. Black bars represent no
light treatment and white/gray bars are light (365 nm) treated cells. A significant difference exists
between irradiated and non-irradiated samples. Friedmann et al work (A) Monroe et al work (B).
Copyright 2005 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. (A) and 2008 Royal Society of Chemistry (B)
5’-Caged phosphate backbone oligonucleotides
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In siRNA pathway, the 5’-OH is necessary to be free for phosporylation, the 5’phosphate play a
key role in RISC complex. McMaster and Co-workers used a single biotin-labeled caged
phosphate modification at the 5’-phosphate of antisense strand. The caged siRNA is transfected to
HeLa cells for glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) assay, and demonstrated the
light controllable binding of siRNA to RISC complex. The activation of siRNA was achieved
after exposure with 365 nm light.63
Nucleobase caged oligonucleotide analogues
The site-specific PLPG modification was demonstrated by Heckel and Co-workers.64 They
synthesized the nucleobase caged deoxynucleosides and incorporated into GFP siRNA (Figure
1.14). They examined the preferential strand selectivity and positional effect of caging group for
RNAi activity. The presence of NPP PLPG at Watson-Crick H-bonding interface, the caged
antisense strand displayed mismatch base pairing with the complimentary mRNA and forms a
bulge. The presence of bulge, the RNAi activity has been reduced. After treatment with light at
365 nm, PLPG is cleaved from Watson-Crick base pairing interface and forms a perfect match
with mRNA and as a resultant the RNAi acticity is retained. This study reveals, the caging at
antisense strand of siRNA has more RNAi activity and importantly, the modification at seed region
within the antisense strand is more effective.
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Figure 1.14. Nucleobase modified caged nucleosides used by Heckel and Co-workers to
demonstrate light controlled RNAi activity.
2’-caged oligonucleotide analogues
The mRNA transcripts, encoded from DNA have introns and exons. During the process of premRNA to mature mRNA, introns are removed by splicing mechanisms which are catalyzed by
spliceosomes (Figure 1.15A). The matured mRNA contains only exons and these are translated to
proteins. The biochemical events during splicing mechanisms are depicted in Figure 1.15B.
Importantly, in primary step, the 2’-OH of adenosine attack on phosphodiester bond and form
unusual 2’-5’-phosphodiester bond. Macmillan and Co-workers for the first time synthesized
caged pre-mRNA transcripts and demonstrated the light controllable mRNA-splicing.65, 66 In this
study they synthesized 2’-O-caged adenosine nucleoside having o-nitrobenzyl (NBn) as photo
labile group at 2’-OH. This caged adenosine is incorporated at the primary cleavage site of premRNA. When the 2’-OH is protected with PLPG, NBn group, the primary cleavage step is not
observed (caging). Upon treating with light, the PLPG is deprotected (uncaging) and 2’-OH is
involved in primary cleavage step.
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Figure 1.15. Overview of pre-mRNA processing to mature mRNA, catalyzed by spliceosome (A);
biochemical events (B), in the first step, the 2′‐OH of the adenosine (A in blue) within the intron
carries out a nucleophilic displacement at the 5′‐splice site followed by other events.
Challenges to use synthetic oligonucleotides as therapeutic agents
The stability of oligonucleotides has been addressed over the time by chemically modifying the
oligonucleotides. The formulations of phosphorothioate and 2’-modifications such as 2’-OMe, 2’MOE, 2’-fluro and LNA have successfully demonstrated for improved nuclease stability.67 Despite
overcoming the nucleases stable oligonucleotides by these chemical modifications, the problem of
drug safety and delivery remained still challenging.
When oligonucleotide delivered in to a cell, toll-like receptors (TLRs) present in the cell, may
assume these oligonucleotides as invaded foreign genetic material similar to viral/bacterial22

RNA/DNA and activates the innate immune responses.68-71 These immune responses may lead to
the dysfunctioning of various cellular mechanisms, and even apoptosis. Different TLRs recognize
certain motifs in oligonucleotides and trigger the immune responses accordingly.72-74 Judge and
Co-workers demonstrated that the GU rich siRNAs having UGU motif within the siRNAs are
highly predictable to TLRs recognition and triggering immune responses.75-78 The siRNA
sequences which lack GU rich regions are less predictable for activating the immune system.75, 79,
80

On basis of these findings it is possible to design siRNA or antisense oligonucleotide with

chemical modifications at specific sites to have minimal or inhibitory immune responses.
Large molecular weights and highly hydrophilic nature of oligonucleotide result in low cellular
intake. Most of the siRNA are accumulated in liver or filtered-off to urine in kidneys.81 To
overcome these limitations the siRNA are formulated with carrier molecules such as lipid
nanoparticles (LNP), cyclodextrin nanoparticles (CNP) with adamantine PEG as additive to
improve the cellular uptake and efficacy for in vivo delivery.82-84 Triantennary GalNAc–siRNA
(N-Acetylgalactosamine) formulations have shown a promising delivery system for delivery of
many siRNA for disease treatment, these are administered subcutaneously84 (Figure 1.16) The
GalNAc residue strongly binds to the asialoglyco-protein receptors (ASGPR) on hepatocytes in
liver and obserbed into the cell mediated by endocytosis; importantly the release of siRNA is
extremely pH sensitive.85,

86

The development of new siRNA/antisense oligonucleotide drug

delivery systems are rapidly growing.
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Figure 1.16. Triantennary GalNAc siRNA. Structure of GalNAc conjugate used in several siRNA
drug deliveries.
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved oligonucleotide drugs
From many years the small drug molecules are used in treatment of many diseases. However, the
scientific progress in understanding the biological processes, preferentially the role of nucleic acid
in connection with various diseases has been center of attraction. Many disease-associated genes
are also identified. Using desired genomic information, the oligonucleotide approach for drugs
design is certainly ingenious. This approach is empowered over traditional small molecule drug
design, because the oligonucleotides will selectively and specifically bind to the complimentary
target sequence using Watson-Crick base pairing. Even after having the genomic information, the
traditional approach for designing, identifying lead molecules itself is challenging and moreover
it is expensive. Recent advancements in designing potent chemical modifications to
oligonucleotides and their target specific delivery certainly increased the applications of
oligonucleotides as therapeutic drug. There are more than 10 siRNAs and over 20 antisense
oligonucleotides are being tested at various phases of clinical trials87-89 (Figure 1.17).
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Figure 1.17. Overview of oligonucleotides development as therapeutics drugs. Copyright 2019
Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
FDA approved oligonucleotide drugs, there structure and nature of chemical modification are
discussed in below.
Fomivirsen:

Fomivirsen

is

GCGTTTGCTCTTCTTCTTGCG-3')

21mer-

DNA

oligonucleotide

with full-phosphorothioate backbone

(P-thio;5'-

modification.

It

blocks the translation of viral mRNA by binding to the complementary mRNA of a key
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human cytomegalovirus, CMV gene UL123, which encodes the CMV protein IE2. It is the
first antisense antiviral drug approved by the FDA.38
Patisiran: Due to mutations in gene encoding transthyretin, mutant mRNA transcripts encode
transthyretin protein which leads to polyneuropathy and cardiomyopathy. Patisiran is the
first siRNA based drug approved by the FDA and the first drug approved to treat
polyneuropathy. It is a gene silencing drug that interferes with mutant mRNA transcripts and
induces RNAi.90 Chemistry- the 2’-OMe is used as chemical modification with phosphate
backbone. (Figure 1.18)

Figure 1.18. Structure and position of chemical modifications are depicted in patisiran,
Nusinersen: In humans, a mutation in single motor neuron gene, SMN1 and SMN2, (exon 7, C to
T) leads to severe spinal muscular atrophy (SMA). The patients with SMA witness the muscle
weakness, neuromuscular disorder, loss of respiratory function and death. 24 Nusinersen, 18merRNA became the first approved drug used in treating this disorder. Nusinersen binds to SMN2
transcript within the intron of the pre-mRNA and induce the alternate splicing mechanism. These
events lead to the expression of SMN2 functional proteins.41, 91 Chemistry- the phosphate backbone
is fully modified with phosphorothioates and the 2’-OH groups of the all the sugar rings are
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modified with 2’-O-methoxyethyl groups. The uridine and cytosine nucleosides are replaced with
5-methyl uridine and 5-methyl cytosine respectively. (Figure 1.19)

Figure 1.19. Sequence and chemical modifications of Nusinersen
Mipomersen: LDL cholesterol (low density lipoprotein) components are produced more due to
over expression of apolipoprotien-B mRNA. This condition leads to increase the LDL cholesterol
levels in serum. Mipomersen (20mer-chimeric DNA/RNA) binds to the apolipoprotien-B mRNA
transcript. As a consequence, the mRNA is degraded by the ribonuclease-H enzyme, and
apolipoprotien-B is regulated.41 Chemistry- it contains both ribonucleosides with 2’-Omethoxyethyl modification and deoxy ribonucleosides (Figure 1.20)

Figure 1.20. Sequence and chemical modifications of Mipomersen.
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1.2 Conclusions and objectives of current thesis
Oligonucleotides are widely used for various therapeutic applications and are of great importance
in treating diseases which are otherwise not treatable. From this brief introduction to chemically
modified oligonucleotides for therapeutic applications, but still the regulation of gene activity with
photo labile modified oligonucleotides and interaction of modified oligonucleotides with
metallozymes are hardly addressed.
The photo labile oligonucleotides studied in literature will generate unmodified oligonucleotides
with free 2’-OH after uncaging, which are prone to degradation via 3’-phosphodiester mediated
cleavage. Hence, the development of photo labile oligonucleotides with 2’-modifications which
can resist the 3’-phosphodiester mediated cleavage could be of more effective and certainly
necessary to study the regulation of the gene activity with light.
Moreover, most of the siRNAs and antisense oligonucleotides interact with RNA transcripts which
are mediated by enzymes having metals (metalloenzymes), therefore the role of metal ions are
critical in the gene regulation. Thus modified oligonucleotides containing specific metal chelating
residues could interact with those metalloenzymes and can control the protein expression. The
synthesis of oligonucleotides containing metal chelating and environmental sensitive
chromophores/fluorophores would be of interest in controlling the gene expression.
Further, proteins are encoded from RNA transcripts and most of the oligonucleotides are designed
to target these RNA transcripts. However, proteins have unique conformational diversity and
functionality from self assembly. The modified unnatural amino acids/peptides and their
interaction with nucleic acid also marked their role in therapeutics and emerging rapidly.9, 10.
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Development of small peptides targeting the specific motifs within the target protein is also of
great utility.
The scope of the present thesis will provide understanding of photo labile caging and uncaging of
siRNA and RNA/DNA oligonucleotides. Tropolone conjugated DNA and Aminopyrazolone based
unnatural amino acids/small peptides will be studied.

Chapter-2, emphasizes the development of photolabile siRNA and RNA/DNA oligonucleotides, In
native RNA, the 2’-ÓH is known to involve in cleavage of phosphordiester bond. To prevent this,
the 2’-OH is extended with small tether group, 2’-O-hydroxyethyl group and photo labile group
(Figure 1.21). Site-specifically incorporated the photo labile group (caging) in siRNA to sterically
block the RNA interference (RNAi) prevents the degradation of its target mRNA. Only upon
irradiation would remove photo labile group and release the active siRNA and initiate the RNA
interference (RNAi) which degrades the target mRNA. A similar function of these modifications
is hypothesized for single strand modified RNA/DNA oligonucleotides for ASO applications. The
photo labile group is attached at various positions at 2’-O-hydroxyethyl modified nucleosides and
incorporated into siRNA, RNA and DNA oligonucleotides (Figure 1.21A/B). Though there are
many photo labile groups are developed, certainly the choice of photo labile group is important for
application in biological system. Since the light which is used to remove the photo labile group
should not damage the DNA/RNA or interfere with the photo biochemical pathways (Figure
1.21C). Under physiological conditios, the ideal range of photo cleavage is 350nm-400nm
because the damage of DNA/RNA may trigger below 350nm, and may interfere in the exisiting
photo biochemical pathways such as photoisomerization of rhodopsin and bilirubins above
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400nm.92 The potential photo labile groups, which cleaves at this range, are o-nitrobenzyl group
and its derivatives (Figure 1.21D). We choose simple o-nitrobenzyl group as compare to other
potent o-nitrobenzyl derivatives.

Figure 1.21. Chemical modifications and photo labile group used in this thesis. Caged
siRNA/RNA/DNA oligonucleotides with position of modifications (A/B). Examination of
electromagnetic spectrum for potential photo cleavage wavelength for photo labile group (C).
Potential photo labile groups and our choice of photo labile group (D).

Herein, we describe the 2’-O-hydroxyethyl and o-nitrobenzyl group modified siRNA, RNA and
DNA oliogonucleotide in two sections.
A. Section-A: Synthesis and biochemical evaluation of caged-nucleoside and caged-siRNA
analogues, which contain photo labile protected ribonucleoside, 2’-O-(o-nitrobenzyloxy)ethyl uridine are discussed. These caged siRNAs tested for RNA interference targeting
GFP transcripts in HEK-293T cell lines are illustrated.
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B. Section-B: Address the challenging chemical synthesis and photo cleavable assessment of
caged adenosine nucleosides and caged-RNA/DNA oligonucleotides analogues. Three
caged adenosine modified analogues: 2’-O-(2-nitrobenzyloxy)ethyl adenosine, and two
regiosiomers namely, N6-nitrobenzyl 2’-O-hydroxyethyl adenosine and N1-nitrobenzyl 2’O-hydroxyethyl adenosine nucleoside analogues are demonstrated.

The chapter-3 describes the DNA oligonucleotides conjugated with versatile metal chelating
chromophores, tropolone and its tropoaminoiminyl derivative. Tropolone and tropoaminoimines
are structurally similar but fundamentally their electronic properties are reasonably different93, 94
(Figure 1.22). For example, the dipole of tropolone is away from the ring and exhibit
electropositive ring current which experimentally supports the involvement of 6 electrons in
aromatic ring (Figure 1.22A-C). In contrast, the tropoaminoimines enclose the dipole into the ring,
exhibit electronegitive ring current which experimentally supports the involvement of 10
electrons in aromatic ring (four from the double bonds and a lone pair of amino group) as
demosnstrated in Figure 1.22D-F. Thus unique structural and biocompatibility properties of
tropolone encourage us to introduce the tropolonyl/aminotropolonyl residue into DNA
(Nucleosides/oligonucleotides).
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Figure 1.22. Overview of tropolone and tropoaminoimine structural properties. Tropolone (A-C)
and tropoaminoimine (D-F).

Herein, we describe the tropolone and tropoaminoimine conjugated DNA oliogonucleotides in two
parts. In Part-A, tropolone conjugated DNA oligonucleotides are described and in Part-B,
tropoaminoimine derivatives conjugated DNA oliogonucleotides are described.
A. Section-A: The synthesis, biophysical and photophysical studies of tropolone-conjugated
2’-deoxyuridine nucleoside analogue and corresponding DNA oligonucleotides.
B. Section-B: The synthesis of tropoaminoiminyl conjugated 2’-deoxyuridine nucleoside
analogues and their DNA oligonucleotides.
The chapter-4 describes the synthesis and conformational studies of N-phenyl/N-alkyl
aminopyrazolonyl amino acids (APA) and its small hybrid peptides. Aminopyrazolone and related
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derivies are bioactive molecules and considered potential drug candidates. For example,
Ampyrone is analgesic drug, though it has severe side effect. Currently, ampyrone is being used
as biochemical reagent (Figure 1.23A). Aminopyrazolone derivatives have strong ability to exhibit
non-covalent interactions such as hydrogen bonding and π-π interactions, and thus these are
considered to introduce into amino acids for tuning the structure/conformation of peptides. Herein
new unnatural amino acids are rationally designed containing the N-phenyl (or aminoethyl)
substituted pyrazolone derivatives are designed and coupled with natural peptides to explore the
role of aminopyrazolone residue in the structural changes of peptides (Figure 1.23B/C). These
studies are described in two different sections: Section-A/B

Figure 1.23. Ampyrone (A) and rationally designed phenyl/aminoethyl pyrazolone derivatives
with potential binding sites (B/C).
Section-A: It describes the synthesis of N-phenyl/ N-alkyl aminopyrazole based regioisomeric 4‐
aminopyrazolonyl amino acid (APA) derivatives, unnatural aromatic amino acids. The formation
of three regiosiomers and two regiosiomers from N-phenyl/ N-alkyl 4‐aminopyrazolone derivative
are emphasized. The N-phenyl derivative, O‐alkylalted APA derivatives are exclusively illustrated.
These hybrid peptides are investigated for the formation of organogels.
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Section-B: It demonsterates the unusual activities of amide/acid/ester bond such as the cleavage of
hybrid APA analogues via formation of lactam under mild acidic conditions. It also demonstrates
the methanolysis of amide bond of that lactam.
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Chapter 2A. Synthesis and Biochemical Evaluation of Site-specific 2’-O-(onitrobenzyoxy)ethyl-uridine (U-NBnOE) modified caged siRNA for RNA
interference

2A.1 Introduction
RNA interference (RNAi) is a biological process which involves 21-23 nucleotide-long
double-stranded RNAs, named as micro-RNA (miRNA) in regulating protein coding genes.1-3 The
biogenesis of miRNA in controlling the protein expression sets a foundation for the development
of RNA based therapeutics. For therapeutic applications, RNAi activity can also have
accomplished by using rationally designed synthetic small-interfering RNA (siRNA) for targetgene control.4, 5 The mechanism of RNAi activity involves the degradation of specific mRNA with
complementary strand (antisense strand) of siRNA and RNA induced silencing complex (RISC)
protein and always cut at 10th and 11th nucleotide from siRNA’s 5’end.4,

6

For binding and

processing of siRNA with target mRNA in RISC 5’-OH of antisense strand in siRNA should be
free for 5’-OH phosphorylation. Moreover, A-type of helix is required for siRNA to enhance RNAi
activity.7, 8 The synthesis and application of unmodified siRNA is challenging and particularly,
they are prone to exo/endo nucleases mediated degradations and they have low cell permeability.
To increase the RNAi efficacy and stability of siRNAs, chemical modifications to siRNA are
employed. These chemical modifications to siRNA are employed to protect from exo/endo enzyme
degradation, enhance cell permeability, and diminish off-target effects. The thiorylated phosphate
backbone modification to siRNA improved stability against exo/endo enzyme degradations and
enhanced cell permeability.9 The chemical modifications at 2’-OH group of ribose-sugar ring in

2

siRNA also improved the structural and conformational requirement of A-type of helix without
disturbing the Watson-Crick base pairing.10 The 2’-modified siRNAs, such as 2’-tethered
nucleoside derivatives (-OCH2CH2OMe/-OCH2CH2NH2, -OCH2CH2N3) are synthesized and
investigated their role in RNAi activity11 These analogues have shown inspiring results especially
in synthesis of stable/cell-permeable siRNA and fluorophore labeled siRNA. The chemical
modifications such as 2’-O-methyloxyethyl (2’-O-MOE), 2’-O-methyl, (2’-O-Me) and Locked
Nucleic Acids (LNA) are exemplified in successful RNAi therapeutic applications.9, 12, 13
To contol the RNAi acitivity, the siRNAs are also modified with photo labile groups (caged
siRNA), which temporarily block the interaction with RNAi enzyme machinery. For example,
Friedman and co-workers demonstrated the light activated RNAi activity with non-specific
modification of siRNA with photo labile group (4,5-dimethoxy-2-nitrophenylethyl, DMNPE
group).14 McMaster and co-workers temporarily blocked the 5’-phosphate of antisense strand in
siRNA with photo labile group, which is required for RNAi activity, and controlled the binding of
siRNA and RISC with light.15 Heckel and Co-workers synthesized the site-specific photo labile
siRNAs (caged siRNAs), which temporarily blocked the Watson-Crick hydrogen bonding
interface of siRNA:mRNA duplex within the RISC complex.16 Moreover, 2’-OH of RNA is caged
with photo labile group (o-nitrobenzyl) for controlling the cleaving properties of hammerhead
ribozyme with light.17, 18

2A.2 Objective of our work
From concise overview of chemically modified siRNAs reveals that the 2’-tethered siRNAs
and photo labile siRNAs (caged siRNAs) are employed for the regulation of specific-gene
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expression through RNAi pathway. Inspiring from these studies, we designed site-specific caged
siRNAs with 2’-tether alcohol capped with photo labile protecting group. We hypothesized that
the introduction of bulky PLPG at tethered alcohol of siRNA could block the RNAi activity
temporarily because of significant changes in the conformation of sugar ring/nucleobase, due to
steric effects. This could result in temporarily blocking of the RNAi pathway. The binding affinity
of those caged-siRNAs with RISC complex/complimentary mRNA can be regulated with light.
Herein, we have planned to synthesize the caged-siRNA, by caging 2’-tether alcohol of uridine
with bulky PLPG, o-nitrobenzyl group, and then employed for the light dependent controllable
GFP’s gene expression in HEK293T cell lines (Figure 2A.1).

Figure 2A.1. Proposed hypothesis of light controllable RNAi with caged siRNA and designed
nucleoside precursor.
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Challenges in proposed hypothesis. After overcoming the synthetic challenges, the major
problem we can anticipate that most of the 2’-O- modification itself can show RNAi activity.
And 2’-O- modified caged siRNAs within the sense and antisense strands may also have RNAi
activity with photo labile group itself (RNAi leakage). 19-21

2A.3 Results and Discussion
We started the synthesis of designed caged-uridine phosphoramidite from commercially
available Uridine nucleoside (1). The synthesis is outlined in Scheme 2A.1, Uridine (1) was
converted into reactive cyclic intermediate (2) by following previously reported procedure.22
Intermediate 2 was treated with o-nitrobenzyloxyethanol 3 for nucleophilic addition reaction at C2 of ribose sugar ring. As resultant, 2’-O-(o-nitrobenzyloxyethyl)-uridine nucleoside 4 (caged
nucleoside, U-NBnOE nucleoside) was prepared. We recorded, the 1H-1H COSY and 1H-1H
NOESY experiments and assigned all the protons in caged-nucleoside (U-NBnOE) 4.

The o-

nitrobenzyloxyethanol 3 was prepared by following previously reported procedure.23 The cagednucleoside (U-NBnOE) 4 was subjected to the protection of its 5’-hydroxyl group (5’-OH) by
treating with DMTr-Cl, which produced DMTr-derivative 5. For phosphorylation at 3’-OH, DMTrderivative 5 was treated with 2-Cyanoethyl N,N-diisopropylchlorophosphoramidite to produce
desired caged-uridine phosphoramidite (6). The characterization data (1H-/13C-/1H-1H COSY and
1

H-1H NOESY NMR spectra and ESI-HRMS) are provided in Appendix.
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Scheme 2A.1. Synthesis of 2’-caged uridine phosphoramidite

Cleavage of PLPG with light. Before incorporating U-NBnOE nucleoside into siRNA, we tested
and optimized the photo cleavage (uncaging) of photo labile protecting group (o-nitrobenzyl
group) in U-NBnOE nucleoside 4 with exposure of light ( monochromatic UV light, 365 nm). This
photo cleavage reaction is monitored by 1H-NMR and Mass techniques. The anticipated reaction
products after photo cleavage are provided in Scheme 2A.2.
Scheme 2A.2. Photo cleavage of U-NBnOE nucleoside 4 with light (365 nm)

The time dependent 1H-NMR experiments of U-NBnOE nucleoside 4 with exposure of the light
(365 nm) at different time intervals is provided in Figure 2A.2. Before exposure of light (0 min),
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the chemical shift (δ) of o-nitrobenzyl -CH2- appears as a singlet at δ4.9 ppm. With increasing the
exposure time, subsequently -CH2- of o-nitrobenzyl group disappear, and a new peak at δ11.3 ppm
appears. The peak at 11.3 ppm belongs to aldehyde proton of nitrosobenzyladehyde. In literature
the photo cleavage of o-nitrobenzyl group is extensively studied, the photo cleavage of onitrobenzyl group occurs with the disappearance of o-nitrobenzylic -CH2- and known to form onitrosobenzaldehyde. After the photo labile group cleavage, we isolated and characterized the
uncaged nucleoside 4a by 1H-/13C-/1H-1H COSY and 1H-1H NOESY NMR experiments and
assigned all the protons in 4a (NMR spectra provided in Appendix).

2-NO-Ph-CHO

uncaged
1’H 5H

75 min
60 min
20 min

10 min
0 min

caged
1’H
5H

2-NO2 benzyl-CH2-

Figure 2A.2. Photo cleavage of U-NBnOE nucleoside 4 by 1H-NMR at different exposure times
in CD3CN at 365 nm.
Since the presence of bulkier caged group (o-nitrobenzyl group) in U-NBnOE nucleoside 4, the
conformation of U-NBnOE nucleoside 4 could affect when compared to the conformation of
uncaged nucleoside 4a. The 1H-NMR spectra before and after removal of photo labile group is
shown in Figure 2A.3, we observed that only small conformational changes are observed before
7

(caged) and after removal (uncaged) of photo labile group, but not characteristic changes. This
indicates that the presence of bulky PLPG group (o-nitrobenzyl group) is not affecting the
conformation of nucleoside monomer.

uncaged
NMR (700 MHz, CD3 CN) δ 5.84 (d, J = 3.9 Hz, 1H),
5.63 (d, J = 8.1 Hz, 1H).

1H

1’H

5H

caged
NMR (700 MHz, CD3 CN) δ 5.85 (d, J = 3.9 Hz, 1H),
5.58 (d, J = 8.0 Hz, 1H).

1H

1’H

5H

2-NO2 benzyl-CH2

Figure 2A.3. Chemical shifts and coupling constants for 1’H and 5H protons in U-NBnOE
nucleoside 4 before (caged) and after (uncaged) exposure of light (365 nm) in CD3CN.
The photo cleavage of reaction of U-NBnOE nucleoside 4 was also monitored by ESI-MS, mass
spectra, before and after irradiation with light (365 nm) is provided in Figure 2A.4. The mass
spectra of U-NBnOE nucleoside 4 exhibit mass peak at m/z 446.119 [M+Na+] before exposure,
which belongs to the caged U-NBnOE nucleoside 4 (Figure 2A.4A). After 40 min exposure of
light (365 nm), the mass spectra of 4 exhibit a new peak at m/z 311.0874, which belongs to the
molecular ion peak of uncaged nucleoside 4a (Figure 2A.4B). These NMR/Mass experimental
analyses confirm the photo cleavage of o-nitrobenzyl group from U-NBnOE nucleoside 4.
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Figure 2A.4. ESI-Mass spectra of U-NBnOE nucleoside 4 before, caged (A) and after, uncaged
(B) with exposure of light at 365 nm.
Caged U-NBnOE RNA synthesis. After optimizing the reaction conditions for the photo cleavage,
of U-NBnOE phosphoramidite (6), we planned to incorporate U-NBnOE residue in siRNA which
target the GFP reporter mRNA. By using, ABI-394 DNA/RNA synthesizer, we incorporated the
U-NBnOE phosphoramidite (6) into a series of sense (S) and antisense (AS) RNA single strands
which target the designed EGFP reporter mRNA. The RNAs were synthesized under standard
RNA synthesis conditions, except the coupling time of U-NBnOE phosphoramidite (6) is increased
to 18 min. We also synthesized unmodified sense and antisense RNA strands for control studies.
After solid phase synthesis, all the RNA oligonucleotides were cleaved from resin with ammonium
hydroxide, 40% aqueous methyl amine (1:1, v/v). The 2’-O- Silyl (TBDMS/TOM) protection
groups were removed with TEA.HF and purified by preparative 20% PAGE. After extracting the
RNAs from gel and desaltations, we characterized these RNAs by ESI-MS; their mass spectra are
provided in the Appendix. The sequence of synthesized GFP siRNA single strands, position of U9

NBnOE modifications are provided in Table 2A.1, (Column 3). In the mass spectra of RNA
oligonucleotides, the mass of AS1 and S1-S6 RNAs (Table 2A.1, Entry 1-2 and 5-9) appeared in
charge states z = 5 and z = 6, while the mass of RNA oligonucleotides, AS2 and AS3 (Table 2A.1,
Entry 3-4) appeared from charge state z = 5 to z = 10 with Na+/K+ adducts; the deconvoluted mass
data is provided in Table 2A.1 (Column 5). The observed molecular mass of RNAs is almost equal
to their calculated mass (Entry 1-9, Table 2A.1). For example, the calculated mass of RNA, S2-S5
(one U-NBnOE incorporated) is 6769.13 (m/z), and their observed mass is 6770.1 (m/z) (Table
2A.1, Entry 5-8). The observed mass difference (8 units) is probably due to the protonation of
respective RNAs, because these RNAs were equilibrated in 0.1% formic acid in acetonitrile, water
(1:1) mixture for ESI-MS analysis. In literature, the presence of small amount of acid will improve
the mass sensitivity of RNA oligonucleotides and to some extent reduce the formation of charge
states and adducts.24 Similar mass results were obtained for other synthesized RNAs. These mass
analyses confirm the successful synthesis of U-NBnOE containing RNA oligonucleotides.
Table 2A.1. Unmodified RNA and 2’-modified caged-RNA (21-mer)

1

AS1

UCC UUG AAG AAG AUG GUG CTT

Calculated
mass (M)
6710.06

2

S1

GCA CCA UCU UCU UCA AGG ATT

6590.06

6597.83, [M + 8H+ ]-1

3

AS2

UCC UUG AAG AAG AXG GUG CTT

6889.23

7020.61, [M + 4Na++ 1K+]-1

4

AS3

UCC UUG AAG AAG AUG GXG CTT

6889.23

7020.62, [M + 4Na++ 1K+ ]-1

5

S2

GCA CCA XCU UCU UCA AGG ATT

6769.13

6777.09, [M + 8H+ ]-1

6

S3

GCA CCA UCU UCX UCA AGG ATT

6769.13

6777.08, [M + 8H+ ]-1

7

S4

GCA CCA UCU UCU XCA AGG ATT

6769.13

6777.07, [M + 8H+ ]-1

8

S5

GCA CCA UCU XCU UCA AGG ATT

6769.13

6777.10, [M + 8H+ ]-1

Entry

RNA

RNA Sequence (5’-----3’)

Observed mass
6741.01, [M + 1Na+ + 8H+ ]-1

S6
GCA CCA XCU UCU XCA AGG ATT
6948.21
6957.30, [M + 8H+ ]-1
9
S: Sense strand; AS: Antisense strand; X: 2’-modify caged-Uridine incorporated.

Photo cleavage of o-nitrobenzyl groups (uncaging) from U-NBnOE RNAs. After successful
synthesis of U-NBnOE RNA oligonucleotides, we studied the photo cleavage of photo labile RNA
10

sense strands by ESI-MS. The presence of photo labile o-nitrobenzyl group adds a mass of m/z
136 to caged RNA. When the photo labile group is removed by exposure of light, there is a
reduction in mass of m/z 136 to uncage the RNA for each unit of o-nitrobenzyl group, as shown
in Figure 2A.5.

Figure 2A.5. Anticipated photo cleavage mass differences in U-NBnOE modified nucleoside
before and after treatment of light.
Each desalted RNA oligonucleotide (500 pmol) was exposed at 365 nm for 10 min. The ESI-MS
measurements were carried out before and after exposure of light for U-NBnOE RNA sense
strands (S2-S6) and control RNAs (S1, AS1). Within 10 min of exposure of light (365 nm) the
photo labile groups (o-nitrobenzyl group) were cleaved completely. The mass spectra of UNBnOE RNA oligonucleotides after exposure of light appeared mostly in charge state z = 5, their
mass spectra are provided in APPENDIX and deconvoluted mass data is provided in Table 2A.2,
Column 5. In RNA oligonucleotides, S2/S3/S4/S5 have a single photo labile group (caged) which
are differ in their position of modification, have mass m/z 6777 before exposure to light, after
exposure to light, this mass is reduced to m/z 6641 (Table 2A.2, Entry 3-6). The observed mass
difference of m/z 136 is equivalent to the o-nitrobenzyl group. These mass results confirm the
photo cleavage on nitrobenzyl group from U-NBnOE RNA sense stands. Whereas U-NBnOE
RNA, S6 has two U-NBnOE modifications and have a mass difference of m/z 272 before and after
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exposure of light. The mass difference of m/z 272 is due to the two o-nitrobenzyl groups (136x2
units), Table 2A.2, Entry 7. While control RNA, S1 and AS1 has no significant changes in their
mass (Table 2A.2, Entry 1-2), this is expected because they don’t have any photo labile groups.
These mass results indicate the presence of photolabile group in synthesized U-NBnOE RNA
oligonucleotides and undergo complete photo cleavage with exposure of light (at 365 nm) within
10 min.
Table 2A.2. ESI-MS mass data before and after exposure to light at 365 nm for 10 min.
Entry RNA
RNA sequence
Observed
Observed mass
mass
(365 nm, 10
(0 min)
min)
AS1 5' UCC UUG AAG AAG AUG GUG CTT 3
6741.01
6717.19
1
'
S1
5'-GCA CCA UCU UCU UCA AGG ATT-3'
6597.83
6597.05
2

Difference
in mass
26.8 (Na+)
0.8

3

S2

5'-GCA CCA XCU UCU UCA AGG ATT-3'

6777.09

6641.05

136.04

4

S3

5'-GCA CCA UCU UCX UCA AGG ATT-3'

6777.08

6641.05

136.03

5

S4

5'-GCA CCA UCU UCU XCA AGG ATT-3'

6777.07

6641.05

136.01

6

S5

5'-GCA CCA UCU XCU UCA AGG ATT-3'

6777.10

6641.10

135.99

7

S6

5'-GCA CCA XCU UCU XCA AGG ATT-3'

6957.30

6685.13

272.17
(136.08 * 2)

X: U-NBnOE modified nucleoside.

Photo cleavage study of PLPG in U-NBnOE RNA, S6, by UV-Visible spectroscopy. After
conformation of photo cleavage (uncaging) of nitrobenzyl group in U-NBnOE RNAs, we
performed time dependent UV-Visible experiment with similar conditions for at least U-NBnOE
RNA S6 at different exposure times. First, the UV spectra of U-NBnOE RNA, S6 is recorded
before exposure of light (0 min), then U-NBnOE RNA S6 is irradiated with light (365 nm) and
recorded UV spectra for every 5 min (Figure 2A.6). Before exposure of light (0 min) S6 RNA has
absorption at 260 nm. However, after exposure of light, there are no significant changes in its
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UV spectra. Though S6 RNA has two photo labile (nitrobenzyl) groups, we could not notice any
major changes in their UV-spectra after uncaging. We assume that, due to the strong RNA
nucleobase absorption overlapping with comparatively weak absorption of nitrobenzyl

UV-Absorbance

chromophore and its photoproduct (o-nitrosobenzaldehyde) before and after photo cleavage.

1.5

5 uM RNA single strand (400 ul) PBS
room temperature
0 min
5 min
10 min
15 min
20 min
25 min
30 min
35 min
40 min

1.0

0.5

0.0
250

300

350

400

Wavelength (nm)
Figure 2A.6. UV- absorbance spectra of RNA S6, 5’-GCA CCA XCU UCU XCA AGG ATT-3’, 5 µm in
PBS treated with 365 nm with 5 min interval for 50 min.

Caged siRNA duplexes. After successful synthesis and characterization of siRNA single strands,
siRNA duplexes were prepared by annealing equimolar concentrations of complementary sense
(RNA S1-S6) and antisense (RNA AS1-AS3) single strands. The sequence and position of
modification within the sense and antisense strands of caged-siRNAs (siRNA-2 to siRNA-8) and
control siRNAs (siRNA-1) are provided in Table 2A.3.
Table 2A.3. Sequences of caged and control siRNA duplexes
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Entry

Code

siRNA duplex

modified
stranda

1

siRNA-1

no

2

siRNA-2

AS

14

3

siRNA-3

AS

17

4

siRNA-4

S

10

5

siRNA-5

S

12

6

siRNA-6

S

13

7

siRNA-7

S

7

8

siRNA-8

5‘-UCC UUG AAG AAG AUG GUG C TT-3 ‘
3‘-TT AGG AAC UUC UUC UAC CAC G-5‘
5‘-UCC UUG AAG AAG AXG GUG C TT-3 ‘
3‘-TT AGG AAC UUC UUC UAC CAC G-5‘
5‘-UCC UUG AAG AAG AUG GXG C TT-3 ‘
3‘-TT AGG AAC UUC UUC UAC CAC G-5‘
5‘-UCC UUG AAG AAG AUG GUG C TT-3 ‘
3‘-TT AGG AAC UUC XUC UAC CAC G-5
5‘-UCC UUG AAG AAG AUG GUG C TT-3 ‘
3‘-TT AGG AAC UXC UUC UAC CAC G-5‘
5‘-UCC UUG AAG AAG AUG GUG C TT-3 ‘
3‘-TT AGG AAC XUC UUC UAC CAC G-5‘
5‘-UCC UUG AAG AAG AUG GUG C TT-3 ‘
3‘-TT AGG AAC UUC UUC XAC CAC G-5‘
5‘-UCC UUG AAG AAG AUG GUG C TT-3 ‘
3‘-TT AGG AAC XUC UUC XAC CAC G-5'

modification
site from 5’end
no

S

7, 13

X = photo caged uridine, a S = sense strand, AS = antisense strand

CD studies of siRNA duplexes. CD spectroscopy is widely used to study the DNA/RNA duplexes
structures. It has been noticed that siRNA reportedly forms characteristic A-type duplex, which
contains CD signals at 240 nm (minima) and 250-290 nm (maxima).25 The formation of A-type
duplex is critical for binding with RISC protein for RNAi activity.8 We also investigated the duplex
formation by control siRNA (siRNA-1) and U-NBnOE caged-siRNA (siRNA-2 to siRNA-8) by
CD spectroscopy. Their CD spectra are provided in Figure 2A.7. The CD spectra of siRNA-1
(control) exhibit typical siRNA duplex CD structure. Which indicate the formation of A-type RNA
duplex structure with positive Cotton effect bands (maxima) at 267 nm/ 225 nm and negative
Cotton effect band (minima) at 210 nm/ 240 nm (Figure 2A.7). While the CD signals of UNBnOE incorporated antisense strand, caged siRNA-2 is also similar to control siRNA-1, but to
some extent perturbed from A-type of duplex (from 250-210 nm), (Figure 2A.7). The CD spectra
of U-NBnOE incorporated antisense strand, caged siRNA-3 and U-NBnOE incorporated sense
14

strand siRNAs (siRNA4-8) are depicted in Figure 2A.7B/C, and the CD spectra of these siRNAs
are also similar to the control siRNA-1. Typically, all the CD spectra of U-NBnOE incorporated
caged-siRNAs (antisense and sense strand modified), indicate the formation of A-type RNA
duplex structure with positive Cotton effect bands at 260/225 nm and negative Cotton effect
bands at 210/240 nm. From these CD studies, we assume that the presence of caged U-NBnOE
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modification is not affecting the conformation of siRNA duplex structure.
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Figure 2A.7. CD spectra of control si-RNA (S:AS), caged-siRNA (S*-AS), UV-exposed cagedsiRNA (at different interval of time): 14th position of sense strand (A) and 17th position of sense
strand.
To examine the conformational changes of caged siRNAs after removal of o-nitrobenzyl group,
we recorded the CD spectra of siRNAs (siRNA-2 to siRNA-8) with photo labile group (caged
siRNA) and without photo labile group (uncaged siRNA). The CD spectra of siRNA-2/siRNA-3
are depicted in Figure 2A.8A/B, while the CD spectra of siRNA-4/5/6/7/8 are provided in
Appendix. The CD spectra of caged siRNA-2, before exposure of light (0 min) is slightly perturbed
from the CD spectra of control siRNA-1. But after exposure of light (365 nm, 5 min), the CD
spectra of uncaged siRNA-2 is almost similar to unmodified control siRNA-1 (Figure 2A.8A). The
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CD spectra of siRNA-2 have no characteristics changes before (caged) and after (uncaged)
exposure of light (365 nm, 5 min), however, the CD spectra of both caged and uncaged siRNA-2
are similar to the CD spectra of control siRNA-1 (Figure 2A.8B). Similarly, in all the other caged
siRNAs (siRNA-4/5/6/7/8), the CD structure is similar to the control unmodified siRNA before
and after exposure of light (365 nm, 5 min), their CD spectra are provided in Appendix. These CD
studies infer that all caged and uncaged siRNAs adopt A-type of double helical structures, which
is required for RNAi activity and caging and uncaging of photo labile group (o-nitrobenzyl group)
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Figure 2A.8. CD spectra of U-NBnOE modified caged siRNA-2/3 along with control siRNA-1 at
different exposure times (365 nm)
RNAi studies. To test the hypothesis of light controllable caged siRNAs for RNAi activity in
regulating gene expression, we choose green fluorescence protein (GFP) reporter assay as reliable
model system. We investigated this model system in HEK293T cell lines. We choose to test in this
model system because we can easily image the cells and efficiently quantify the green fluorescence
for RNAi activity. The expression of GFP is observed under both conditions: (a) non-UV treated
and (b) after UV treated. The HEK293T cells were co-transfected with EGFP plasmid,
16

lipofectamine-3000, corresponding control/caged-siRNAs. The cells were incubated in the
transfection media for 7 h. For non-UV treatment, cells were kept in dark. For UV treatment, after
7 h of post-transfection, cells were irradiated with 365 nm (8W) for 40 min at a distance of 10 cm
from source, after 36 h the cells were examined for RNAi. For qualitative analysis, the cells were
imaged for green fluorescence under fluorescence microscope. For imaging cells, DAPI is used
for staining the cell nucleus. The number of cells expressing the GFP can be easily compared from
the total number of cells having nuclear DAPI staining. GFP is observed in FITC filter-sets. While
for the quantitative analysis, GFP expression in cells was quantified by flow-cytometry.
The RNAi studies with antisense strand modified U-NBnOE siRNAs (siRNA-2/3) along with
unmodified control siRNA (siRNA-1) are provided in Figure 2A.9. Cells treated with only EGFP
reporter gene without siRNA have expressed the GFP in both, non-UV-treated and UV-treated
cells. Importantly, the GFP expression levels are not significantly affected with UV-treatment
(Figure 2A.9, GFP panel). The cells treated with control siRNA-1 knocked down the expression
of GFP in both non-UV-treated and UV-treated cells as expected (Figure 2A.9, control siRNA-1
panel). In case of single U-NBnOE modification, the presence of photo labile group within the
antisense strands of caged siRNA-2 and siRNA-3 (14th and 17th position from 5’end respectively),
the non-UV-treated cells exhibit GFP expression but in UV-treated cells, GFP expression is
knocked down like control siRNA-1(Figure 2A.9, siRNA-2/3 panels).
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Figure 2A.9. Light regulated RNAi activity for GFP gene expression in HEK293T; control siRNA
(siRNA-1) caged siRNA modified within antisense strand (siRNA-2/3) under no light treatment
(non-UV treated cells) and light treatment (UV treated cells) conditions.
The RNAi studies with sense strand modified U-NBnOE siRNAs (siRNA-4/5/6/7/8) along with
unmodified control siRNA (siRNA-1) are provided in Figure 2A.10. In non-UV treated cells, the
U-NBnOE modifications within the sense strands of caged siRNA-4/5/6/7/8 have various levels
of GFP expression, however, in their UV treated cells, the GFP expression levels are more than
non-UV-treated cells, which indicate, low RNAi activity after uncaging. Though siRNA-8 have
two U-NBnOE modifications (two photo labile groups), it resulted in almost similar RNAi activity
like single U-NBnOE modified (one photo labile group) siRNAs. It is noteworthy that U-NBnOE
modified caged siRNAs within the sense (siRNA 2-3) and antisense (siRNA 4-8) strands also have
RNAi activity when compared with cells treated with only GFP. For example, caged siRNA-6
and siRNA-7 significantly knockdown the GFP expression levels (more RNAi activity) in
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presence of photo labile group and less RNAi activity after uncaging, but still the caging and
uncaging is effective in controlling the GFP gene expression levels by these siRNAs
NON UV TREATED
DAPI

UV TREATED
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FITC

GFP Only
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Figure 2A.10. Light regulated RNAi activity for GFP gene expression in HEK293T; control
siRNA (siRNA-1) caged siRNA modified within sense strand (siRNA-2/3) under no light
treatment (non-UV treated cells) and light treatment (UV treated cells) conditions.
FACS studies. Fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS) is a sensitive and valuable technique to
characterize and quantify fluorescence in cellular subpopulations and this is widely applied in GFP
expression levels in determining RNAi activity. Herein, from the flow-cytometry results, we
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calculated the GFP knockdown percentage with non-UV treated control siRNA-1 as our reference
and plotted in normalized percentage (average value of triplicates). These results are provided in
Figure 2A.11. The control siRNA-1 knockdown the GFP expression levels up to 95% in both
UV-treated and non-UV-treated cells.
The U-NBnOE modified antisense strands, siRNA-2 and siRNA-3 (14th and 17th position from
5’end respectively) have low RNAi activity (up to 55% and 38%) in non-UV treated cells and in
their UV treated cells, have relatively high RNAi activity (up to 80% and 66%). This indicates,
the caged siRNAs (siRNA-2 and siRNA-3) hindered the RNAi activity to an extent due to the
presence of bulky photo labile group (nitrobenzyl group) and resulted in lower RNAi activity.
When this bulky photo labile group (nitrobenzyl group) is removed (UV treated cells) RNAi
activity is increased.
The sense strand modified siRNA-4 (10th position from 5’ end) exhibit high levels of GFP
knockdown in both non-UV and UV treated cells (RNAi activity up to 80%). The modification at
this position is ineffective for the presence (caged) and absence (uncaged) of photo labile group.
The siRNA-5 (sense strand modified at 12th position from 5’ end) displayed low levels of GFP
knockdown (up to 40%) in non-UV treated cells and improved activity (up to 55%) in UV treated
cells. Drastic changes in GFP gene control by caging and uncaging has been resulted from
modifications in sense strand of siRNAs, siRNA-6/7/8 (7th, 10th and 7th /10th positions from 5’end
respectively). At these modification sites, the siRNAs displayed high levels of GFP knockdown
(RNAi activity up to 85-90%) in non-UV treated cells like control siRNA-1, and UV treated cells
have reduced activity (up to 40-50%). The caging and uncaging within the sense strands of siRNA1 at these positions (7th, 10th and 7th /10th positions from 5’end respectively) effectively resulted in
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controlling the GFP expression. Thus by modifying at these positions with photo labile group
resulted in light controllable GFP gene silencing effectively like control siRNA.
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Figure 2A.11. FACS results of GFP expression in HEK293T cells to determine the RNAi activity.
siRNA-1 (unmodified control); siRNA 2/3 (antisense strand caged); siRNA 4-8 (sense strand
caged).
Serum stability. The chemical modifications to siRNA ought to enhance the siRNA duplex stability
and functional activity against endo/exo nucleases present in the serum. The phosphorothioate
backbones, 2′-OH modifications such as, 2′-O-MOE, 2′-O-Me, 2′-fluoro and LNAs have enhanced
the serum stability.11 Importantly, the improved serum stability of siRNAs alone will not govern
the enhancement of RNAi activity. For in-vitro studies, in maintaining the cells in culture, 10%
fetal bovine serum (FBS) is a key component and added as a growth supplement which contains
nucleases. The stability of siRNA in this serum will distress the RNAi activity before reaching the
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target or even during transfection. To examine the stability and tolerance of photo caged
modification in caged siRNA against endo/exo nucleases in this serum, we performed the serum
stability assay for unmodified (siRNA-1) and photo caged siRNAs (siRNA-2/3) with 10% FBS
mimicking the transfection conditions (Figure 2A.12). Under these conditions these siRNAs are
stable up to 24 h like unmodified control siRNA-1.

Figure 2A.12. Serum stability of control and photo caged siRNA-2/3, incubated at 37 oC with
5% CO2 in 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and examined at different time intervals up to 24 h.
16% PAGE; for imaging gel was stained with ethidium bromide.

2A.4 Conclusion
We successfully synthesized and characterized rationally designed caged uridine nucleoside,
U-NBnOE nucleoside and optimized the uncaging conditions at monomer level. After successful
synthesis of U-NBnOE phosphoramidite we incorporated these phosphoramidites into sense and
antisense strands of GFP siRNAs and confirmed the photo cleavage (uncaging) by ESI-MS. Caged
siRNA’s (sense and anti-sense strands) with photo labile protecting (PLP) group and its role in the
light dependent controllable RNAi activity at cellular level for versatile GFP gene expression in
HEK293T cell line has been tested. The stability of 2’- photo labile modified siRNA’s is also
tested in fetal bovine serum and found stable up to 24 h like control siRNA.
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2A.5 Experimental section
Materials. All the required chemicals were obtained from commercial suppliers and used without
any further purification. Pyridine and methylene chloride solvents were distilled over calcium
hydride and stored under 4Å molecular sieves prior using for reactions. Tetrahydrofuran was
freshly distilled over sodium and benzophenone for reactions. All the reactions were monitored
by thin layer chromatography, visualized by UV and Ninhydrin. Column chromatography was
performed with 230-400 mesh silica. MS and HRMS were obtained from Bruker micrOTOF-Q II
Spectrometer. 1H/13C/31P NMR spectra were recorded on Bruker AV-400 or 700 MHz at 298 K.
1

H and 13C NMR chemical shifts were recorded in ppm downfield from tetramethyl silane or

residual solvent peak. Splitting patterns are abbreviated as: s, singlet; d, doublet; dd, doublet of
doublet; t, triplet; q, quartet; dq, doublet of quartet; m, multiplet.
2-((2-nitrobenzyl)oxy)ethanol (3). Experimental procedure is followed from literature report. 1H
NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.04 (dd, J = 8.2, 0.8 Hz, 1H), 7.78 (d, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H), 7.65 (dd, J =
11.0, 4.2 Hz, 1H), 7.44 (t, J = 7.7 Hz, 1H), 4.93 (s, 2H), 3.92 – 3.76

(m,

2H), 3.76 – 3.62 (m, 2H), 2.48 (s, 1H). 13C NMR (101 MHz,
CDCl3) δ 147.36, 134.61, 133.62, 128.76, 128.14, 124.67, 72.40, 69.72, 61.75. ESI-HRMS
[M+H]+ calcd for C9H12N1O4 198.0761, found 198.0821.
2’-O-(2-nitrobenzyloxy)ethyl) uridine (4). Compound 2 (2.30 g, 10.1 mmol) was co-evaporated
with anhydrous pyridine for 2 times and dissolved in dimethyl acetamide (16 ml) and added
BF3·OEt2 (3.23 ml, 0.3 mmol) dropwise. The solution was heated to 110 0C to get a clear solution
then added o-nitrobenzyloxy ethyl alcohol, (3) (11.70 g, 61.06 mmol) drop wise and refluxed at
150 0C for 12 h. The crude reaction mixture concentrated in vacuo, the resultant oily residue was
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coevaporated 3 times with methanol. The resulting oil was purified by column chromatography
from 2 - 6% MeOH in CH2Cl2 to yield 1.12 g (26%) of nucleoside 4 as white foam. 1H NMR (700
MHz, DMSO) δ 11.34 (s, 1H), 8.05 (d, J = 8.0 Hz, 1H), 7.93 (d,
J = 8.1 Hz, 1H), 7.76 (s, 2H), 7.56 (s, 1H), 5.89 (d, J = 4.7 Hz,
1H), 5.61 (d, J = 8.0 Hz, 1H), 5.15 (t, J = 4.7 Hz, 1H), 5.09 (d, J
= 5.6 Hz, 1H), 4.84 (s, 2H), 4.13 (dd, J = 4.9 Hz, 1H), 4.01 (t, J
= 4.7 Hz, 1H), 3.88 (s, 1H), 3.79 (dd, J = 11.0 Hz, 1H), 3.73 (dd,
J = 4.6 Hz, 1H), 3.65 (s, 3H), 3.57 (d, J = 11.5 Hz, 1H). 13C NMR (176 MHz, DMSO) δ 163.08,
150.58, 147.18, 140.44, 134.36, 133.87, 128.69, 128.45, 124.47, 101.78, 86.21, 85.03, 81.45,
69.74, 69.04, 68.68, 68.35, 60.47. ESI-HRMS [M+Na]+ calcd for C18H21N3O9Na 446.117, found
446.1190.
2’-O-((hydroxy)ethyl) uridine (4a). Compound 4 (15 mg, 0.0034 mmol) was dissolved in
acetonitrile-d3 (0.5 ml) and irradiated at 365 nm. The completion of the
reaction was monitored by proton NMR and once the reaction completed
the crude reaction mixture was concentrated in vacuo. The resultant oily
residue purified was by column chromatography from 5 - 15% MeOH in
CH2Cl2. 1H NMR (700 MHz, DMSO) δ 11.33 (s, 1H), 7.95 (d, J = 8.1 Hz, 1H), 5.84 (d, J = 5.0
Hz, 1H), 5.64 (d, J = 8.1 Hz, 1H), 5.23 (s, 1H), 5.10 (d, J = 5.0 Hz, 1H), 4.79 (s, 1H), 4.12 (dd, J
= 9.7, 4.9 Hz, 1H), 3.95 (t, J = 4.9 Hz, 1H), 3.85 (dd, J = 7.4, 3.1 Hz, 1H), 3.61 (m, 2H), 3.59 –
3.52 (m, 2H), 3.52 – 3.47 (m, 2H), 3.16 (d, J = 3.7 Hz, 1H). 13C NMR (176 MHz, DMSO) δ 163.15,
150.58, 140.53, 101.81, 86.19, 84.96, 81.44, 71.57, 68.51, 60.45, 60.15. ESI-HRMS [M+Na]+
calcd for C11H16N2O7Na 311.0852, found 311.0874.
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5’-O-(4,4-Dimethoxytrityl)-2’-O-(2-nitrobenzyloxy)ethyl) uridine (5). Compound 4 (1.12 g, 2.6
mmol) was co-evaporated with anhydrous pyridine for 3 times and dissolved in dry CH2Cl2 (20
ml). To the resultant solution anhydrous N(Et)3 (1.87 ml,
13.27 mmol) followed by DMTr-Cl (1.35 g, 3.98 mmol) was
added and stirred at room temperature for 16 h. The crude
reaction mixture evaporated to dryness and then subjected to
column chromatography with prewashed silica with N(Et)3
(0.5% in 65% EtOAc/n-Hexanes) to yield 1.13 g (59%) of compound 5 as white foam. 1H NMR
(400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 9.09 (s, 1H), 8.09 – 7.99 (m, 2H), 7.72 (d, J = 7.3 Hz, 1H), 7.63 (t, J = 7.6
Hz, 1H), 7.44 (t, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H), 7.41 – 7.37 (m, 2H), 7.33 – 7.22 (m, 8H), 6.87 – 6.81 (m, 4H),
5.97 (d, J = 1.5 Hz, 1H), 5.28 (d, J = 8.1 Hz, 1H), 4.93 (s, 2H), 4.48 (dd, J = 13.2, 7.9 Hz, 1H),
4.18 (ddd, J = 11.2, 5.1, 2.5 Hz, 1H), 4.07 (d, J = 7.7 Hz,
1H), 4.00 (dd, J = 5.1, 1.5 Hz, 1H), 3.94 – 3.86 (m, 1H),
3.83 – 3.74 (m, 8H), 3.55 (qd, J = 11.2, 2.3 Hz, 2H), 3.07
(d, J = 8.8 Hz, 1H). 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 163.34,
158.86, 158.82, 150.30, 147.62, 144.52, 140.16, 135.46,
135.24, 134.41, 133.80, 130.35, 130.25, 128.85, 128.41, 128.30, 128.14, 127.28, 124.88, 113.43,
113.42, 102.21, 87.88, 87.19, 83.44, 83.15, 70.32, 70.04, 68.69, 61.43, 55.39, 29.82. ESI-HRMS
[M+Na]+ calcd for C39H39N3O11Na 748.2477, found 748.2464.
5’-O-(4,4-Dimethoxytrityl)-2’-O-(2-nitrobenzyloxy)ethyl)uridine-3’-O-(2-Cyanoethyl
diisopropylphosphoramidite) (6). To a stirred solution of compound 5 (0.2 g, 0.27 mmol ) in
anhydrous THF (1.4 ml) and N,N-Diisopropyl ethylamine (0.287 ml, 1.6 mmol) was treated with
2-cyanoethyl diisopropylchlorophosphoramidite (0.122 ml, 0.5 mmol) at room temperature. After
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stirred for 2 h, the crude reaction mixture subjected to column chromatography using silica gel.
Silica-gel was prewashed with 1% N(Et)3 in 60% EtOAc in n-Hexanes and eluted with 60% EtOAc
in n-Hexanes to yield 0.193 g (76%) as white foam. 31P NMR (162 MHz, CDCl3) δ 150.69, 150.52.
ESI-HRMS [M+H]+ calcd for C48H57N5O12P 926.3736, found 926.3756.
Solid-phase RNA Oligonucleotide synthesis. All the reagents were purchased from SigmaAldrich and standard 2’-TOM/TBDMS-phosphoramidites from ChemGenes Inc... All the RNA
oligonucleotides were synthesized using ABI 394 DNA/RNA Synthesizer on multiple 0.2
µmol with a double coupling and increased coupling time of 10 min for modified amidites with
DMT off. The standard amidites were dissolved in dry CH3CN for 0.10 M and for modified amidite
was 0.13 M concentration. After the synthesis, solid support (polystyrene resin beads) was
transferred in to screw cap vial for cleavage and deprotection using ammonium hydroxide and
40% aqueous methyl amine (1:1) at 60 0C for 20 min. After cooling at 0 0C centrifuged and
supernatant was transferred in to 2.0 ml eppendorf tube and concentrated. The residue was
dissolved in anhy. DMSO (100 ul) and triethylamine trifluoride (150 ul) and heated at 65 0C for
2.5 h. The crude siRNA’s was cooled to room temperature and precipitated. The precipitated
oligonucleotides were purified by 20% denaturating PAGE using 1xTBE (pH 8.3). The purified
RNA was desalted using NAP-G25 columns using sterile water and quantified (OD260) using UVVis spectroscopy, the fractions containing RNA oligonucleotides were lyophilized and used for
further experiments.
Preparation of duplex siRNA. 500 pmol of each single strand RNA oligonucleotides were mixed
in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and annealed in waterbath at 95 0C for 5 min then switched off
the bath temperature and allowed to reach room temperature then kept at 4 0C for 1 h.
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CD spectra. CD spectra were recorded on a Jasco-1500 spectropolarimeter (Jasco GmbH) at 20
°C using 10 mm super micro quartz cuvettes (Thorlabs). All the siRNA were diluted to either
1µM/5µM in PBS buffer and Samples were irradiated at 365 nm at room temperature for 5 min at
each time points. Spectra were recorded from 200-300 nm with 2 nm data pitch and 2 nm data
interval.
Serum stability. 25 pmol of stock SiRNA was mixed with DMEM media and added 10 ul of neat
fetal bovine serum (FBS), finally adjusted the total volume to 100 ul with DMEM to maintain
overall of 10% FBS (v/v). An aliquot of 10ul immediately taken out and quenched with 10ul of
loading buffer (0.2% bromophenol, 10xTBE, sterile water, pH 8.28 (8:1:1)) and snap freeze on
dry ice and stored at -80 0C. Remaining sample was incubated at 37 0C with 5% CO2; remaining
samples were made at given time points similarly. The samples were analyzed by 16% native
PAGE with 1XTBE as running buffer (pH 8.27). The gel was fixed with 10% acetic acid in water
for 10 min and stained with ethidium bromide (0.1% in 1xTBE) for 5 min and finally washed the
gel with 1x TBE. The gel images were recorded using ChemDoc and density plots were made
using ImageJ software.
Transfection and Cell Imaging. Human embryonic cell lines, HEK293T were cultured in DMEM
(Pan-biotech) supplemented with 10% FBS (Pan-biotech), 1% PSA (penicllin, streptomycin and
amphotericin). One day before transfection, cells were seeded at a density of 10,000 cells/well in
a 96 well plate in 100 l complete media. For transfection, the medium in each well was replaced
with a mixture containing 65 ng p-EGFP-C1 plasmid (invitrogen) , 3.12 pmol siRNA and 0.5 μL
lipofectamine-3000 (Invitrogen) in 120 μL serum-free DMEM (according to manufacture
recomandations). Cells were incubated in the transfection media for 6 h and the transfection media
was then replaced with 100 μL complete media. For UV treatment, after incubation for 7 h in
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transfection media, cells were exposed to UV light at 365 nm from a UV lamp (8W) at a distance
of 10 cm from the lamp for 40 min. The cells were then incubated for 36 h at 37 0C with 5% CO2
in a CO2 incubator (Galaxy 170R, New Brunswick) Upon incubation, cells were fixed with 4%
PFA (Paraformaldehyde) for 10 mins followed by DAPI staining. GFP expression was checked
using, 485 nm excitation filter and a 535 nm emission filter.
Flow cytometry. Human embryonic cell lines, HEK293T were cultured as described above. One
day before transfection, cells were seeded equally in 6 well-plates. On the day of transfection,
when the cells reached 70% confluency the medium in each well was replaced with a mixture
containing 2.5 μg p-EGFP-C1 plasmid (invitrogen), 75 pmol siRNA and 7.5 μL lipofectamine3000 (company name) in 1 ml serum-reduced DMEM (Invitrogen). Cells were incubated in the
transfection media for 8 h and the transfection media was then replaced with 3 ml complete media.
UV treatment was carried out as described above. After 36 hours incubation, cells were collected
from each well upon trypsinisation and finally resuspended in 100 l PBS. GFP expression is these
cells were acquired with FACS Calibur (BD Biosciences) and data were analysed using CELL
QUEST PROsoftware

(BD Biosciences).
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1.1H-/ 13C-/ESI-MS/HRMS spectra of compound 3

Figure S1. 1H and 13C NMR spectra of compound 2 in CDCl3.
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Figure S2. ESI-HRMS of compound 2.
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2. 1H-/13C-/ESI-MS/HRMS spectra of U-NBnOE nucleoside, 4

Figure S3. 1H and 13C NMR spectra of U-NBnOE nucleoside 4 in CDCl3.
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Figure S4. ESI-HRMS of U-NBnOE nucleoside 4.
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3.1H-/13C-ESI-MS/HRMS/D2O exchange spectra of U-NBnOE nucleoside, 4a

Figure S5. 1H and 13C NMR spectra of U-NBnOE nucleoside 4a in DMSO-d6.
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Figure S6. ESI-HRMS of U-NBnOE nucleoside 4a.

After addition of 20 L D2O

Before D2O
6H
NH

6H

5H
5’OH
ext-2’OH
1’H
3’OH

Figure S7. D2O exchange 1H NMR spectra of nucleoside 4a, 2’-O extended OH, 3’-OH and 5’OH are exchangeable. These changes are framed bfore and after D2O shake.
4.1H-/13C-/ESI-MS/HRMS spectra of U-NBnOE nucleoside, 5
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Figure S8. 1H and 13C NMR spectra of U-NBnOE derivative, 5 in CDCl3.
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Figure S9. ESI-HRMS of U-NBnOE nucleoside 5
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5.1H-/ 31P-/ESI-MS/HRMS spectra of U-NBnOE phophoramidite, 6

Figure S10. 1H and 31P NMR spectra of U-NBnOE phosphoramidite derivative 6 in CDCl3
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Figure S11. ESI-HRMS of U-NBnOE phosphoramidite derivative 6.
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6.1H-1H COSY/NOESY NMR spectra of U-NBnOE nucleoside 4 and 4a

A

B
Figure S12. 1H-1H COSY (A) and 1H-1H NOESY (B) spectra of caged nucleoside XX in CD3CN.
(Cross peaks in 1H-1H NOESY assigned as 3 & 4 in spectra B are unable to assign due to very
close/merged peaks).
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A

B
Figure 13. 1H-1H COSY (A) and 1H-1H NOESY (B) spectra of uncaged nucleoside XX in DMSOd6. Due to presence of water (δ3.4 ppm) in DMSO-d6, we also observed some strong NOEs with
water.
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7.ESI-MS of RNA oligonucleotides and their photo cleavage study

A

5‘-UCC UUG AAG AAG AUG GUG CTT-3 '
Molecular weight, M = 6710.068
Observed mass = 6741.002

(0 min)
[M+3H++1Na+]-5

B

5‘-UCC UUG AAG AAG AUG GUG CTT-3 '
Molecular weight, M = 6710.068
Observed mass = 6717.19

10 min
[M+2H+]-5

Figure S14. ESI-MS of unmodified control RNA AS1, before (A) and after (B) irradiating at 365
nm for 10 min. There are no significant changes in mass except loss of sodium ion after exposure
to light.
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A

5'-GCA CCA UCU UCU UCA AGG ATT-3'
Calculated mass, M = 6590.064
Observed mass = 6597.836

(0 min)
[M+3H+]-5

B

5'-GCA CCA UCU UCU UCA AGG ATT-3'
Molecular weight, M = 6590.064
Observed mass = 6597.052

(10 min)

[M+2H+]-5

Figure S15. ESI-MS of unmodified control RNA S1, before (A) and after (B) irradiating at 365
nm for 10 min. There are no significant changes in mass after exposure of light.
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A
5'-GCA CCA XCU UCU UCA AGG ATT-3'
Molecular weight, M = 6769.1379
Observed mass = 6777.095

(0 min)
[M+3H+]-5

B
5'-GCA CCA XCU UCU UCA AGG ATT-3'
Molecular weight, M = 6634.1059
Observed mass = 6641.055

(10 min)
[M+2H+]-5

Figure S16. ESI-MS of U-NBnOE RNA S2, before (A) and after (B) irradiating at 365 nm for 10
min. (6777.095-6641.05 = 136.04 mass difference per one nitrobenzyl group) indicating the photo
cleavage of 2-nitrobenzyl group.
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A
5'-GCA CCA UCU UCX UCA AGG ATT-3'
Molecular weight, M = 6769.1379
Observed mass = 6777.0855

(0 min)
[M+3H+]-5

B
5'-GCA CCA UCU UCX UCA AGG ATT-3'
Molecular weight, M = 6634.1059
Observed mass = 6641.05

(10 min)
[M+2H+]-5

Figure S17. ESI-MS of U-NBnOE RNA S3, before (A) and after (B) irradiating at 365 nm for 10
min. (6777.08-6641.05 = 136.03 mass difference per one nitrobenzyl group) indicating the photo
cleavage of 2-nitrobenzyl group.
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A
5'-GCA CCA UCU UCU XCA AGG ATT-3'
Molecular weight, M = 6769.1379
Observed mass = 6777.069

(0 min)
[M+3H+]-5

B
5'-GCA CCA UCU UCU XCA AGG ATT-3'
Molecular weight, M = 6634.1059
Observed mass = 6641.055

(10 min)
[M+2H+]-5

Figure S18. ESI-MS of U-NBnOE RNA S4, before (A) and after (B) irradiating at 365 nm for 10
min. (6777.069-6641.055 = 136.014 mass difference per one nitrobenzyl group) indicating the
photo cleavage of 2-nitrobenzyl group.
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A

5'-GCA CCA UCU XCU UCA AGG ATT-3'
Molecular weight, M = 6769.1379
Observed mass = 6777.099

(0 min)
[M+3H+]-5

B

5'-GCA CCA UCU XCU UCA AGG ATT-3'
Molecular weight, M = 6634.1059
Observed mass = 6641.105

(10 min)
[M+2H+]-5

Figure S19. ESI-MS of U-NBnOE RNA S5, before (A) and after (B) irradiating at 365 nm for 10
min. (6777.099-6641.105 = 135.994 mass difference per one nitrobenzyl group) indicating the
photo cleavage of 2-nitrobenzyl group.
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A

5'-GCA CCA XCU UCU XCA AGG ATT-3'
Molecular weight, M = 6948.2118
Observed mass = 6957.309

(0 min)
[M+4H+]-5

B

5'-GCA CCA XCU UCU XCA AGG ATT-3'
Molecular weight, M = 6678.1478
Observed mass = 6685.135

(10 min)
[M+2H+]-5

Figure S20. ESI-MS of U-NBnOE RNA S6, before (A) and after (B) irradiating at 365 nm for 10
min. (6957.309 -6685.135 = 272.174)/2 modifications = 136.087 mass difference per one 2nitrobenzyl group) indicating the complete photo cleavage of two 2-nitrobenzyl groups.
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5’-UCC UUG AAG AAG AUG GUG CTT-3’
Calcd mass: 6889.207

Figure 21. ESI-MS of U-NBnOE RNA AS2, mass is appeared in different charge state with
adducts (Na+/K+).

Figure 22. ESI-MS of U-NBnOE RNA AS3, mass is appeared in different charge state with
adducts (Na+/K+).
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8.CD spectra of U-NBnOE siRNAs before and after exposure of light (365 nm).
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Figure S23. CD spectra of U-NBnOE siRNA-4 in PBS buffer at different exposure times.
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Figure S24. CD spectra of U-NBnOE siRNA-5 in PBS buffer at different exposure times.
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Figure S25. CD spectra of U-NBnOE siRNA-6 in PBS buffer at different exposure times.
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Figure S26. CD spectra of U-NBnOE siRNA-7 in PBS buffer at different exposure times.
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Figure S27. CD spectra of U-NBnOE siRNA-8 in PBS buffer at different exposure times.
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Chapter 2B. Synthesis of 2’-O-(o-nitrobenzyloxyethyl)adenosine, N1-/N6nitrobenzyl-2’-O-hydroxyethyl-adenosine Analogues and their Incorporation
into DNA/RNA

2B.1 Introduction
DNA methylation has been center of attention in cancer research for more than three decades.1 In
recent times, the identification and understanding the role of naturally occurring modified RNA in
regulating the biochemical pathways such as gene regulation, translations and RNA splicing
mechanisms are considerably increasing.2-5 Apart of unmodified (normal) RNA functioning, the
importance of naturally occurring modified RNA functioning is indisputable. More than 100
nucleoside modifications have been identified from different types of RNAs such as tRNA, sRNA
and mRNA.6 Most of these modifications are structurally diverse with simple modifications such
as, alkylated, thiolated, isoforms, and complex modifications such as, having attached amino acid
residue or heterocyclic ring.7 Methylated nucleosides such as nucleobases methylated and 2’-Omethylated nucleosides are most common modifications found in different types of RNAs. The
most abundant internal modification of mRNA is N6-methyladenosine (m6A), found in both
internally and polyadenylated tails of mRNA and possess essential RNA regulatory mechanism.8
They significantly accelerate protein translations.9 Parisien and co-workers have found that m6A
facilitate the structural changes to mRNA and enhance binding interactions with heterogeneous
nuclear ribonucleoprotein C (HNRNPC) in human cells. The absence of m6A resulted in weak
binding interactions and this regulatory role of m6A is termed as ‘m6A-switch’. Okamura and coworkers have shown that specific inhibition of m6A-RNA resulted in elongated circadian periods
due to decrease in RNA processing efficiency; and considered m6A as important pacemaker in
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circadian gene expression and translations.10,

11

The reversible site specific methylations of

adenosine at N6- and 2’-OH positions of RNA have been identified in mammalian cells and these
reversible

methylations

are

regulated

by

RNA

methyltransferases

(writers)

and

demethyltransferases (erasers) m6A readers such as Methyltransferase Like 3 (METTL3)12,
Methyltransferase Like 14 (METTL14)13 as ‘writers’, Fat mass and obesity-associated proteins
(FTO)14 and ALKBH5 as ‘erasers’ 15 and YTHDF-1/2, IGF2BP1 as ‘readers’ 16. The recent studies
reveal that the RNA methyltransferases (writers) and demethyltransferases (erasers) are
upregulated in human cancer tissues.17 The specific inhibitors of m6A writers, readers, and erasers
proteins are still at infancy and these inhibitors could be potential candidates for anti-cancer
treatment. Mononucleotide, m6A binding with YTH domain of YTHDF2 (m6A reader protein) has
been demonstrated.8
However, along with me6A, N1-methyl adenosine, me1A is also found abundantly in noncoding
RNAs and more prevalent in 5’untranslated regions (5’UTR) of Homo sapiens mRNA.18, 19 The
me1A has a methyl group at Watson-Crick hydrogen bonding interface of complimentary binding
site, which influences the regulatory functioning of RNA. Most importantly, the me1A can
rearrange to me6A under neutral and basic pH, via Dimroth rearrangement.20 This unusual
rearrangement (me1A to me6A) of me1A makes it difficult in handling and conducting biochemical
and biophysical experiments.18 Zhou and co-workers developed methods to detect me1A-RNA
with CRISPR-Cas13a/C2c2 system.21
Another N6-alkylated adenosine is N6-isopentenyladenosine (i6A) which is also abundant. The i6A
nucleoside have an important role in cytokinin biosynthesis and also exert in-vitro and in-vivo antiproliferative effects.22-25 The i6A nucleoside correlates with the expression and activity of farnesyl
pyrophosphate synthase (FPPS), a key enzyme involved in the mevalonate (MVA) pathway, which
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is aberrant in brain cancer. Recently, Bifulco and Co-workers (2017) designed and synthesized i6A
nucleosides by the introducing diverse chemical moieties at the N6 position of adenosine. They
tested the efficacy in U87 cells and in primary glioma cultures, derived from patients. 26
Importantly, N6-benzyladenosine (Bn6A) was found to be more potent than the naturally occurring
i6A. In the same article they propose that Bn6A and its derivatives should consider as potential
bioactive molecules in anti-glioma research.
Along with nucleobase methylated RNAs, many 2’-O-methylated (2’-O-me) RNAs also exist.
Ribose 2′-O-methylation occurs in rRNA, tRNA, mRNA, and siRNA etc. at 2’-OH of adenosine
(Am), guanosine (Gm), cytidine (Cm), and uridine (Um) nucleobases27 and occurs in viruses,
archaebacteria, eubacteria, yeasts, protists, fungi, and higher eukaryotes.28 The presence of methyl
group increases the hydrophobic character and also eliminates the canonical hydrogen bonding
with nucleobases. Importantly, the presence of methyl group at 2’-OH comparatively resists the
sugar ring puckering from dynamic 2’-endo and 3’-endo conformations and affects the global
conformation of RNA. The 2’-OMe acts as restriction cap in 2’-OH involved in 3’-Ophosphodiester bond cleavages which are catalyzed exo/endo nucleases. The RNA duplexes
having 2’-O-me nucleosides exhibit higher thermal melting temperatures.29
In development of RNA based therapeutic drugs, many modified RNA analogues are synthesized
by the structural modification at their phosphate backbone, sugar ring, 2’-OH, and nucleobase
residues.30 The 2’-OH group of native RNAs are sensitive to exo/endo nucleases and prone to
degrade in cellular environments which is major hurdles to use synthetic RNA as drugs.31, 32 Thus
2’-OH capped RNA analogues are developed to counter with nuclease enzymes. The most common
is 2’-OMe RNA which also exist in cellular RNA to affect secondary structure of RNAs and their
interaction with proteins.33 Further, 2’-OH modified RNA are prepared as 2’-tethered RNA
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analogues which shows remarkable stability against exo/endo nuclease.34 For examples, 2’-ethoxy,
2’-tethered hydroxyl ethyl, methoxy ethyl, aminoethyl, guanidinoethyl, allyl, and cynoethyl
groups are introduced at 2’-OH of RNAs to enhance their half-life in serum.35-37 Moreover, 2’-OH
of RNA is caged with photo labile group (o-nitrobenzyl) for controlling the cleaving properties of
hammerhead ribozyme with light.38 The o-nitrobenzyl group has been introduced at N6 position of
adenine residue for caging (temporarily blocking) the Watson-Crick hydrogen bonding interface
of adenine residue, and attempted to control the biological activity with light. Metzker and coworkers have synthesized N6-(o-nitrobenzyl)-dATP which is sequence terminator in enzymatic
DNA synthesis.39 Recently Heckel and Co-workers have synthesized N6-(o-nitrobenzyl)adenosine analogues and incorporated into anti-miRNA oligonucleotides for controlling the light
dependent angiogenesis.40

2B.2 Objective of our work
From brief review of RNA modifications, the development of caged nucleosides with 2’-tethered
alcohol capped with photo caged group is certainly needed. These modifications are intended to
exhibit conformational constraints without affecting the Watson-Crick base pairing and further,
these constraints can be controlled with light. Additionally, there are only few literature reports of
N1 and N6 alkylated adenosines, however, very few reports discuss photo labile N6-adenosine
nucleosides. There are no literature reports of N1 and N6 adenosine nucleosides having photo labile
and 2’-tethered groups. Since, N1 and N6 alkylated adenosines will directly interfere with the
Watson-Crick base pairing; certainly, N1-/N6-caged adenosines with 2’-tether modifications
needed to be examined. We took this opportunity to explore the synthesis of 2’-tether capped with
photo labile adenosine nucleoside (Figure 2B.1A) and photo labile N1-/ N6- alkylated adenosine
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nucleosides (Figure 2B.1B/1C). Herein, we discuss the chemical synthesis of N1 and N6 (onitrobenzyl)-2’-tethered

adenosine

nucleosides,

2’-O-(o-nitrobenzyloxyethyl)adenosine

nucleoside, their phosphoramidites, DNA/RNA oligonucleotides and their photochemical
properties.

Figure 2B.1. Rationally designed caged adenosine modified nucleosides described in this section.

2B.3 Results and Discussion
Synthesis of photo labile N1 and N6 alkylated adenosine nucleosides commence with the
preferential 2’-OH alkylation of adenosine with methyl bromoacetate/NaH provided nucleoside 2
in 37-43% isolated yields following reported procedure.37 The 3’-OH and 5’-OH of nucleoside 2
were protected with TBDMS protecting group to produce 98% yield of nucleoside derivative 3.
The methyl ester in nucleoside 3 was reduced to alcohol with lithium aluminum hydride to obtain
2’-O-(2-hydroxyethyl) nucleoside derivative 4. Initially we designed to attach the photo labile
group, o-nitrobenzyl group at 2’-tethered hydroxyl group under basic conditions with onitrobenzylbromide. So to avoid the alkylation at N6 position of adenosine derivative 4 with
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reactive o-nitrobenzylbromide, we protected the N6 of adenosine derivative of 4 as its N6 benzolyl
adenosine (Bz6A) derivative 5, which is obtained by protection of 2’-tethered hydroxyl group with
transient TMS protecting group followed by benzolylation of amine (Scheme 2B.1).
Scheme 2B.1. Synthesis of 2’-O-hydroxyethyl-Adenosine nucleoside analogues.

To facilitate the alkylation with o-nitrobenzylbromide at naked hydroxyl group in nucleoside 5, all
the functional groups were fully protected. The alkylation of nucleoside 5 under standard
NaH/DMF conditions, which is widely used for the alkylation of hydroxyl groups in nucleic acid
chemistry, was resulted in a mixture of compounds. These products were difficult to isolate and
characterize in pure forms with very poor yields. In our hands, other reactions conditions such as,
imidazole (Im)/pyridine or PPh3/DIAD/o-nitrobenzylalcolol were ineffective even after varying
the temperature. Instead of alkylating the in-situ ribonucleoside alkoxide of 5, we converted
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nucleoside 5 into its mesylate to perform electrophilic substitution reaction with o-nitrobenzyl
alcohol. The resultant reaction mostly dominated with beta-elimination products along with partial
deprotection of TBDMS groups.
However, in the reaction of nucleoside 5 with o-nitrobenzylbromide under K2CO3/AcCN
conditions, two clean products were isolated, Spot-1(upper spot) and Spot-2 (lower spot) in  1:1
ratio with 87% yield with different Rf values on TLC. The preliminary evaluation of proton NMR
spectra Spot-1 and Spot-2 indicate the presence of nitrobenzyl group in both the isolated products.
Surprisingly the mass of both these products are similar to that of anticipated target molecule, m/z
778.354. The mass spectra of both Spots-1/2 are depicted in Figure 2B.2A/2B which exhibit
important peaks as 1580.8955 (2M+Na)+/801.3426 (M+Na)+/375.1209 for Spot-1, and 1558.7104
(2M+H)+/779.3620 (M+H)+/375.1231 for Spot-2. After a very careful evaluation of observed
fragment ions at m/z 375.12 in both mass spectra, we analyzed this fragment ion as protonated
nuclobase by cleavage of glycocidic bond.41 This indicates that, none of the two Spots-1/2
fragment ions belongs to the target molecule’s fragment ion, m/z 539.27. However, the exact
position of nitrobenzyl group is not determined from these mass analyses.41 These mass results
confirm the alkylation with o-nitrobenzylbromide of compound 5 produced nucleobase
nitrobenzylated products in 1:1 ratio instead of designed target molecule (Figure 2B.2C).
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Figure 2B.2. ESI-Mass spectra of Spot-1(A) Spot-2 (B) and structural mass analysis of observed
mass peaks (C/D).
To assign the structure of these products (Spot-1/2), possible alkylation sites in nucleoside 5 was
examined from its structure. From the structure evaluation of nucleoside 5, there are three
reasonable alkylation sites from their corresponding amide tautameric forms as shown in Figure
2B.3. The reaction of reactive aryl halide, o-nitrobenzylbromide, can alkylate all the three
tautamers, interestingly we observed only two alkylated products.

Figure 2B.3. Possible isomers of adenosine derivative 5.
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Sekine and Co-workers have exclusively studied the alkylation products of N6-acylated adenosine
derivatives. They found, when benzoyl group was preferred as N-acyl group on adenosine
derivatives, the exclusive N1- and N6- alkylated products were isolated from possible three amide
tautomers. Importantly, the structure of these N1-/N6- alkylated derivatives were also differentiated
and assigned by NMR spectroscopy. In general, the N6-benzoyl adenosine derivatives (Bz6-A)
have a significant difference in 1H and

13

C NMR spectra of adenosine residues in N6- and N1-

alkylated products. The 1H-NMR chemical shifts (δ) of 2-H and 8-H protons of N6- and N1alkylated products are significantly different. The 1H-NMR signals for 8-H in N6-alkylated
products is observed between δ8.19-8.45 ppm, while those for the N1-alkylated products are
observed at δ7.87 ppm. The 1H-NMR signals for 2-H are shifted to lower ppm compared with
those of N6-alkylated products. Similarly, in the 13C NMR spectra, the signals for 2-C, 4-C and 8C in the N1-alkylated products appear markedly lower ppm compared with those for the N6alkylated products.
Herein, the structure assessment of the two isolated spots (Spot-1/2) obtained by the alkylation of
nucleoside 5 with o-nitrobenzyl bromide is readily assigned by comparing their NMR data (1H and
13

C) with closely related N1- and N6-Bz-A derivatives (Table 2B.1).
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Table 2B.1. 1H/13C-NMR (CDCl3) data of reported (Bn6A and me1A) and synthesized compounds (6a/6b).

Entry

δ (ppm)

6a
(Spot-1)

Bn6A*

6b (Spot-2)

me1A*

1

2-H

8.54

8.51

8.06

7.95

2

2-C

152.28

152.59

146.75

146.52

3

4-C

152.08

151.8

144.99

145.44

4

5-C

126.91

127.08

122.76

122.42

5

6-C

153.81

154.03

148.14

147.65

6

8-H

8.25

8.19

7.95

7.87

7

8-C

142.44

142.46

138.45

138.58

8

C=O (Bz)

172.34

172.5

176.88

170.61

δ: Chemical shift; *Reported chemical shift

values.42

There is a significant difference in the 1H-NMR chemical shift of 2-H and 8-H protons for the
Spot-1 and Spot-2. The signal for 8-H in Spot-1 is observed at δ8.25 ppm, while in Spot-2 it is
appeared at δ7.95 ppm. The signals for 2-H in Spot-1 is observed at δ8.06 ppm while in Spot-2,
appeared at δ8.51 ppm. Similarly, in the

13

C NMR spectra, the signals for 2-C, 4-C and 8-C in

Spot-2 are shifted markedly to lower ppm compared with Spot-1. From the observed NMR data
and careful analysis by comparing with closely related N6- and N1-alkylated products of N6benzoyl adenosine derivatives, we conclude that the Spot-1 is N6-alkylated product 6a (NBn6A),
where as Spot-2 is N1-alkylated product (NBn1A) (Figure 2B.4).
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Figure 2B.4. Alkylation products of adenosine derivative 5.
After the structure of 6a (NBn6A) and 6b (NBn1A) are confirmed, we diverted our efforts to
explore the chemistry of these molecules. To incorporate into DNA/RNA oligonucleotides, we
synthesized their corresponding phosphoramidites from 6a (NBn6A) and 6b (NBn1A) as shown in
Scheme 2B.2. To avoid the intervention of naked hydroxyl group in 6a/6b during DNA/RNA
oligonucleotide synthesis, it is necessary to protect this functional group. For synthetic advantage
we opted to protect this hydroxyl group in benzoate form but the direct benzolylation with benzoyl
chloride of 6a/6b were surprisingly not successful. Hence, we converted the hydroxyl group to
their reactive mesylate derivatives 7a/7b and then treated with sodium benzoate at 90 oC to obtain
8a/8b derivatives in 90-96% yields. For 5’-O-DMTr and 3’-O-phosphoramidations, we removed
the TBDMS protecting groups with TBAF to obtain 9a/9b nucleosides in 95-96% yields. The 5’OH was protected as DMTr derivatives (10a/10b) and 3’-OH is converted into their corresponding
phosphoramidites 11a/11b in 70-74% isolated yields. All the compounds are characterized by
NMR and ESI-MS and their respective spectra are provided in Appendix.
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Scheme 2B.2. Synthesis of caged-NBn6A/NBn1A phosphoramidities.

Cleavage of PLPG with light. Since o-nitrobenzyl is a known as photo labile protecting group, we
planned to optimize the cleavage conditions for the removal of o-nitrobenzyl group with light
(wavelength 365 nm) from nucleoside 9a/9b. The photo cleavage reaction is monitored by NMR
and Mass techniques. The photo cleavage of NBn6A (9a) and NBn1A (9b) derivatives are studied
by 1H-NMR with varying exposure times at 365 nm in CDCl3:D2O (25:1). D2O was added to
interpret the 3’/5’-hydroxyl groups from sugar ring protons. 1H NMR spectra without/with D2O
(20 l) are given in Appendix. The time dependent NMR spectra of caged nucleoside 9a (NBn6A)
are provided in Figure 2B.5. In photo cleavage of NBn6A (9a), 90-95% of uncaging occurred
within 45-50 min of exposure at 365 nm. Before exposure, 1’-H of sugar ring appeared as doublet
at δ5.83 ppm and benzylic -CH2- as singlet at δ6.03 ppm. During the exposure time, the benzylic
-CH2- disappeared and a new peak at δ12.1 ppm appeared, which belongs to the aldehydic proton
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of nitrsobenzaldehyde after photo cleavage. While the 1’-H of sugar ring is shifted from 5.83 ppm
to 6.0 ppm after photo cleavage. In literature, the formation such aldehyde is also known from the
photo cleavage of nitrobenzyl group.43 Besides, 1’-H proton in sugar ring shifted from δ5.83 to
δ6.0 after 60 min, this is possibly due to the conformational changes after uncaging.

1’-H (uncaged)
Aldehyde

60 min

45 min

30 min
15 min
Bn-CH2-

1’-H (caged)

0 min

Figure 2B.5. 1H-NMR spectra for photo cleavage of PLP group in caged-adenosine nucleoside
9a with 365 nm UV light in CDCl3.
Similarly, the photo cleavage study of NBn1A (9b) derivative is provided in Figure 2B.6. The 1’H of sugar ring appeared as doublet at δ5.83 ppm before exposure. Unlike NBn6A (9a) derivative,
the benzylic -CH2- appeared as doublet of doublet at δ5.75 ppm, this is possibly due to germinal
coupling. In contrast to photo cleavage of NBn6A (9a), there are no changes in NMR spectra even
after exposure for 60 min at 365 nm and a similar experiments repeated in CD3CN and found
similar result, (1H NMR spectra provided in Appendix). These NMR studies strongly support the
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photo cleavage of o-nitrobenzyl group of adenosine analogue 9a (NBn6A) while no photo cleavage
of o-nitrobenyzl group in adenosine analogue 9b (NBn1A).

(no change)

60 min

40 min

20 min
10 min
1’-H (caged)

Bn-CH2-

0 min

Figure 2B.6. 1H-NMR spectra for photo cleavage of PLP group in caged-adenosine nucleoside 9b
with 365 nm UV light in CDCl3.

UV-Vis and CD studies. Further we attempted to characterize nitrobenzyl protected adenosine
derivatives (6a/6b/9b) with UV-Vis and CD techniques. The UV /CD spectra of NBn6A and
NBn1A derivatives exhibit characteristic and significant variation in their respective spectra. In
UV spectra, the NBn6A derivative, 6a exhibit absorption at 280 nm while NBn1A derivative 6b
has absorption at 311 nm (Figure 2B.7A). Moreover, there are no significant changes in UV
spectra of NBn1A derivatives 6b/9b. This observed shift in UV spectra of NBn1A derivatives 6b/9b
(311 nm) compared to NBn6A derivative 6a (280 nm) is probably due to perturbation in aromatic
property of adenosine nucleobase which is preserved in NBn1A derivative 6a. In CD spectra, both
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NBn6A and NBn1A derivatives exhibit negative bands which are differ in absorption wavelengths.
The NBn6A derivative, 6a has negative bands at 280 and 211 nm whereas NBn1A derivative 6b
has broad negative band between 260-320 nm, while in 9b has distinguished sharp peaks at 265
and 300 nm (Figure 2B.7B). This distinguished absorption in UV /CD spectra, makes them useful
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tools to readily differentiate NBn6A and NBn1A alkylated nucleosides at monomer level.
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Figure 2B.7. UV spectra (A) and CD spectra (B) of NBn6A 6a and NBn1A 6b/9b derivatives in
MeOH.
The photo cleavage of 6a/6b/9b was also monitored by UV spectrophotometer with exposure of
light (365 nm) at different time intervals. Before exposure (0 min) the UV spectra of 6a exhibit
absorption at 280 nm (Figure 2B.8A). Upon irradiation of light (365 nm) the intensity of peak at
280 nm increases (hyperchromic shift) with respect to time up to 25 min., and further exposure of
light up to 40 min have no significant changes. Then these 6a samples (before light or after light
exposure) were analyzed by ESI-Mass. The mass spectra of 6a samples are provided in Figure
2B.9, which show the molecular ion peak of 6a, at 779.4106 (m/z) [M+H]+ before exposure with
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light. After 40 min., exposure of light (365 nm), the mass spectra of 6a exhibit a new peak at m/z
644.3857, this belongs to the molecular mass of uncaged-adenosine nucleoside 5. These analyses
confirm the photo cleavage of nitrobenzyl group of NBn6A derivative 6a.
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Figure 2B.8. UV spectra of NBn6A, 6a derivative (A) and NBn1A, 9b derivative (B) at different
exposure times of light (365 nm)
The similar UV & Mass experiments were performed with NBn1A derivatives 6b/9b.The photo
cleavage of NBn1A derivatives, 6b/9b has absorption at 310 nm before exposure. Unlike 6a, upon
irradiation (365 nm) for 40 min, both the UV spectra of 6b/9b exhibit small hypochromic shifts.
The UV spectrum of 6b is provided in Figure 2B.8B. The UV spectra of 6b and mass data of 9b
are provided in the Appendix. Unlike 6a, the mass spectrum of 9b was remained same before and
after exposure of the light. This result suggest that nitrobenzyl group of 6b/9b are not photo
cleavable. A similar photo cleavage result was also supported from our NMR studies (Figure 2B.5
and 2B.6).
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A

[M+H+]

before UV (365 nm)
0 min

B

[M+H+]

after UV (365 nm)
40 min

Figure 2B.9. ESI-Mass spectra of 6a before (A) and after (B) exposure of light at 365 nm.

Before incorporation of NBn6A/NBn1A phosphoramidites into DNA/RNA, we examined chemical
stability of nitrobenzyl group in modified adenosine nucleosides (10a/10b) under basic (NH4OH
solution) and also acidic (3% TCA in DCM) conditions by ESI-Mass studies. Their mass data are
provided in the Appendix. In these studies, o-nitrobenzyl group was intact with adenosine residue
with both compounds 10a/10b. Thus their phosphoramidites could be incorporated into
DNA/RNA oligonucleotides.
For further application of NBn6A and NBn1A, the synthesized adenosine modified N6/N1 alkylated
phosphoramidites 11a/11b were incorporated into DNA/RNA oligonucleotides and examined
photochemical

behavior

by ESI-Mass

studies.

We

incorporated

newly synthesized

phosphoramidites 11a/11b into DNA pentamer 5’-TTATT-3’ as 5’-TT(NBn6A)TT-3’ (NBn6ADNA) and 5’-TT(NBn1A)TT-3’ (NBn1A-DNA) at oligosynthesizer under standard DNA synthesis
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conditions, except the coupling times of 11a/11b increased to 10 min. After the synthesis, these
DNAs were cleaved from resin and incubated at 55 oC for 6 h in ammonium hydroxide for
complete deprotection of nucleobase protecting groups. Further these were purified and desalted
by passing through sephadex column and the fractions containing DNA were characterized by
mass.
The mass spectra of 5’-TT(NBn6A)TT-3’, containing 11a (NBn6A) adenosine residue is depicted
in Figure 2B.10. In its mass spectra, the mass of NBn6A-DNA appeared as m/z 830.297 (Figure
2B.10A). This mass peak corresponds to the observed mass of m/z 1662.6 [M-H+]-1 in charge state
z = 2, which is one unit less than the calculated mass (m/z 1663.18) of NBn6A-DNA. This DNA
was exposed with light (365 nm) for 5 min and again recorded their mass spectra. After exposure
of light, the mass peak at m/z 830.297 is disappeared to trace amount and exhibit a new peak at
m/z 762.7854 (Figure 2B.10B). This mass peak (m/z 762.7854) corresponds to the observed mass
of m/z 1527.57 [M-H+]-1 in charge state z = 2, which is one unit less than the calculated mass (m/z
1528.06) of NBn6A-DNA without o-nitrobenzyl group. The observed mass difference of 136 units
is equal to mass of nitrobenzyl group. Thus the photo cleavage of nitrobenzyl group was occurred
in NBn6A DNA with light (365 nm) within 5 min.
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A

Observed mass
1662.59 [M-H+]-1
0 min

B

Observed mass
1527.57 [M-H+]-1
5 min

Figure 2B.10. Mass spectra of NBn6A incorporated DNA pentamer before (A) and after (B)
irradiation at 365 nm. Mass in observed in charge state z = 2. In Figure 8A, before exposure to
light, small mass peak at m/z 762.77 is observed which corresponds mass of NBn6A-DNA without
nitrobenzyl group.
The incorporation of N1-PLP phosphoramidite, 11b in TTATT is analyzed from its mass spectra.
The mass spectra depict two mass peaks, m/z 762.78 and m/z 830.31 (Figure 2B.11A).
Unambiguously, mass peak m/z 830.31 corresponds to the mass of NBn1A DNA (M-2H)2- where
M (1663.18). Another mass peak is analysed and found that peak at m/z 762.78 belong to (M-2H)2where M (1528.57) is equal to the mass of DNA without containing nitrobenzyl unit. After
exposure with light for 5 min, the mass peak at m/z 830.31 is disappeared (Figure 2B.11B).
However, at monomer NBn1A (6b), the cleavage of nitrobenzyl group was not observed with
exposure of light even for 40 min. Therefore, we assume that the conversion of NBn1A into NBn6A
is occurred during the synthesis of oligonucleotide via the Dimorth rearrangement. In literature,
the conversion of N1-alkyl adenosine to N6-alkyl adenosine is reported through the Dimorth
rearrangement reaction. For example i1A (N1-isopentyl adenosine) isomerize into i6A (N6isopentyl adenosine) under basic conditions.43-45
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A

Observed mass
1662.62 & 1527.57
0 min

B

Observed mass
1527.57
5 min

Figure 2B.11. Mass spectra of NBn1A incorporated DNA before (A) and after (B) irradiation at
365 nm. Mass is observed in charge state z = 2.
Further, we incorporated NBn6A and NBn1A analogues into RNA oligonucleotides from
respective phosphoramidites 11a and 11b at DNA synthesizer under standard RNA synthesis
conditions, except the coupling times of 11a/11b increased to 18 min. After the synthesis, these
RNAs were cleaved and completely deprotected by incubating at 65 oC for 10 min in 1:1 mixture
of methylamine (40% in water) and ammonium hydroxide. The 2’-O- Silyl (TBDMS/TOM)
groups were deprotected with HF.TEA at 65 oC for 2 h. Further these were purified by 20% poly
acrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) and desalted by passing through sephadex-G25 columns.
The fractions containing pure RNA were characterized by ESI-Mass.
The N6 and N1 -PLP phosphoramidites, 11a and 11b are incorporated in RNA (21mer) at different
positions having one incorporation, two incorporations, and three incorporations. The NBn6A and
NBn1A RNA sequence and position of modifications are provided in Table 2B.2 (Column 3). Their
mass spectra are provided in the Appendix, while their deconvoluted mass values are given in
Table 2B.2 (column 4). The mass of corresponding RNA oligonucleotides appears in their mass
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spectra mostly in charge states z = 5 and z = 6 with sodium/pottasium adducts. The observed
molecular mass of NBn6A-RNA-1/2/3/4/5 (11a incorporated) are almost equal to the calculated
ones (Entry 1-5, Table 2B.2) which confirm the syntheses of o-nitrobenzyl caged-RNAs (NBn6ARNAs). Unlike NBn6A-RNAs, the observed molecular masses of NBn1A-RNA-6/7/8 (11b
incorporated) appeared to be significantly less than their calculated mass (Table 2B.2, Entry 6-8).
The careful analyses of their mass peaks indicate the complete absence of photo labile (onitrobenzyl) groups. For example, the calculated mass of NBn1A-RNA-6 (one 11b incorporated)
is 6792.19 (m/z), and its observed mass is 6746.17 (m/z) (Table 2B.2, Entry 6). Herein, we assign
that this mass difference (-46.0 unit) occurs due to the chemical cleavage of nitrobenzyl group
followed by adduct formation with Na+/K+. The similar mass differences are also observed with
other NBn1A-RNA-7 (one incorporated 11b) and NBn1A-RNA-8 (two incorporated 11b), then we
assigned successfully as the chemical cleavage of nitrobenzyl group followed by Na+/K+ adduct
formation (Table 2B.2, Entry 7-8).
Photo cleavage of PLPG in RNAs. After successful synthesis of RNA oligonucleotides, we studied
the photo cleavage of NBn6A and NBn1A RNA by ESI-Mass. Conceptually, the presence of photo
labile, o-nitrobenzyl group add a mass of m/z 136 mass units to the total molecular mass of their
respective RNA (for example mass of caged-RNA = M), when the o-nitrobenzyl group is photo
cleaved with exposure of the light (365 nm), then there is a loss of mass by m/z 136 units for each
unit of o-nitrobenzyl group from total molecular mass of that RNA (M-136). Herein, Each RNA
oligonucleotide (500 pmol) was exposed at 365 nm using monochromatic laser light for 10 min
and the mass spectrometric measurements were carried out before and after exposure of light. Their
mass spectra are provided in Appendix. We also extracted their deconvoluted mass values which
are given in (Table 2B.2, Column-5).
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In N6-photolabile modified RNA (NBn6A-RNA-1/2/3/4/5), the photo labile groups were
completely cleaved within 10 min of exposure. In NBn6A-RNA-1 and NBn6A-RNA-2, which
possess single photo labile modifications which are differ in their position of modification, have a
mass difference of m/z 135 before and after exposure. For example, the mass of NBn6A-RNA-1
(one incorporated 11a), (m/z 6866.21), was reduced to m/z 6731.11 after exposure of light (365
nm) for 10 min ((Entry 1, Table 2B.2). The reduced mass difference (~135.1 unit) is equivalent to
the mass of o-nitrobenzyl, which confirms the photo cleavage of nitrobenzyl group from NBn6ARNA-1 (Uncaging of NBn6A-RNA-1). Similarly, in NBn6A-RNA-3 and NBn6A-RNA-4, have two
photo labile groups and after exposure of light (365 nm) for 10 min ((Entry 3-4, Table 2B.2) have
a mass difference of m/z 271 (135.5 x 2), whereas in NBn6A-RNA-5 have three photo labile groups
and after exposure of light (365 nm) for 10 min (Entry 5, Table 2B.2) have a mass difference of
m/z 405 (135.06 x 3) before and after exposure of the light. From these mass experiments, the
anticipated mass difference of m/z 135/136 after irradiation with 365 nm is observed which
indicate the presence of photo labile group and are also completely cleavable with exposure of
light (365 nm).
To ensure the chemical cleavage of nitrobenzyl group from NBn1A-RNA-6/7/8, we irradiated with
light (365 nm) for 10 min and then analyzed by ESI-Mass. Their mass spectra are provided in the
Appendix, while deconvoluted mass data are given in Table 2B.2 (column 5). In NBn1A-RNA-6/7
with single modifications which are differed in their position, have no change in their mass before
and after exposure at 365 nm for 10 min. For example, NBn1A-RNA-6 have mass m/z 6746.17,
had remained the same after exposure of the light (Entry 6, Table 2B.2). Similarly, in NBn1ARNA-8 which have two modifications have no changes in their mass before and after exposure
(Entry 7-8, Table 2B.2). Even after prolonged exposure (up to 20 min) there is no change in their
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mass spectra. The photo cleavage studies of NBn1A-RNA-6/7/8 indicate the absence of photo
labile (2-nitrobenzyl) groups. Thus the o-nitrobenzyl groups of NBn1A-RNAs are chemically
cleaved during RNA synthesis, unlike NBn6A-RNA. Hence NBn6A-RNAs are chemically stable
and caged, but NBn1A-RNAs are not caged with PLPG (o-nitrobenzyl group).

Table 2B.2. Mass data of NBn6A-RNAs and NBn1A-RNAs before and after irradiation of the light (365 nm).
Entry
Code
RNA sequence
Observed mass
Observed mass
(0 min)
(365 nm, 10 min)
1
NBn6A-RNA-1
5'-GCA CCA XCU UCU
6866.21
6731.11
UCA AGG ATT-3'
[M + 3Na+] -5
[M + 3Na+] -5
2
NBn6A-RNA-2
5'-GCA CCA UCU UCU
6888.78
6753.70
XCA AGG ATT-3'
[M + 4Na+] -5
[M + 4Na+] -5
3
NBn6A-RNA-3
5'-GCA CCA XCU XCU
7068.93
6797.65
UCA AGG ATT-3'
[M + 3Na+] -5
[M + 3Na+] -5
4
NBn6A-RNA-4
5'-GCA CCA XCU XCU
7209.37
6804.18
XCA AGG ATT-3'
[M + 8H+] -5
[M + 8H+] -5
5
NBn6A-RNA-5
5'-GCA CCA UCX XCU
7067.96
6797.86
UCA AGG ATT-3'
[M + 3Na+] -5
[M + 3Na+] -5
6
NBn1A-RNA-6
5'-GCA CCA UCU XCU
6746.17
6746.17
UCA AGG ATT-3'
[M +2Na++1K+] -5
[M + 2Na+ + 1K+] -5
7
NBn1A-RNA-7
5'-GCA CCA UCU UCU
6686.73
6686.7
XCA AGG ATT-3'
[M + 1Na+] -5
[M + 1Na+] -5
8
NBn1A-RNA-8
5'-GCA CCA UCX XCU
6781.25
6781.35
UCA AGG ATT-3'
[M + 3(NH4)+] -5
[M + 3(NH4)+] -5

Difference
in mass
135.1
135.08
271.28
(135.64 x 2)
405.19
(135.06 x 3)
270.1
(135.05 x 2)
0
0.3
0.1

X = NBn6A/NBn1A adenosine modified nucleosides

Chemical cleavage of NBn1A DNA/RNA.
The acidic conditions (3% TCA in DCM) and basic conditions (NH4OH solution) are being used
for DNA syntheses. Thus we examined the chemical stability NBn6A (10a)/NBn1A (10b)
nucleoside derivatives under similar acidic and basic conditions. Pleasantly, we found that
nitrobenzyl group of NBn6A/NBn1A nucleoside derivatives are quite stable under those conditions.
However, in both N1 photo labile modified DNA (NBn1A DNA) and RNA (NBn1A RNA 6-8), the
photo labile (2-nitrobenzyl) group is either partially deprotected (in NBn1A DNA) or completely
deprotected (in NBn1A RNA 6-8) before exposure of light (365 nm). Herein, we propose the
chemical cleavage of nitrobenzyl group of NBn1A-DNA/RNA in Figure 2B.12. During DNA/RNA
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synthesis, the protonation of imine nitrogen of adenine ring in NBn1A with trichloroacetic acid
during DNA/RNA synthesis. In protonated of NBn1A, adenine ring gets positively charged as
resultant the nitrobenzyl group is prone to cleavage to retain the aromaticity in the influence of
neighbouring nucleobases, which may enhance base stacking interactions.

Figure 2B.12. Possible chemical cleavage of PLPG in NBn1A DNA/RNA oligonucleotide.

Isomeraization of NBn1A DNA into NBn6A DNA. Herein we examined the stability of
nitrobenzylated NBn1A-DNA, formed partially and found that its nitrobenzyl group was photo
cleavable with exposure of the light (365 nm), which is unusual as compared to NBn1A nucleoside
derivative. We firmly assume that NBn1A residue has isomerized into NBn6A.Thus we propose
the photo cleavage mechanism of nitrobenzyl group in NBn1A-DNA as the pyrimidine ring
opening of nitrobenzylated adenine and then re-cyclization with N6-imine in water (Figure 2B.13).
In literature, such ring opening of adenine and re-cyclization with N6-imine are reported in N1alkylated adenosine nucleoside

44-46

and also observed in dynamic state in some eukaryotic

mRNA.47 Hence our propose mechanism supports the partial conversion of NBn1A-DNA into
caged-NBn6A-DNA.
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Figure 2B.13. Dimorth rearrangement of NBn1A to NBn6A and photo cleavage of rearranged
NBn1A-DNA.

Synthesis of 2’-O-(o-nitrobenzyloxyethyl)adenosine analogue
In development of caged RNAs, we rationally designed adenosine nucleoside comprising 2’-tether
capped with photo caged group, A-NBnOE (Figure 2B.14). For the synthesis of designed molecule
(A-NBnOE), we initially opted to alkylate 2’-O-hydroxyethyl-adenosine derivative with
nitrobenzyl bromide (path-a, Figure 2B.14). As discussed in above section, this reaction resulted
in alkylation of adenosine nuclobase. After understanding the alkylated products of 2’-Ohydroxyethyl-adenosine derivative, we changed the synthetic route to path-b (Figure 2B.14). In
literature, direct alkylation of adenosine at its 2’-OH with variety of alkyl halides is well reported.48
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Figure 2B.14. Possible retro synthetic approach for the synthesis of A-NBnOE nucleoside.

Herein, the synthesis of designed caged adenosine phosphoramidite is provided in Scheme 2B.3.
In this synthetic approach, first we prepared the alkyl bromide, 2-(o-nitrobenzyloxy)ethylbromide
(13) and then alkylated the adenosine with 2-(o-nitrobenzyloxy)ethylbromide. The 2-(onitrobenzyloxy)ethylbromide (13) was prepared in two synthetic steps, starting from the mono
alkylation of ethylene glycol with o-nitrobenzylbromide (76% yield) by following the reported
procedure
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the resulting 2-(o-nitrobenzyloxy)ethanol (12) is converted into 2-(o-

nitrobenzyloxy)ethylbromide (13) under Mitsunobu reaction conditions. After the successful
synthesis of alkyl halide 13, the alkylation of adenosine with 2-(o-nitrobenzyloxy)ethylbromide
(13) resulted isolation of 2’-O-alkylated adenosine, A-NBnOE (14) in 10-12% of isolated yields.
For phosphoramidite synthesis, the N6 amino functional group of adenosine derivative 14 is
protected as its N6-benzolyl adenosine (Bz6A) derivative 15, which is obtained by protection of
3’-/5’- hydroxyl groups with transient TMS protecting group followed by benzolylation of N6
amine with benzoyl chloride. The 5’-OH of adenosine derivative 15 was protected as DMTr
derivative 16 and the 3’-OH of DMTr derivative 16 is converted into corresponding
phosphoramidite as 17 in 86% of isolated yield. All the compounds are characterized by NMR and
ESI-MS and their respective spectra are provided in Appendix.
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Scheme 2B.3. Synthesis of 2’-O-(o-nitrobenzyloxyethyl)adenosine nucleoside phosphoramidite.

To ensure the alkylation at 2’-OH, we analyzed the proton NMR and mass spectral data of ANBnOE derivatives, 14-17. For example, the proton NMR spectra of adenosine nucleoside 14
exhibit free –NH2 at δ6.6 ppm, this indicate the alkylation did not occur at N6 position of adenosine.
This is further strongly supported from the mass spectra of phosphoramidite 17 (Figure 2B.15).
The mass spectra of phosphoramidite 17 exhibit three mass peaks, these mass peaks are analyzed
as molecular ion (m/z 1053.417) and fragment ions (m/z 970.306 and 814.341). The fragment ion
at m/z 814.341 is analyzed as fragmentation product of glycosidic bond (C’1-N9 bond) in
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phosphoramidite 17. These analyses strongly indicate the presence of alkyl group, 2-(onitrobenzyloxy)ethyl group, at 2’-O- of adenosine in compounds, 14-15.

Figure 2B.15. ESI-Mass spectra of adenosine phosphoramidite 17, molecular ion (m/z 1053),
fragment ions (m/z 969 and m/z 814) and their respective structures are also indicated.

Cleavage of PLPG of 2’-O-(o-nitrobenzyloxyethyl)adenosine analogue 15 with light. The
photochemical cleavage of PLPG, o-nitrobenzyl group, of 2’-O-(o-nitrobenzyloxyethyl)adenosine
derivative 15 is monitored by ESI-MS before and after exposure of the light (365 nm) and their
mass spectra are provided in Figure 2B.16. Before exposure of the light (0 min), the mass spectra
of 15 exhibit molecular ion at m/z 551.194, which corresponds to the molecular ion of 15 (Figure
2B.16A). After 30 min exposure of light (365 nm), the mass spectra of 15 exhibit a new peak at
m/z 437.565 (M+Na+) and m/z 415.596 (M+), these mass peaks belongs to the molecular mass of
uncaged-adenosine nucleoside 15 (without o-nitrobenzyl group) (Figure 2B.16B). These analyses
confirm the photo cleavage of nitrobenzyl group of 2’-O-(o-nitrobenzyloxyethyl)adenosine
derivative 15.
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A
(0 min)

B

(M+Na+ )

(30 min exposure at 365 nm UV light)

Figure 2B.16. ESI-Mass spectra of 15, before (A) and after (B) exposure of light at 365 nm.

2’-O-(o-nitrobenzyloxyethyl)adenosine RNA oligonucleotides. Further, we incorporated 2’-O-(onitrobenzyloxyethyl)adenosine phosphoramidite 17 into RNA oligonucleotides (21mer) at DNA
synthesizer under standard RNA synthesis conditions, except the coupling times of
phosphoramidite 17 is increased to 18 min. Other purification procedures are similar to
NBn6A/NBn1A RNA oligonucleotides. The phosphoramidite 17 is incorporated in RNA (21mer)
at different positions having one incorporation, two incorporations, and four incorporations. The
2’-O-(o-nitrobenzyloxyethyl)adenosine RNA (A-NBnOE-RNA) sequence and position of
modifications are provided in Table 2B.3 (Column 3). Their mass spectra are provided in the
Appendix, while their deconvoluted mass values are given in Table 2B.3 (column 4). The mass of
corresponding RNA oligonucleotides appear in their mass spectra mostly in charge states z = 5 and
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z = 4 with Na+/NH4+ adducts, however mostly we observed the major mass peak of completely
desalted RNA. The observed molecular mass of A-NBnOE-RNA-1/2/3 are almost equal to the
calculated molecular mass (Table 2B.3, column 4) of 2’-O-(o-nitrobenzyloxyethyl)adenosine
RNA, (A-NBnOE-RNA). For example, the calculated mass of A-NBnOE-RNA-1 is m/z 6769.15
and its observed mass is m/z 6770.24. Similarly, the calculated mass of A-NBnOE-RNA-2 is m/z
6948.33 and its observed mass is m/z 6950.60. In case of A-NBnOE-RNA-3 the calculated mass
is m/z 7306.67 and its observed mass appeared as sodium adducts with m/z 7402.80, the observed
mass difference (96 mass units) is attributed by four sodium ions. The mass spectral analyses of
A-NBnOE-RNA-1/2/3 confirm the syntheses of 2’-O-(o-nitrobenzyloxyethyl)adenosine RNA, (ANBnOE-RNA).
Photo cleavage of PLPG in A-NBnOE-RNAs. After the successful synthesis of A-NBnOE-RNA
oligonucleotides, we studied the photo cleavage of PLPG, o-nitrobenzyl group, by ESI-MS. The
deconvoluted mass is provided in Table 2B.3 (Column 5). Herein, the mass of A-NBnOE-RNA-1
(one incorporation of 17) before exposure to light exhibits observed mass of m/z 6770.24, after
exposure to light (365 nm, 10 min)it was reduced to m/z 6635.16 (Entry 1, Table 2B.3). The
reduced mass difference (~135.1 unit) is equivalent to the mass of o-nitrobenzyl, which confirms
the photo cleavage of nitrobenzyl group from A-NBnOE-RNA-1 (uncaging of A-NBnOE-RNA1). In case of A-NBnOE-RNA-2 (two incorporations of 17), the observed mass is reduced from
m/z 6950.60 to m/z 6679.43 after exposure to light (365 nm, 10 min). This mass difference of m/z
271.16 (135.07 x 2) is equivalent to the mass of two nitrobenzyl groups in A-NBnOE-RNA-2,
which confirm the photo cleavage of both nitrobenzyl groups in A-NBnOE-RNA-2. In case of ANBnOE-RNA-3 (four incorporations of 17), have a mass difference of m/z 552.3 (138.07 x 4) after
exposure of light (365 nm, 10 min), which is equivalent to mass of four o-nitrobenzyl groups and
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confirms the photo cleavage of all four nitrobenzyl group from A-NBnOE-RNA-3. From these
mass experiments, the anticipated mass difference of m/z 135/136 after exposure with 365 nm.

Table 2B.3. Mass data of A-NBnOE-RNAs before and after irradiation of the light (365 nm).
Entry
Code
RNA sequence
Observed mass
Observed mass
(0 min)
(365 nm, 10 min)

Difference
in mass

1

A-NBnOERNA-1

5'-GCA CCX UCU UCU
UCA AGG ATT-3

6770.24
+ -5
[M + 1H ]

6635.16
+ -5
[M + 1H ]

135.08

2

A-NBnOERNA-2

5'-GCA CCX UCU UCU
UCX AGG ATT-3'

6950.60
+ -5
[M + 2H ]

6679.43
+ -5
[M + 1H ]

271.16
(135.58 x 2)

3

A-NBnOERNA-3

5'-GCX CCX UCU UCU
UCX XGG ATT-3'

7402.80
+
+ [[M + 4Na ] + 4H ]

6797.65
+
+ [[M + 1NH4+3Na ] - 4H ]

552.3
(138.07 x 4)

5

5

X = A-NBnOE-RNA modified nucleoside

2B.4 Conclusion
We have accomplished the nitrobenzylation of adenine residue at N1/N6 position of 2’-tetheredN6-benzoyladenosine nucleosides derivatives (NBn6A and NBn1A) and also demonstrated the
chemical synthesis of 2’-O-(o-nitrobenzyloxyethyl)adenosine nucleoside derivative (A-NBnOE).
The N1/N6 products exhibit characteristic UV and CD signal spectra, which can be used to
distinguish N1 and N6 products just by UV and CD spectrophotometers. We have also achieved the
2’-thethered caged-adenosine and 2’-O-(o-nitrobenzyloxyethyl)adenosine phosphoramidites and
incorporated into DNA/RNA oligonucleotides. Pleasantly, we demonstrated that the nitrobenzyl
groups are photo cleavable from NBn6A and A-NBnOE containing nucleosides and
oligonucleotides, but not cleavable from NBn1A nucleosides. The nitrobenzyl group of NBn1ADNA has partially retained, which is photo cleavable. The partial retention of nitrobenzyl group in
DNA, also photo labile, is presumably due to the isomerization into NBn6A DNA. However, the
nitrobenzyl group of NBn1A containing RNA has not retained because of its chemical cleavage.
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There is no report about photo labile protection at N1 of adenosine and 2’-O-(onitrobenzyloxyethyl)adenosine, though a very few literature reports are available about N 6photolabile protected adenosine analogues. This study reveals the unusual chemical synthesis of
N1 and N6 photo labile analogues of 2’-O-hydroxyethyl-N6Bz-adenosine derivative and unusual
photochemical behaviour of NBn1A in nucleoside and their oligonucleotide analogues. The NBn6A
and NBn1A nucleosides and oligonucleotides with photo labile groups and 2’-O-tethered have a
potential impact with altered base pairing properties on biochemical pathways and exert rational
photo-controlled activities. While, the presence of bulkier photo cleavable group in A-NBnOERNA oligonucleotides can exhibit the spatial interactions without interfering Watson-Crick base
pairing with enzymes and these interactions can controll by light. Hence 2’-tethered NBn6A,
NBn1A, A-NBnOE nucleosides and their DNA/RNA oligonucleotides are potential candidates in
the development of caged-ASO analogues.

2B.5 Experimental section
Materials. All the required chemicals were obtained from commercial suppliers and used without
any further purification. Pyridine and methylene chloride solvents were distilled over calcium
hydride and stored under 4Å molecular sieves prior using for reactions. Tetrahydrofuran was
freshly distilled over sodium and benzophenone for reactions. All the reactions were monitored by
thin layer chromatography, visualized by UV and Ninhydrin. Column chromatography was
performed with 230-400 mesh silica. MS and HRMS were obtained from Bruker micrOTOF-Q II
Spectrometer. 1H/13C/31P NMR spectra were recorded on Bruker AV-400 or 700 MHz at 298 K.
1

H and

13

C NMR chemical shifts were recorded in ppm downfield from tetramethyl silane or
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residual solvent peak. Splitting patterns are abbreviated as: s, singlet; d, doublet; dd, doublet of
doublet; t, triplet; q, quartet; dq, doublet of quartet; m, multiplet.
Experimental procedures
Experimental procedures for compound 2-5 are provided in literature reports
methyl-

2-(((2R,3R,4R,5R)-2-(6-amino-9H-purin-9-yl)-4-hydroxy-5-

(hydroxymethyl)tetrahydrofuran-3-yl)oxy)acetate (2). 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.30 (s, 1H),
7.85 (s, 1H), 6.78 (d, J = 11.2 Hz, 1H), 6.04 (d, J = 32.4 Hz, 2H), 5.94 (d, J = 7.7 Hz, 1H), 4.75
(dd, J = 7.7, 4.1 Hz, 1H), 4.53 – 4.20 (m, 4H), 3.94 (dd, J = 15.1, 4.9 Hz, 2H), 3.85 – 3.57 (m,
4H). 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 172.04 (s), 156.32 (s), 152.42 (s), 148.43 (s), 141.04 (s),
120.99 (s), 89.02 (s), 87.77 (s), 84.40 (s), 70.83 (s), 68.95 (s), 63.17 (s), 52.44 (s). ESI-HRMS
[M+H]+ calcd for C13H17N5O6 340.1252, found 340.1259.
methyl 2-(((2R,3R,4R,5R)-2-(6-amino-9H-purin-9-yl)-4-((tert-butyldimethylsilyl)oxy)-5-(((tertbutyldimethylsilyl)oxy)methyl)tetrahydrofuran-3-yl)oxy)acetate (3). 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO)
δ 8.30 (s, 1H), 8.12 (s, 1H), 7.30 (s, 2H), 6.07 (d, J = 5.4 Hz, 1H), 4.77 (t, J = 5.0 Hz, 1H), 4.65 (t,
J = 4.1 Hz, 1H), 4.21 (s, 2H), 4.00 – 3.92 (m, 1H), 3.85 (dd, J = 11.4, 4.9 Hz, 1H), 3.69 (dd, J =
11.4, 3.9 Hz, 1H), 3.51 (s, 3H), 0.87 (d, J = 30.3 Hz, 18H), 0.14 (d, J = 1.8 Hz, 6H), 0.09 – -0.05
(m, 6H). ESI-HRMS [M+H]+ calcd for C25H45N5O6Si2 568.2981, found 568.2933.
2-(((2R,3R,4R,5R)-2-(6-amino-9H-purin-9-yl)-4-((tert-butyldimethylsilyl)oxy)-5-(((tertbutyldimethylsilyl)oxy)methyl)tetrahydrofuran-3-yl)oxy)ethanol (4). 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3)
δ 8.32 (s, 1H), 8.20 (s, 1H), 6.18 (d, J = 3.1 Hz, 1H), 5.84 (s, 2H), 4.50 (t, J = 5.2 Hz, 1H), 4.32 (t,
J = 3.9 Hz, 1H), 4.18 – 4.08 (m, 1H), 4.01 (dd, J = 11.6, 2.9 Hz, 1H), 3.93 – 3.65 (m, 5H), 0.93 (d,
J = 2.6 Hz, 18H), 0.11 (s, 12H). 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 155.45 (s), 153.03 (s), 149.24 (s),
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139.03 (s), 120.07 (s), 87.67 (s), 84.69 (s), 83.01 (s), 72.65 (s), 69.71 (s), 61.91 (s), 61.56 (s), 26.03
(s), 25.72 (s), 18.47 (s), 18.09 (s), -4.57 (s), -4.81 (s), -5.38 (s), -5.40 (s). ESI-HRMS [M+H]+ calcd
for C24H45N5O5Si2 540.3032, found 540.3017.
N-(9-((2R,3R,4R,5R)-4-((tert-butyldimethylsilyl)oxy)-5-(((tert-butyldimethylsilyl)oxy)methyl)3-(2-hydroxyethoxy)tetrahydrofuran-2-yl)-9H-purin-6-yl)benzamide (5). 1H NMR (400 MHz,
CDCl3) δ 9.47 (s, 1H), 8.74 (s, 1H), 8.38 (s, 1H), 8.02 (d, J = 7.3 Hz, 2H), 7.56 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 1H),
7.48 (t, J = 7.5 Hz, 2H), 6.22 (d, J = 3.6 Hz, 1H), 4.50 (t, J = 5.1 Hz, 1H), 4.42 – 4.28 (m, 1H),
4.13 (dt, J = 5.6, 2.9 Hz, 1H), 3.99 (dd, J = 11.6, 3.3 Hz, 1H), 3.84 – 3.64 (m, 5H), 1.02 – 0.82 (m,
18H), 0.09 (d, J = 5.1 Hz, 12H). 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 165.01 (s), 152.65 (s), 151.31 (s),
149.77 (s), 141.72 (s), 133.80 (s), 132.77 (s), 128.82 (s), 128.12 (s), 123.49 (s), 87.62 (s), 85.13
(s), 82.85 (s), 72.50 (s), 69.85 (s), 61.86 (s), 61.76 (s), 29.76 (s), 26.11 (s), 25.79 (s), 18.55 (s),
18.16 (s), -4.49 (s), -4.72 (s), -5.28 (s), -5.31 (s). ESI-HRMS [M+H]+ calcd for C31H50N5O6Si2
644.3300, found 644.3326.
To the solution of Compound 5 in dry AcCN was added anhydrous K2CO3 (1.43 g, 10.3 mmol)
and stirred for 45 min. Then 2-Nitrobenzyl bromide (0.393 ml, 4.15 mmol) was added in one
portion and stirred at 55 oC for 6 h. The crude reaction mixture was filtered and concentrated to
dryness under vacuum. The residual yellow oil was purified via chromatography with 60% EtOAc/
n-Hexane to yield 87% of approximately 1:1 regioisomers, 6a and 6b. Isolated yield are 0.7 g of
6a and 0.65 g of 6b after multiple column purifications. Rf 0.6 and 0.37 for 6a and 6b respectively
in 60% EtOAc/ n-Hexane.
N-(9-((2R,3R,4R,5R)-4-((tert-butyldimethylsilyl)oxy)-5-(((tert-butyldimethylsilyl)oxy)methyl)3-(2-hydroxyethoxy)tetrahydrofuran-2-yl)-9H-purin-6-yl)-N-(2-nitrobenzyl)benzamide (6a). 1H
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NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.54 (s, 1H), 8.25 (s, 1H), 8.01 (d, J = 8.1 Hz, 1H), 7.83 (d, J = 7.8 Hz,
1H), 7.51 (dd, J = 17.1, 7.7 Hz, 3H), 7.39 – 7.27 (m, 2H), 7.17 (t, J = 7.6 Hz, 2H), 6.11 (d, J = 3.7
Hz, 1H), 6.02 (s, 2H), 4.44 (t, J = 5.0 Hz, 1H), 4.21 (t, J = 4.2 Hz, 1H), 4.15 – 4.07 (m, 1H), 3.93
(d, J = 3.0 Hz, 1H), 3.80 – 3.56 (m, 5H), 2.27 (s, 1H), 0.90 (d, J = 5.9 Hz, 18H), 0.13 – 0.03 (m,
12H).

13

C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 172.34, 153.81, 152.28, 152.08, 148.38, 142.44, 135.75,

133.99, 133.84, 131.11, 128.94, 128.05, 127.84, 126.91, 125.05, 87.39, 85.24, 83.06, 72.42, 69.92,
62.04, 61.76, 49.26, 26.13, 25.83, 18.57, 18.22, -4.48, -4.68, -5.27, -5.31. HRMS (ESI-TOF) m/z:
[M + Na] + Calcd for C38H54N6O8Si2Na, 801.3434; Found 801.3426.
N-(9-((2R,3R,4R,5R)-4-((tert-butyldimethylsilyl)oxy)-5-(((tert-butyldimethylsilyl)oxy)methyl)3-(2-hydroxyethoxy)tetrahydrofuran-2-yl)-1-(2-nitrobenzyl)-1H-purin-6(9H)-ylidene)benzamide
(6b). 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.16 (d, J = 7.7 Hz, 1H), 8.06 (s, 1H), 7.95 (s, 1H), 7.83 (d,
J = 7.3 Hz, 2H), 7.62 (d, J = 7.5 Hz, 1H), 7.54 (d, J = 7.5 Hz, 1H), 7.41 (d, J = 7.4 Hz, 1H), 7.35
(d, J = 7.7 Hz, 1H), 7.29 (t, J = 7.6 Hz, 2H), 6.06 (d, J = 4.7 Hz, 1H), 5.76 (d, J = 2.3 Hz, 2H),
4.43 (t, J = 4.6 Hz, 1H), 4.22 (t, J = 4.7 Hz, 1H), 4.10 (d, J = 3.9 Hz, 1H), 3.85 (d, J = 3.6 Hz, 1H),
3.81 – 3.66 (m, 4H), 3.61 (d, J = 6.5 Hz, 1H), 2.27 (s, 1H), 0.92 (s, 9H), 0.88 (s, 9H), 0.11 (d, J =
2.0 Hz, 6H), 0.05 (d, J = 5.9 Hz, 6H).

13

C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 176.88, 148.14, 147.39,

146.75, 144.99, 138.45, 135.59, 134.21, 132.08, 131.36, 129.76, 129.38, 129.12, 128.74, 128.05,
127.50, 125.69, 122.76, 86.92, 85.73, 83.12, 72.31, 70.32, 62.31, 61.94, 49.88, 26.13, 25.84, 18.57,
18.23, -4.49, -4.62, -5.18, -5.33. HRMS (ESI-TOF) m/z: [M + H] + Calcd for C38H55N6O8Si2,
779.3614; Found 779.3620.
2-(((2R,3R,4R,5R)-4-((tert-butyldimethylsilyl)oxy)-5-(((tert-butyldimethylsilyl)oxy)methyl)-2(6-(N-(2-nitrobenzyl)benzamido)-9H-purin-9-yl)tetrahydrofuran-3-yl)oxy)ethyl
methanesulfonate (7a). Compound 6a (0.33 g, 0.43 mmol) was dissolved in freshly distilled dry
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DCM (15 ml) and cooled to 0 oC, then triethylamine (0.3 ml, 2.1 mmol)

followed by

methanesulfonyl chloride (0.07 ml, 0.86 mmol) was added and stirred for 1 h at ambient
temperature. The crude reaction mixture was evaporated under reduced pressure. The resultant
residual oil was purified by column chromatography. The silica gel was prewashed with 0.5%
triethylamine/1.5% MeOH/CH2Cl2 and eluted with 2% MeOH/CH2Cl2 to yield 0.31 g (85%) of
compound 7a as white solid. Rf 0.7 (3% MeOH/CH2Cl2). 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.52 (s,
1H), 8.25 (s, 1H), 8.01 (dd, J = 8.2, 1.0 Hz, 1H), 7.83 (d, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H), 7.60 – 7.45 (m, 3H),
7.39 – 7.27 (m, 2H), 7.18 (t, J = 7.7 Hz, 2H), 6.08 (d, J = 3.5 Hz, 1H), 6.02 (s, 2H), 4.54 – 4.45
(m, 1H), 4.38 – 4.27 (m, 2H), 4.24 – 4.17 (m, 1H), 4.12 – 4.01 (m, 1H), 3.95 (dd, J = 11.7, 3.1 Hz,
1H), 3.90 – 3.72 (m, 3H), 2.96 (s, 3H), 0.90 (d, J = 4.5 Hz, 180H), 0.14 – 0.02 (m, 12H). 13C NMR
(101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 172.22, 153.69, 152.15, 151.96, 148.29, 142.32, 135.61, 133.84, 133.7,
131.03, 128.84, 128.81, 127.95, 127.74, 126.71, 124.91, 86.83, 84.81, 82.84, 69.70, 68.64, 68.46,
61.50, 49.10, 37.59, 26.01, 25.70, 18.46, 18.08, -4.60, -4.85, -5.40, -5.42. HRMS (ESI-TOF) m/z:
[M + H] + Calcd for C39H57N6O10Si2S, 857.3390; Found 857.3377.
2-(((2R,3R,4R,5R)-2-(6-(benzoylimino)-1-(2-nitrobenzyl)-1H-purin-9(6H)-yl)-4-((tertbutyldimethylsilyl)oxy)-5-(((tert-butyldimethylsilyl)oxy)methyl)tetrahydrofuran-3-yl)oxy)ethyl
methanesulfonate (7b). Under similar conditions compound 6b (0.62 g, 0.77 mmol) yielded 0.66
g (97%) of compound 7b as white solid. Rf 0.37 (2% MeOH/CH2Cl2). 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3)
δ 8.16 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 1H), 8.06 (s, 1H), 7.92 (s, 1H), 7.82 (d, J = 7.6 Hz, 2H), 7.64 (s, 1H), 7.53
(s, 1H), 7.47 – 7.35 (m, 2H), 7.29 (t, J = 7.1 Hz, 2H), 6.03 (d, J = 5.0 Hz, 1H), 5.76 (s, 2H), 4.43
(t, J = 4.3 Hz, 1H), 4.35 – 4.22 (m, 3H), 4.07 (d, J = 3.5 Hz, 1H), 3.98 – 3.84 (m, 2H), 3.74 (dd, J
= 9.4, 4.6 Hz, 2H), 2.96 (s, 3H), 0.90 (d, J = 15.9 Hz, 18H), 0.11 (s, 6H), 0.06 (d, J = 3.4 Hz, 6H).
C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 176.88, 148.14, 147.50, 146.63, 145.08, 138.50, 135.58, 134.24,
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132.08, 131.36, 129.76, 129.49, 129.11, 128.06, 125.66, 122.75, 86.49, 85.86, 83.13, 70.36, 68.76,
68.44, 62.37, 49.94, 37.65, 26.13, 25.84, 18.58, 18.24, -4.48, -4.67, -5.17, -5.32. HRMS (ESITOF) m/z: [M + H] + Calcd for C39H57N6O10Si2S, 857.3390; Found 857.3375.
2-(((2R,3R,4R,5R)-4-((tert-butyldimethylsilyl)oxy)-5-(((tert-butyldimethylsilyl)oxy)methyl)-2(6-(N-(2-nitrobenzyl)benzamido)-9H-purin-9-yl)tetrahydrofuran-3-yl)oxy)ethyl benzoate (8a).
Compound 7a (0.3 g, 0.35 mmol) was dissolved and stirred in dry DMF (5 ml) at room
temperature. Sodium benzoate (0.12 g, 0.77 mmol) was added to the resulting solution and heated
to 90 oC. After stirring for 4 h, the reaction mixture was dried under vacuum. The residual viscous
oil was purified via chromatography with 50% EtOAc/ n-Hexane to yield 0.31 g (100%) of
compound 8a as a white solid. Rf 0.4 (50% EtOAc/ n-Hexane). 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.53
(s, 1H), 8.27 (s, 1H), 8.00 (dd, J = 15.1, 7.8 Hz, 3H), 7.86 (d, J = 7.7 Hz, 1H), 7.60 – 7.46 (m, 4H),
7.41 (t, J = 7.2 Hz, 2H), 7.35 (s, 1H), 7.28 (s, 1H), 7.17 (d, J = 7.2 Hz, 2H), 6.14 (s, 1H), 6.03 (s,
2H), 4.49 (s, 1H), 4.43 (s, 2H), 4.31 (s, 1H), 4.13 (s, 1H), 4.04 – 3.88 (m, 2H), 3.88 – 3.70 (m,
2H), 0.91 (s, 18H), 0.08 (d, J = 11.9 Hz, 12H). 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 172.25, 166.45,
153.74, 152.31, 152.10, 148.36, 142.59, 135.73, 133.96, 133.77, 133.24, 131.05, 129.92, 129.72,
128.89, 128.45, 127.97, 127.80, 126.87, 124.98, 87.09, 85.04, 82.59, 70.09, 68.91, 63.90, 61.76,
49.20, 26.10, 25.95, 18.53, 18.19, -4.50, -4.79, -5.30 , -5.33. HRMS (ESI-TOF) m/z: [M + Na] +
Calcd for C45H58N6O9Si2Na, 905.3696; Found 905.3508.
2-(((2R,3R,4R,5R)-2-(6-(benzoylimino)-1-(2-nitrobenzyl)-1H-purin-9(6H)-yl)-4-((tertbutyldimethylsilyl)oxy)-5-(((tert-butyldimethylsilyl)oxy)methyl)tetrahydrofuran-3-yl)oxy)ethyl
benzoate (8b). Under similar conditions compound 7b (0.64 g, 0.75 mmol) yielded 0.58 g (88%)
of compound 8b as white solid. Rf 0.25 (40% EtOAc/ n-Hexane). 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ
8.16 (d, J = 8.1 Hz, 1H), 7.93 (dd, J = 6.3, 2.1 Hz, 3H), 7.90 (s, 1H), 7.83 (d, J = 7.3 Hz, 2H), 7.59
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(s, 1H), 7.52 (dd, J = 7.4, 3.7 Hz, 2H), 7.40 (dd, J = 14.7, 7.0 Hz, 3H), 7.29 (dd, J = 10.4, 4.7 Hz,
3H), 6.07 (d, J = 4.7 Hz, 1H), 5.69 (q, J = 16.7 Hz, 2H), 4.44 (q, J = 4.7 Hz, 3H), 4.32 (t, J = 4.7
Hz , 1H), 4.10 (d, J = 4.0 Hz, 1H), 3.86 (dd, J = 18.1, 14.2 Hz, 3H), 3.75 (d, J = 3.2 Hz, 1H), 0.89
(d, J = 9.2 Hz, 18H), 0.10 (s, 6H), 0.05 (d, J = 5.3 Hz, 6H). 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 176.77,
166.52, 148.09, 147.22, 146.75, 145.05, 138.67, 135.67, 134.20, 133.26, 132.04, 131.42, 129.95,
129.77, 129.71, 129.24, 129.05, 128.53, 128.04, 125.66, 122.79, 86.84, 85.58, 82.67, 70.46, 68.94,
63.99, 62.31, 49.82, 26.14, 25.83, 18.59, 18.24, -4.50, -4.69, -5.17, -5.31. HRMS (ESI-TOF) m/z:
[M + Na] + Calcd for C45H59N6O9Si2, 883.3837; Found 883.3875.
2-(((2R,3R,4R,5R)-4-hydroxy-5-(hydroxymethyl)-2-(6-(N-(2-nitrobenzyl)benzamido)-9H-purin9-yl)tetrahydrofuran-3-yl)oxy)ethyl benzoate (9a). Compound 8a (0.31 g, 0.35 mmol) was
dissolved in freshly distilled dry THF (5 ml) and cooled to 0 oC. Tetrabutylammonium fluoride
1M solution (0.78 ml, 0.78 mmol) was added drop wise and allowed to stir for 25 min at the same
temperature. The solvents were removed under vacuum and the resulting pale orange residue was
partitioned between EtOAc (25 mL) and saturated NaHCO3 (10 mL). The organic layer separated
and the aqueous layer was extracted again with EtOAc (2 × 25 mL). The combined organic extracts
were washed with saturated aqueous NaCl (10 mL), dried over anhydrous Na2SO4, and
concentrated under vacuum. The residual viscous oil was purified via chromatography with 3%
MeOH/CH2Cl2 to produce 0.22 g (96%) of compound 9a as a white solid. Rf 0.3 (3%
MeOH/CH2Cl2). 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.48 (s, 1H), 8.01 (dd, J = 8.2, 1.1 Hz, 1H), 7.99
– 7.94 (m, 2H), 7.89 (s, 1H), 7.78 (d, J = 7.4 Hz, 1H), 7.59 (d, J = 7.4 Hz, 1H), 7.54 – 7.43 (m,
5H), 7.39 – 7.29 (m, 2H), 7.20 (t, J = 7.7 Hz, 2H), 6.00 (s, 2H), 5.85 (d, J = 7.3 Hz, 1H), 5.68 (dd,
J = 11.5, 1.9 Hz, 1H), 4.78 (dd, J = 7.3, 4.6 Hz, 1H), 4.55 (d, J = 4.5 Hz, 1H), 4.34 (ddd, J = 24.5,
12.8, 7.9 Hz, 3H), 3.92 (d, J = 12.9 Hz, 1H), 3.81 – 3.67 (m, 3H), 2.95 (s, 1H), 1.66 (s, 1H). 13C
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NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 172.26, 166.30, 154.64, 151.43, 151.33, 148.35, 143.64, 135.35,
133.69, 133.66, 133.50, 131.33, 129.61, 129.35, 128.83, 128.71 , 128.62 , 128.10, 127.87, 127.69,
124.95, 89.43, 87.93, 81.50, 70.78, 69.38, 63.54, 63.08, 49.13. HRMS (ESI-TOF) m/z: [M + Na]
+

Calcd for C33H30N6O9Na, 677.1966; Found 677.1986.

2-(((2R,3R,4R,5R)-2-(6-(benzoylimino)-1-(2-nitrobenzyl)-1H-purin-9(6H)-yl)-4-hydroxy-5(hydroxymethyl)tetrahydrofuran-3-yl)oxy)ethyl

benzoate (9b). Under similar conditions

compound 8b (0.556 g, 0.63 mmol) yielded 0.39 g (96%) of compound 9b as white solid. Rf 0.25
(4% MeOH/ CH2Cl2). 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.17 (d, J = 8.1 Hz, 1H), 8.02 (s, 1H), 7.96
(d, J = 7.3 Hz, 2H), 7.87 – 7.75 (m, 3H), 7.65 (s, 1H), 7.54 (t, J = 7.8 Hz, 2H), 7.41 (dt, J = 14.4,
7.3 Hz, 4H), 7.31 (t, J = 7.7 Hz, 2H), 5.85 (d, J = 6.9 Hz, 1H), 5.71 (dd, J = 38.4, 16.5 Hz, 2H),
4.66 (dd, J = 6.8, 4.8 Hz, 1H), 4.52 (d, J = 3.9 Hz, 1H), 4.43 (dd, J = 5.0, 3.0 Hz, 1H), 4.39 (dd, J
= 6.7, 2.9 Hz, 1H), 4.30 (s, 1H), 3.94 – 3.79 (m, 3H), 3.72 (d, J = 12.4 Hz, 1H). 13C NMR (101
MHz, CDCl3) δ 176.92, 166.48, 148.19, 147.48, 145.97, 143.86, 140.34, 135.13, 134.29, 133.51,
132.38, 130.80, 129.73, 129.69, 129.52, 129.37, 128.69, 128.20, 125.78, 124.01, 89.13, 87.56,
82.36, 70.58, 69.48, 63.70, 62.97, 50.04. HRMS (ESI-TOF) m/z: [M + Na]

+

Calcd for

C33H30N6O9Na, 677.1966; Found 677.1963.
2-(((2R,3R,4R,5R)-5-((bis(4-methoxyphenyl)(phenyl)methoxy)methyl)-4-hydroxy-2-(6-(N-(2nitrobenzyl)benzamido)-9H-purin-9-yl)tetrahydrofuran-3-yl)oxy)ethyl

benzoate

(10a).

Compound 9a (0.2 g, 0.31 mmol) was co-evaporated with dry pyridine for 3 times and then
dissolved in dry CH2Cl2 (4 ml). Dry triethylamine (0.22 ml, 1.56 mmol) followed by DMTr-Cl
(0.17 gm, 0.5 mmol) was added to the resulting solution and stirred at room temperature for 24 h.
The crude reaction mixture concentrated to dryness and then subjected to column chromatography
(0.5% triethylamine/2.5% MeOH/CH2Cl2) to yield 0.25 g (84%) of compound 10a as white solid.
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Rf 0.3 (2.5% MeOH/ CH2Cl2). 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.48 (s, 1H), 8.10 (s, 1H), 8.03 (dd,
J = 8.2, 1.0 Hz, 1H), 8.01 – 7.96 (m, 2H), 7.82 (d, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H), 7.57 (d, J = 7.4 Hz, 1H), 7.54
– 7.47 (m, 3H), 7.46 – 7.38 (m, 4H), 7.38 – 7.22 (m, 11H), 7.16 (t, J = 7.7 Hz, 2H), 6.81 (d, J =
8.9 Hz, 4H), 6.13 (d, J = 3.4 Hz, 1H), 6.02 (s, 2H), 4.61 – 4.38 (m, 4H), 4.20 (dd, J = 8.8, 4.1 Hz,
1H), 4.17 – 4.06 (m, 1H), 4.02 – 3.92 (m, 1H), 3.80 (d, J = 8.1 Hz, 6H), 3.50 (dd, J = 10.7, 2.9 Hz,
1H), 3.38 (dd, J = 10.7, 4.4 Hz, 1H), 2.77 (s, 1H). 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 172.18, 166.45,
158.6, 153.76, 152.16, 152.01, 149.86, 148.21, 144.45, 142.18, 135.56, 135.52, 135.48, 133.85,
133.72, 133.37, 131.13, 130.07, 129.59, 129.54, 128.77, 128.71, 128.55, 128.09, 128.01, 127.93,
127.74, 126.99 , 126.74, 124.95, 123.76, 113.23, 87.14, 86.66, 83.82, 82.13, 69.76, 69.56, 63.41,
62.80, 55.27, 49.25. HRMS (ESI-TOF) m/z: [M + H] + Calcd for C54H49N6O11, 957.3454; Found
957.3500.
2-(((2R,3R,4R,5R)-2-(6-(benzoylimino)-1-(2-nitrobenzyl)-1H-purin-9(6H)-yl)-5-((bis(4methoxyphenyl)(phenyl)methoxy)methyl)-4-hydroxytetrahydrofuran-3-yl)oxy)ethyl

benzoate

(10b). Under similar conditions compound 9b (0.335 g, 0.51 mmol) yielded 0.34 g (70%) of
compound 10b as white solid. Rf 0.45 (5% MeOH/ CH2Cl2). 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.15
(dd, J = 7.9, 1.5 Hz, 1H), 8.01 – 7.94 (m, 2H), 7.89 – 7.80 (m, 4H), 7.60 – 7.48 (m, 3H), 7.47 –
7.36 (m, 5H), 7.34 – 7.14 (m, 11H), 6.77 (d, J = 8.9 Hz, 4H), 6.04 (d, J = 4.3 Hz, 1H), 5.67 (s,
2H), 4.63 – 4.35 (m, 4H), 4.20 (d, J = 3.5 Hz, 1H), 4.09 – 3.91 (m, 2H), 3.74 (s, 6H), 3.49 – 3.27
(m, 2H), 2.77 (d, J = 5.8 Hz, 1H). 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 176.78, 166.57, 158.69, 148.12,
147.30, 146.64, 144.89, 144.69, 138.79, 135.71, 135.68, 135.50, 134.18, 133.49, 132.14, 131.27,
130.22, 130.20, 129.77, 129.69, 129.34, 129.07, 128.70, 128.21, 128.09, 128.00, 127.03, 125.65,
123.00, 113.31, 87.08, 86.65, 84.16, 82.36, 70.00, 69.69, 63.62, 63.29, 60.54, 55.36, 49.82, 14.33.
HRMS (ESI-TOF) m/z: [M + Na] + Calcd for C54H48N6O11Na , 979.3273; Found 979.3256.
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2-(((2R,3R,4R,5R)-5-((bis(4-methoxyphenyl)(phenyl)methoxy)methyl)-4-(((2cyanoethoxy)(diisopropylamino)phosphino)oxy)-2-(6-(N-(2-nitrobenzyl)benzamido)-9H-purin9-yl)tetrahydrofuran-3-yl)oxy)ethyl

benzoate

(11a).

2-

Cyanoethyldiisopropylchlorophosphoramidite (0.11 ml, 0.5 mmol) was added at room temperature
to a stirred solution of compound 10a (0.23 g, 0.24 mmol) in freshly distilled dry THF (2 ml) and
N,N-Diisopropyl ethylamine (0.21 ml, 1.2 mmol). After stirred for 4.5 h, the crude reaction
mixture was directly subjected to column chromatography (silicagel was prewashed with 1%
triethylamine/70% EtOAc/ n-Hexane and eluted with 70% EtOAc/ n-Hexane) to yield 0.21 gm
(74%) of compound 11a as white foam. Rf 0.2 (70% EtOAc/ n-Hexane).

31

P NMR (162 MHz,

CDCl3) δ 150.22 (s), 150.00 (s). HRMS (ESI-TOF) m/z: [M + H]+ Calcd for C63H66N8O12P ,
1157.4532; Found 1157.4558.
2-(((2R,3R,4R,5R)-2-(6-(benzoylimino)-1-(2-nitrobenzyl)-1H-purin-9(6H)-yl)-5-((bis(4methoxyphenyl)(phenyl)methoxy)methyl)-4-(((2cyanoethoxy)(diisopropylamino)phosphino)oxy)tetrahydrofuran-3-yl)oxy)ethyl benzoate (11b).
Under similar conditions compound 10b (0.32 g, 0.23 mmol) yielded 0.39 g (70%) of compound
11b as white foam. Rf 0.22 (75% EtOAc/ n-Hexane). 31P NMR (162 MHz, CDCl3) δ 150.53 (s),
150.09 (s). HRMS (ESI-TOF) m/z: [M + Na] + Calcd for C63H65N8O12PNa, 1179.4352; Found
1179.4306.
1-((2-bromoethoxy)methyl)-2-nitrobenzene (13). N-bromosuccinamide (0.75 g, 4.2 mmol) is
dissolved in CH2Cl2 (9 ml) and the resulting solution is cooled to -68 oC . Then triphenylphosphine
(1.11 g, 4.2 mmol ) dissolved in CH2Cl2 (6 ml) and added drop wise to the reaction mixture, the
resulting solution turned into clear pale yellow color. Subsequently, Compound 12 (0.6 g, 3.04
mmol) is dissolved in CH2Cl2 (30 ml) and added to the reaction mixture drop wise, after complete
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addition, the temperature is warmed to 0 oC. The reaction is monitored by TLC, after complete
consumption of starting material (3.5 h); the crude reaction mixture is concentrated under reduced
pressure. The residual yellow oil is purified via column chromatography with 30% EtOAc/ nHexane to yield 0.75 g (92%) of compound 13 as yellow liquid. Rf 0.57 (30% EtOAc/ n-Hexane).
1

H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.06 (dd, J = 8.2, 1.1 Hz, 1H), 7.85 (dd, J = 7.8, 0.5 Hz, 1H), 7.66

(td, J = 7.7, 1.1 Hz, 1H), 7.44 (ddd, J = 8.1, 1.2, 0.6 Hz, 1H), 4.95 (s, 2H), 3.91 (t, J = 5.9 Hz, 2H),
3.55 (t, J = 5.9 Hz, 2H). 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 147.19, 134.70, 133.88, 128.76, 128.20,
124.79, 77.48, 77.16, 76.84, 71.01, 69.61, 30.39.
(2R,3R,4R,5R)-5-(6-amino-9H-purin-9-yl)-2-(hydroxymethyl)-4-(2-((2nitrobenzyl)oxy)ethoxy)tetrahydrofuran-3-ol (14). Adenosine (2 g, 7.5 mmol)is dissolved in
anhydrous DMF (50 ml) and warmed until a clear solution. The resulting solution is cooled in icebath and then added sodium hydride (60% mineral oil) (0.39 g, 9.7 mmol) and lithium bromide
(1.9 g, 22.5 mmol). After stirred for 40 min, compound 13 is added drop wise with syringe and
allowed to stir at ambient temperature for 12 h. The reaction mixture is quenched with acetic acid
(0.1 ml) and concentrated under reduced pressure. The crude reaction mixture dissolved in EtOAc
(25 ml) and water (15 ml). The layers were separated and the aqueous layer extracted with EtOAc
(25 ml, 3 times). The combined EtOAc extracts is washed with brine (15 ml) and dried over
anhydrous sodium sulphate. The EtOAc layer separated and evaporated to dryness. The resulting
thick syrup directly loaded on to silica-gel column and purified with 5% MeOH/ CH2Cl2 to produce
0.26 g of compound 14 as white foam with 9% isolated yield. Rf 0.25 (4% MeOH/ CH2Cl2). 1H
NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.20 (s, 1H), 7.98 (d, J = 8.0 Hz, 1H), 7.88 (s, 1H), 7.64 – 7.54 (m,
2H), 7.44 – 7.34 (m, 1H), 6.72 (b, 1H), 6.62 (s, 2H), 5.91 (d, J = 7.4 Hz, 1H), 4.84 (dd, J = 7.3,
4.5 Hz, 1H), 4.77 (t, J = 9.6 Hz, 2H), 4.57 (d, J = 4.5 Hz, 1H), 4.32 (s, 1H), 3.92 (d, J = 12.0 Hz,
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1H), 3.81 – 3.54 (m, 5H), 2.89 (dd, J = 53.5, 23.8 Hz, 1H). 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 156.26,
152.46, 148.44, 147.32, 140.91, 133.91, 133.78, 128.60, 128.39, 124.85, 120.96, 89.50, 88.12,
81.69, 70.79, 70.26, 69.92, 69.82, 63.23. ESI-HRMS [M+Na]+ calcd for C19H22N6O7Na 469.1442,
found 469.1412.
N-(9-((2R,3R,4R,5R)-4-hydroxy-5-(hydroxymethyl)-3-(2-((2nitrobenzyl)oxy)ethoxy)tetrahydrofuran-2-yl)-9H-purin-6-yl)benzamide (15). Compund 14 (0.2
g, 0.45 mmol) was dissolved in anhydrous pyridine (3 ml) and cooled to 0 oC. Trimethylsilyl
chloride (0.5 ml, 3.6 mmol) was added to the solution and resulting cloudy mixture was stirred for
40 min. Then benzoylchloride (0.3 ml, 2.5 mmol) was added drop wise. After stirred for 5 h, the
reaction mixture was cooled to 0 oC and added water (0.5 ml). After 30 min, concentrated NH4OH
(1 ml) was added, and allowed to stir at 0 oC for additional 60 min. The crude reaction mixture
concentrated under reduced pressure. The resulting oil partitioned between EtOAc (20 ml) and
water (20 ml).The aqueous layer was extracted with EtOAc (3 × 20 ml). The combined organic
extracts were washed with brine (20 ml), and dried over NaSO4, and concentrated under vacuum.
The residual colorless viscous oil was purified via chromatography eluted with 3% MeOH/ CH2Cl2
to yield 0.22 g (89%) of 15 as white foam. Rf 0.2 (4% MeOH/ CH2Cl2). 1H NMR (400 MHz,
CDCl3) δ 9.16 (s, 1H), 8.76 (s, 1H), 8.08 (s, 1H), 8.05 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 3H), 7.69 – 7.60 (m, 3H),
7.54 (t, J = 7.6 Hz, 2H), 7.51 – 7.44 (m, 1H), 6.10 (dd, J = 11.6, 1.7 Hz, 1H), 5.97 (d, J = 7.5 Hz,
1H), 4.93 – 4.81 (m, 3H), 4.59 (d, J = 4.4 Hz, 1H), 4.38 (s, 1H), 3.99 (d, J = 12.9 Hz, 1H), 3.71
(dd, J = 14.0, 12.8, 8.5 Hz, 5H), 3.56 (s, 1H). 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 164.63, 152.27,
150.68, 150.49, 147.60, 143.46, 133.88, 133.75, 133.54, 133.12, 129.07, 128.78, 128.66, 128.05,
125.03, 124.75, 89.84, 88.24, 81.75, 70.85, 70.33, 70.13, 69.91, 63.43. ESI-LCMS [M+H]+ calcd
for C26H26N6O8 551.1885, found 551.1946.
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N-(9-((2R,3R,4R,5R)-5-((bis(4-methoxyphenyl)(phenyl)methoxy)methyl)-4-hydroxy-3-(2-((2nitrobenzyl)oxy)ethoxy)tetrahydrofuran-2-yl)-9H-purin-6-yl)benzamide (16). Compound 15
(0.82 g, 1.5 mmol) was co-evaporated with dry pyridine for 3 times and then dissolved in dry
CH2Cl2 (10 ml). Dry triethylamine (1 ml, 7.5 mmol) followed by DMTr-Cl (0.81 gm, 2.4 mmol)
was added to the resulting solution and stirred at room temperature for 24 h. The crude reaction
mixture concentrated to dryness and then subjected to column chromatography ( silica-gel
prewashed with 0.5% triethylamine/2.5% MeOH/CH2Cl2 and eluted with 2.5% MeOH/CH2Cl2 to
yield 0.74 g (58%) of compound 10a as white solid and 0.3 g of starting material was recovered.
Rf 0.3 (3% MeOH/ CH2Cl2). 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 9.10 (s, 1H), 8.73 (s, 1H), 8.23 (s, 1H),
8.03 (d, J = 7.3 Hz, 3H), 7.67 (d, J = 7.3 Hz, 1H), 7.61 (dd, J = 10.6, 4.2 Hz, 2H), 7.52 (t, J = 7.5
Hz, 2H), 7.47 – 7.40 (m, 3H), 7.37 – 7.17 (m, 8H), 6.80 (t, J = 5.9 Hz, 4H), 6.22 (d, J = 4.3 Hz,
1H), 4.90 (s, 2H), 4.74 (t, J = 4.7 Hz, 1H), 4.53 (q, J = 5.1 Hz, 1H), 4.28 (dd, J = 8.0, 4.1 Hz, 1H),
4.03 (ddd, J = 11.1, 4.8, 2.3 Hz, 1H), 3.92 – 3.83 (m, 1H), 3.83 – 3.68 (m, 8H), 3.53 (dd, J = 10.6,
3.2 Hz, 1H), 3.42 (dd, J = 10.7, 4.3 Hz, 1H), 3.27 (d, J = 5.6 Hz, 1H). 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3)
δ 164.70, 158.70, 152.85, 151.60, 149.61, 147.57, 144.63, 141.92, 135.82, 135.76, 134.11, 133.83,
133.79, 132.92, 130.22, 130.20, 129.00, 128.74, 128.49, 128.31, 128.03, 128.00, 127.09, 124.93,
123.60, 113.33, 87.36, 86.75, 84.32, 82.26, 70.46, 70.33, 70.09, 70.05, 63.19, 55.36. ESI-LCMS
[M+H]+ calcd for C47H44N6O10 853.3192, found 853.3285.
(2R,3R,4R,5R)-5-(6-benzamido-9H-purin-9-yl)-2-((bis(4methoxyphenyl)(phenyl)methoxy)methyl)-4-(2-((2-nitrobenzyl)oxy)ethoxy)tetrahydrofuran-3-yl
(2-cyanoethyl) diisopropylphosphoramidite (17). 2-Cyanoethyldiisopropylchlorophosphoramidite
(0.12 ml, 0.47 mmol) was added at room temperature to a stirred solution of compound 16 (0.2 g,
0.23 mmol) in freshly distilled dry THF (1 ml) and N,N-Diisopropyl ethylamine (0.24 ml, 1.4
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mmol). After stirred for 4.5 h, the crude reaction mixture was directly subjected to column
chromatography (silica-gel was prewashed with 1% triethylamine/60% EtOAc/ n-Hexane and
eluted with 60% EtOAc/ n-Hexane) to yield 0.21 gm (86%) of compound 17 as white foam. Rf
0.45 (60% EtOAc/ n-Hexane).

31

P NMR (162 MHz, CDCl3) δ 151.09 (s), 150.57 (s). 1H NMR

(400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 9.01 (d, J = 7.3 Hz, 1H), 8.70 (d, J = 10.3 Hz, 1H), 8.23 (d, J = 20.0 Hz, 1H),
8.03 (d, J = 7.6 Hz, 3H), 7.61 (dd, J = 8.2, 6.3 Hz, 2H), 7.53 (t, J = 7.6 Hz, 3H), 7.48 – 7.41 (m,
2H), 7.35 – 7.28 (m, 4H), 7.28 – 7.20 (m, 4H), 6.80 (dd, J = 8.7, 7.3 Hz, 4H), 6.26 – 6.19 (m, 1H),
4.91 (dt, J = 17.8, 4.9 Hz, 1H), 4.83 (d, J = 8.3 Hz, 2H), 4.73 – 4.59 (m, 1H), 4.41 (dd, J = 22.5,
3.9 Hz, 1H), 3.97 (ddt, J = 23.7, 17.8, 5.7 Hz, 2H), 3.88 – 3.82 (m, 1H), 3.82 – 3.74 (m, 6H), 3.71
(dd, J = 8.7, 4.7 Hz, 3H), 3.67 – 3.51 (m, 4H), 3.42 – 3.26 (m, 1H), 2.69 – 2.56 (m, 1H), 2.37 (t, J
= 6.4 Hz, 1H), 1.25 – 1.12 (m, 9H), 1.05 (t, J = 13.3 Hz, 3H). 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ
164.64, 158.70, 152.80, 151.70, 149.60, 147.33, 144.56, 142.33, 142.21, 135.80, 135.74, 135.72,
135.04, 134.81, 133.78, 133.75, 132.89, 130.24, 129.00, 128.62, 128.57, 128.42, 128.34, 128.15,
127.99, 127.09, 124.77, 124.73, 123.56, 117.88, 117.54, 113.28, 87.54, 86.78, 86.70, 83.85, 81.39,
81.02, 71.43, 71.29 , 71.07 , 70.91, 70.53, 70.44, 69.87, 63.06, 62.66, 58.98.76, 58.17, 55.35,
43.53, 43.37, 43.25, 24.77, 24.70. 31P NMR (162 MHz, CDCl3) δ 151.09, 150.57. ESI-LCMS
[M+H]+ calcd for C56H62N8O11P 1053.4270, found 1053.4175.
Solid-phase RNA/DNA Oligonucleotide synthesis:
All the RNA/DNA reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. The standard 2’-OTOM/TBDMS-phosphoramidites were purchased from ChemGenes Inc.. All the RNA
oligonucleotides were synthesized using ABI 394 DNA/RNA Synthesizer on multiple 0.2
µmol scale. Coupling time for modified phosphormaidites was increased to 18 min. 0.10 M
concentrations were used for standard amidites and 0.13 M concentrations were used for modified
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amidite in dry CH3CN. After the synthesis, solid support (polystyrene resin beads) was transferred
in to screw cap vial for cleavage and deprotection using ammonium hydroxide and 40% aqueous
methyl amine (1:1) at 60 0C for 20 min. After brief cooling at 0 0C, the samples were centrifuged
at 12000 rpm for 10 min and supernatant was transferred in to 2.0 ml eppendorf tube and
concentrated using speed-vac. The resultant residue was dissolved in anhy. DMSO (100 ul),
triethylamine-trifluoride (150 l) and heated at 65 0C for 2.5 h. The crude RNA oligonucleotides
were cooled to room temperature and precipitated with sodium acetate (3M) and 90% ethanol.
The precipitated oligonucleotides were purified by 20% denaturating PAGE using 1xTBE (pH
8.3). The purified RNA was desalted using NAP-G25 columns using sterile water and quantified
(OD260) using UV-Vis spectroscopy, the fractions containing RNA oligonucleotides were
confirmed by mass spectroscopy.
Sample preparation for ESI-MS:
Purified single strand RNA’s (appox. 2 µm) are diluted with 100 ul of Acetonitrile:Water:Formic
acid, 0.1% (1:1) mixture and recorded mass in negative ion high mode.2 The mass spectra were
deconvoluted to obtain the multiple charge states of the observed mass fragment peaks. The
following parameters were used to record the mass spectra.
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1. 1H-/ 13C-/ESI-MS/HRMS spectra of compound 2

2

2

Figure S1. 1H and 13C NMR spectra of compound 2 in CDCl3.
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[M+H+ ]

[M+Na+ ]

Figure S2. ESI-HRMS of compound 2.
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2.1H-/ESI-MS/HRMS spectra of compound 3

3

Figure S3. 1H NMR spectra of compound 3 in CDCl3.

[M+H+]

Figure S4. ESI-HRMS of compound 3.
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3.1H-/ 13C-/ESI-MS/HRMS spectra of compound 4

4

4

Figure S5. 1H and 13C NMR spectra of compound 4 in CDCl3.
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[M+H +]

Figure S6. ESI-HRMS of compound 4.
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4. 1H-/ 13C-/ESI-MS/HRMS spectra of compound 5

* = grease

5

*

5

Figure S7. 1H and 13C NMR spectra of compound 5 in CDCl3.
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[M+H +]

Figure S8. ESI-HRMS of compound 5.
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5.1H-/ 13C-/ESI-MS/HRMS spectra of NBn6A derivative, 6a

Figure S9. 1H and 13C NMR spectra of NBn6A derivative, 6a in CDCl3.
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[M+Na+ ]

Figure S10. ESI-HRMS of NBn6A derivative, 6a.
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6.1H-/ 13C-/ESI-MS/HRMS spectra of NBn6A derivative, 7a

Figure S11. 1H and 13C NMR spectra of NBn6A derivative, 7a in CDCl3.
120

Figure S12. ESI-HRMS of NBn6A derivative, 7a.
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7.1H-/ 13C-/ESI-MS/HRMS spectra of NBn6A derivative, 8a

Figure S13. 1H and 13C NMR spectra of NBn6A derivative, 8a in CDCl3.
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Figure S14. ESI-HRMS of NBn6A derivative, 8a.
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8.1H-/ 13C-/ESI-MS/HRMS spectra of NBn6A derivative, 9a

Figure S15. 1H and 13C NMR spectra of NBn6A derivative, 9a in CDCl3.
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Figure S16. ESI-HRMS of NBn6A derivative, 9a.
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9.1H-/ 13C-/ESI-MS/HRMS spectra of NBn6A derivative, 10a

Figure S17. 1H and 13C NMR spectra of NBn6A derivative, 10a in CDCl3.
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[M+H+ ]

Figure S18. ESI-HRMS of 5’-ODMTr derivative of NBn6A, 10a.
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10.1H-/ 31P-/ESI-MS/HRMS spectra of NBn6A phophoramidite, 11a

Figure S19. 1H and 31P NMR spectra of NBn6A phosphoramidite derivative 11a in CDCl3.
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[M+H+ ]

Figure S20. ESI-HRMS of NBn6A phosphoramidite derivative 11a.
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11.1H-/ 13C-/ESI-MS/HRMS spectra of NBn1A derivative, 6b

Figure S21. 1H and 13C NMR spectra of NBn1A derivative, 6b in CDCl3.
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Figure S22. ESI-HRMS of NBn1A derivative, 6b.
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12.1H-/ 13C-/ESI-MS/HRMS spectra of NBn1A derivative, 7b

Figure S23. 1H and 13C NMR spectra of NBn1A derivative, 7b in CDCl3.
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Figure S24. ESI-HRMS of NBn1A derivative, 7b.
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13.1H-/ 13C-/ESI-MS/HRMS spectra of NBn1A derivative, 8b

Figure S25. 1H and 13C NMR spectra of NBn1A derivative, 8b in CDCl3.
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Figure S26. ESI-HRMS of NBn1A derivative, 8b.
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14.1H-/ 13C-/ESI-MS/HRMS spectra of NBn1A derivative, 9b

Figure S27. 1H and 13C NMR spectra of NBn1A derivative, 9b in CDCl3.
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Figure S28. ESI-HRMS of NBn1A derivative, 9b.
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15.1H-/ 13C-/ESI-MS/HRMS spectra of NBn1A derivative, 10b
* = EtOAc

*

*

*

* = EtOAc

*

Figure S29. 1H and 13C NMR spectra of NBn1A derivative, 10b in CDCl3.
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*

Figure S30. ESI-HRMS of 5’-ODMTr derivative of NBn1A, 10b.
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16.1H-/ 31P-/ESI-MS/HRMS spectra of NBn1A phosphoramidite, 11b

Figure S31. 1H and 31P NMR spectra of NBn1A phosphoramidite derivative, 11b in CDCl3.
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Figure S32. ESI-HRMS of NBn1A phosphoramidite derivative 11b.
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17.1H-/ 13C- spectra of Compound 13

Figure S33. 1H and 13C NMR spectra of compound, 13 in CDCl3.
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18.1H-/ 13C-/ESI-MS/HRMS spectra of A-NBnOE nucleoside 14

Figure S34. 1H and 13C NMR spectra of A-NBnOE nucleoside 14 in CDCl3.
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[M+Na+ ]

Figure S35. ESI-HRMS of A-NBnOE nucleoside 14.
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19. 1H-/ 13C-/ESI-MS/HRMS spectra of A-NBnOE derivative, 15

Figure S36. 1H and 13C NMR spectra of A-NBnOE nucleoside, 15 in CDCl3
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[M+H+ ]

Figure S37. ESI-HRMS of A-NBnOE nucleoside, 15.
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20.1H-/ 13C-/ESI-MS/HRMS spectra of A-NBnOE derivative, 16

Figure S38. 1H and 13C NMR spectra of A-NBnOE nucleoside derivative, 16, in CDCl3.
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[M+H+ ]

Figure S39. ESI-HRMS of A-NBnOE nucleoside derivative, 16
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21.1H-/ 13C-/31P-/ESI-MS/HRMS spectra of A-NBnOE phosphoramidite, 16

Figure S40. 1H and 13C NMR spectra of A-NBnOE nucleoside derivative, 17 in CDCl3.
149

Figure S41. 31P NMR spectra of A-NBnOE nucleoside phosphoramidite, 17 in CDCl3.

[M+H+ ]

Figure S42. ESI-MS of A-NBnOE nucleoside phosphoramidite, 17
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22.Stacked 1H-/13C NMR spectra of 6a/6b for comparative understandings in CDCl3

Figure S43. 1H-/13C NMR stacked spectra of 6a/6b and their chemical shift assignment of
important peaks for comparative understandings in CDCl3.
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23.D2O exchange 1H NMR and photo cleavage studies at 365 nm for nucleoside 9a
after D2O shake

before D2O shake

Figure S44. D2O exchange 1H NMR spectra of nucleoside 9a, exchangeable 3’-OH at δ5.7 ppm,
and 5’-OH at δ2.9 ppm before and after D2O shake are framed.

60 min

45 min

30 min

15 min

0 min

Figure S45. 1H-NMR spectral array of compound 9a at different time intervals irradiated with
365 nm in CDCl3, peak at δ12.1 ppm belongs to aldehydic proton of photoproduct, 2nitrosobenzaldehyde.
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1’-H(UNCAGED)

60 min

45 min

30 min

15 min
0 min

2-NO2 Benzyl-CH2-

1’-H(CAGED)

Figure S46. Expanded portion of 1H-NMR spectra shown in Figure XX. These spectra indicate
the photo cleavage of compound 9a with increasing exposure time with 365 nm UV light in CDCl3.
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24.D2O exchange 1H NMR and photo cleavage studies at 365 nm for nucleoside 9b

after D2O shake

before D2O shake

Figure S47. D2O exchange 1H NMR spectra of nucleoside 9b, exchangeable 3’-OH at δ5.1 ppm,
and 5’-OH at δ3.1 ppm before and after D2O shake are framed.

No change even after 60 min UV in CDCl3

60 min

40 min

20 min
10 min
1’-H

2-NO2 Benzyl-CH2-

0 min

Figure S48. 1H-NMR spectral array of compound 9b at different time intervals irradiated with
365 nm in CDCl3, indicating no change in 1H-NMR spectra even after irradiating for 60 min. (no
photo cleavage)
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No change even after 30 min UV in CD3CN

30 min

15 min
1’-H

2-NO2 Benzyl-CH2-

0 min

Figure S49. 1H-NMR spectral array of compound 9b at different time intervals irradiated with
365 nm in CD3CN, indicating no change in 1H-NMR spectra after 30 min of irradiation. (no photo
cleavage)
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25.ESI-MS of Compound 9b irradiated with 365 nm.

A

B

[M+H+]

after UV (365 nm)
40 min

Figure S50. ESI-MS of compound 9b irradiated with 365 nm in MeOH before (A) and after (B)
UV studies, indicating no change in ESI-MS after 40 min of irradiation. (No photo cleavage).
26.UV spectra of Compound 6a/6b/9b irradiated with 365 nm at different time intervals.
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Figure S51. UV spectra of compound 6b irradiated with 365 nm at different time intervals in
MeOH (A) Absorbance of compound 6a/6b/9b at different exposure times at 365 nm (B)
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27.Stability of NBn6A derivative 10a in acidic and basic conditions
A. Acid treatment

(M+H+)

(M+Na+)

Figure S52. ESI Mass of compound 10a (NBn6A derivative) after treatment with 3% TCA/DCM,
mass spectra recorded after 16 h. The mass spectra indicate that the o-nitrobenzyl group is intact
with adenosine moiety in acidic conditions even after 16 h of acid treatment. Prolonged exposure
to 3% TCA, the cleavage of benzoyl group (m/z 551.18) and addition of trichloroacyl group (m/z
801.09) is observed after DMTr deprotection. The mass spectral analyses indicate the presence of
o-nitrobenzyl group in observed in mass peaks.
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A. Base treatment:

Figure S53. ESI Mass of compound 10a (NBn6A derivative) after treatment with aq.ammonia at
50 oC, mass spectra recorded after 15 h. The mass spectra indicate that the o-nitrobenzyl group is
intact with adenosine moiety in basic conditions even after 15 h of base treatment. Under basic
conditions the benzoyl group of ester is hydrolyzed m/z 749.28, (M+H+) and 771.26 (M+Na+);
amide was also hydrolyzed m/z 853.304 (M+H+) and 875.285 (M+Na+). The mass spectral
analyses indicate the presence of o-nitrobenzyl group in observed mass peaks.
28.Stability of NBn1A derivative 10b in acidic and basic conditions
158

A. Acid treatment:

(M+H+)

Figure S54. ESI Mass of compound 10b (NBn1A derivative) after treatment with 3% TCA/DCM,
mass spectra recorded after 10 h. The mass spectra indicate that the o-nitrobenzyl group is intact
with adenosine moiety in acidic conditions even after 10 h of acid treatment. Prolonged exposure
to 3% TCA, addition of trichloroacyl group (m/z 801.09) is observed after DMTr deprotection.
The mass spectral analyses indicate the presence of o-nitrobenzyl group in observed in mass peaks.
B. Base treatment:

159

(M+H+)

Debenzyolated DMTr
derivative

Figure S55. ESI Mass of compound 10b (NBn6A derivative) after treatment with aq.ammonia at
50 oC, mass spectra recorded after 10 h. The mass spectra indicate that the o-nitrobenzyl group is
intact with adenosine moiety in basic conditions even after 10 h of base treatment. The mass
spectral analyses indicate the presence of o-nitrobenzyl group in observed mass peaks.
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29.ESI-MS of RNA oligonucleotides and their photo cleavage studies with 365 nm UV light.

Figure S56. ESI-MS of NBn6A-RNA-1, before (A) and after (B) irradiating at 365 nm for 10 min.
(6866.21-6731.11 = 135.1 mass difference per one nitrobenzyl group) indicating the photo
cleavage of 2-nitrobenzyl group.
161

Figure S57. ESI-MS of NBn6A-RNA-2, before (A) and after (B) irradiating at 365 nm for 10 min.
(6888.78 -6753.7 = 135.1 mass difference per one nitrobenzyl group) indicating the complete
photo cleavage of 2-nitrobenzyl group.
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Figure S58. ESI-MS of NBn6A-RNA-3, before (A) and after (B) irradiating at 365 nm for 10 min.
((7068.93 -6797.65 = 271.28)/2 modifications = 135.64 mass difference per one 2-nitrobenzyl
group) indicating the complete photo cleavage of two 2-nitrobenzyl groups.
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Figure S59. ESI-MS of NBn6A-RNA-4, before (A) and after (B) irradiating at 365 nm for 10 min.
((7209.37 -6804.18 = 405.2)/3 modifications = 135.06 mass difference per one 2-nitrobenzyl
group) indicating the complete photo cleavage of three 2-nitrobenzyl groups.
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Figure S60. ESI-MS of NBn6A-RNA-5, before (A) and after (B) irradiating at 365 nm for 10 min.
((7067.96 -6797.87 = 270.1)/2 modifications = 135.06 mass difference per one 2-nitrobenzyl
group) indicating the complete photo cleavage of two 2-nitrobenzyl groups.
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Figure S61. ESI-MS of NBn1A-RNA-6, before (A) and after (B) exposed at 365 nm for 10 min.
No change in m/z after irradiation, which confirm the absence of 2-nitrobenzyl group.
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Figure S62. ESI-MS of NBn1A-RNA-7, before (A) and after (B) exposed at 365 nm for 10 min.
No change in m/z after irradiation, which confirm the absence of 2-nitrobenzyl group.
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Figure S63. ESI-MS of NBn1A-RNA-8, before (A) and after (B) exposed at 365 nm for 10 min.
No change in m/z after irradiation, which confirm the absence of 2-nitrobenzyl group.
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A

5'-GCA CCA UCU UCU UCA AGG ATT-3'
Molecular weight, M = 6769.157
Observed mass = 6770.242

(0 min)

Figure S64. ESI-MS of A-NBnOE-RNA-1, before (A) and after (B) irradiating at 365 nm for 10
min. ((6770.24 -6635.16 = 135.08)/1 modifications = 135.06 mass difference per one o-nitrobenzyl
group) indicating the complete photo cleavage of o-nitrobenzyl groups.
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A

5'-GCA CCA UCU UCU UCA AGG ATT-3'
Molecular weight, M = 6948.330
Observed mass = 6950.6005

(0 min)

B

5'-GCA CCA UCU UCU UCA AGG ATT-3'
Molecular weight, M = 6678.090
Observed mass = 6679.435

(10 min)

Figure S65. ESI-MS of A-NBnOE-RNA-2, before (A) and after (B) irradiating at 365 nm for 10
min. ((6950.60 -6679.43 = 271.17)/2 modifications = 135.58 mass difference per one o-nitrobenzyl
group) indicating the complete photo cleavage of two o-nitrobenzyl groups.
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A

5'-GCA CCA UCU UCU UCA AGG ATT-3'
Molecular weight, M = 7306.675
Observed mass = 7402.8

B

5'-GCA CCA UCU UCU UCA AGG ATT-3'
Molecular weight, M = 6766.195
Observed mass = 6850.5

(10 min)

Figure S66. ESI-MS of A-NBnOE-RNA-2, before (A) and after (B) irradiating at 365 nm for 10
min. ((7402.8 -6850.5 = 552.3)/4 modifications = 138.07 mass difference per one o-nitrobenzyl
group) indicating the complete photo cleavage of 4 o-nitrobenzyl groups.
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Chapter 3A. Synthesis and Photophysical Studies of Tropolone Conjugated
Nucleoside and DNA Oligonucletides

3A.1 Introduction
Tropolone is an α-hydroxy derivative of Tropone molecule which is a non-benzenoid sevenmembered aromatic compound with a carbonyl functional group.1-3

Tropolone derivatives,

tropolonoids, occur in nature mostly in plants and fungi.4 Tropolone and related derivatives possess
biological activities, such as antibacterial,5 antifungal,6 antitumor,7 and antiviral8 activities. Recent
research shows that tropolones could be potent and selective inhibitors for enzymes with zinccofactors.9 Tropolone is also reported as distinctive metal chelating scaffold especially for
Cu2+/Zn2+/Ni2+, because of its α-hydroxy carbonyl functional group.10, 11 The aromatic structure of
tropolone exhibits interesting photophysical properties (absorptions & emission) and considered
as a useful structural moiety for designing the small molecule derived chromophores. Absorption
spectra of tropolone exhibits two peaks at wavelength ranges 200-260 nm and 260-380 nm due to
two types of electronic transitions: two π-π* and n-π* transitions.12, 13 Further, the pKa of tropolone
is reported as pKa 6.5 and is reported as weak fluorescent molecule.14 Its fluorescence properties
are described in terms of the existence of the (n-π*) singlet state. Martin and co-workers show that
the fluorescent characters of tropolone, at excitation wavelength (λ) 315 nm, are dependent upon
the solvent polarity and pH conditions such as quantum yield of tropolone is measured as 0.005 in
cyclohexane (neutral), 0.003 in acidic water (pH 3.0) and 0.005*10-2 in basic conditions (pH
12.0).15 These variation are due to the different forms of tropolone structures as neutral or anion
forms due to hydroxyl protonation and deprotonation process under different pH conditions. Thus
we realized that tropolone could be an interesting scaffold to incorporate into nucleic acids for
2

tuning their physical and structural properties. Recently, our lab reported the tropolonyl bearing
amino acid/peptides and established the role of tropolonyl carbonyl in conformational changes of
peptides.16 However, we have found the role of tropolone in an unusual cleavage of adjacent amide
bond under mild pH conditions and reversible amidation in mild basic conditions.16, 17 To explore
the photophysical properties of tropolone related compounds, we have also explored the tropolone
derived BODIPY analogues and demonstrated their photophysical properties with fluorescent
quantum yield upto ~16%.18 The incorporation of tropolone into nucleic acid would bring
conjugated DNA/RNA analogues. However, the various chromophore conjugated nucleosides and
their DNA are reported and some of them have shown distinctive photophysical properties as the
enhancement in fluorescence after formation of duplex with native complimentary DNA
oligonucleotide. Recent examples include, 2-aminopurine containing DNA as first potential
fluorescent adenine surrogates,19-21 Tor’s isomorphic RNA alphabet,22,

23

Wilhelmsson’s

internucleobase FRET pair,24 Sasaki’s fluorescent sensors for nucleobase damage,25 Purse’s
tricyclic cytidine analogue,26,

27

Luedtke’s

DMA

T nucleoside,28 and a number of modified

nucleobases oriented in major groove of DNA duplex which interact with protein.29 Their
outcomes suggest that the photo physical behavior of chromophores are affected with alteration in
microenvironment of DNA duplex such as polarity, hydrophobicity, and pH conditions.
Importantly, the photophysical behavior as fluorescent character of tropolone decreases with
increasing the polarity and pH conditions of environment.15

3

3A.2 Objective of our work
In repertoire of small chromophore conjugated DNA analogues, we hypothesized to conjugate
tropolone moiety into 2‘-deoxyuridine (at C-5) via conjugated alkyne linker which might be
beneficial to utilize the fluorescent character of tropolone moiety in the sensing of DNA duplex
formation. Further the tropolone is good metal chelator and can be used in binding with metal.
(Figure 3A.1)

Figure 3A.1. (a) Tropolone; (b) tropolonylated nucleoside and DNA.
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3A.3 Results and Discussion
We began the synthesis of the rationally designed tropolonylated thymidine nucleoside and its
phophoramidites from commercially available 5-Iodo-2’-deoxyuridine (1) and Tropolone (Scheme
1). 5-Iodo-2’-deoxyuridine (1) was converted into 5-Ethynyl-2’-deoxyuridine (2) in two steps by
following the literature procedure.30 The alkyne group of nucleoside (2) was coupled with benzoyl
protected 5-Iodotropolone (3) under sonogashira coupling reaction conditions using Pd-catalyst
which produced 5-tropolonylated 2’-deoxyuridine nucleoside analogue (4) in a good yield. The 5iodotropolone derivative (3), however, was prepared from commercially available Tropolone by
following the reported procedures.31 This tropolonylated 2’-deoxyuridine nucleoside (4) was
characterized by 1H-/13C-NMR/ESI-HRMS analyses (See Appendix). Pleasantly we obtained the
single crystal of tropolonylated 2’-deoxyuridine derivative (4) from 2% MeOH in DCM solvent.
The X-ray analysis of that single crystal confirms the structure of new tropolonylated 2’deoxyuridine nucleoside (4). The single crystal X-ray data are deposited to Cambridge
Crystallographic Data Centre with CCDC 1830067. The ORTEP diagram of modified 2’deoxyuridine derivative (4) is also depicted in Scheme 1, while its X-ray parameters are provided
in the Appendix. For synthesis of phosphoramidities, 5’-OH of tropolonylated nucleoside (4) was
protected with DMTr as compound 5, and employed for phosphorylation, at 3’-OH, with
phosphorylating agent (diisopropylchlorophosporamidites) under basic conditions which
produced the desired tropolonylated thymidine phsophoramidite (6) in good yield. The
characterization data (1H-/13C-NMR/31P-NMR/ESI-HRMS) of compound 6 are provided in
Appendix.
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Scheme 3A.1. Synthesis of tropolonylated 2’-deoxyuridine phosphoramidites and ORTEP
diagram of compound (4).

Further we attempted to incorporate the new tropolonylated phosphoramidite (6) into DNA
oligonucleotides at different positions with DNA oligo synthesizer. Herein we synthesized duplex
forming DNA from known oligonucleotides (ON1 & ON2) with commercially available DNA
phosphoramidites for control studies (Table 3A.1, Entry 1-2).Tropolonylated phosphoramidite (6)
was incorporated into DNA oligonucleotide ON2 and prepared tropolonylated DNA (tr-DNA)
oligonucleotides such as mono-tropolonylated DNA oligonucleotide (ON3), di-tropolonylated
DNA oligonucleotide (ON4) and tri-tropolonylated DNA oligonucleotides (ON5) (Entry 3-5,
Table 3A.1).
Further, phosphoramidite (6) is also incorporated into G-rich, C-rich sequences (Entry 6-13, Table
3A.1) and also tested with self coupling upto 4-nucleotide long in 5-mer DNA (Entry 14, Table
6

3A.1). The oligonucleotides were purified by Sephadex column followed by HPLC and then
characterized by ESI-MS which confirmed the sucesfull syntheses of tropolone incorporated
oligonucleotides (Column 4-5, Table 3A.1), their ESI-Mass spectra are provided in the Appendix.
Herein, ON1-ON5 are exclusively studied while others (ON6-ON14) are in progress.

After successful syntheses of tr-DNA oligonucleotides we attempted to explore their biophysical
and photophysical properties. We determined extinction coefficient (ɛ) of debenzolylated
tropolonylated nucleoside as 4-OH under aqueous solution in presence of little NH4OH (pH 10)

7

due to poor solubility in neutral pH, and found as 29123 M−1cm-1 wavelength (λ) 260 nm (see in
Appendix).
CD Studies. Further we examined the formation of tropolonylated DNA hybrid duplex from trDNA (ON3-ON5) and unmodified complementary DNA oligonucleotide (ON1) near
physiological conditions by Circular Dichroism (CD) studies. To avoid the photodecomposition
of tropolone under acidic pH conditions (pH3.0), we recorded the CD spectra of tropolonylated
DNA complexes (ON1:ON3, ON1-ON4, ON1:ON5) at 10 oC under different pH 6.0/7.0/8.0
conditions. For comparative studies we recorded the CD spectra of control DNA complex
(ON1:ON2) in pH 7.0. Their CD spectra at pH 7.0 are depicted in Figure 3A.2, CD spectra at other
pH conditions are provided in Appendix. In Figure 3A.2A, the CD spectra of tr-DNA duplexes
(ON1:ON3/ON1:ON4/ON1:ON5) exhibit as minima (λ252 nm,) and maxima (λ284 nm), which are
characteristic of DNA B-form helices. In literature, DNA B-form helices have similar CD spectra
with characteristic signals as minima (~λ250 nm) and maxima (~λ280 nm).32, 33 Though, the CD
spectra of tri-tropolonylated tr-DNA duplex (ON1:ON5) shows the destabilization in B-form helix
under similar pH conditions. For comparative studies, we plotted CD ellipticity vs number of
tropolonyl nucleoside unit at different pH conditions (Figure 3A.2B). This plot shows the depletion
in the CD signals of tr-DNA duplex with increasing tr-T nucleoside in DNA strand. At pH 6.0, the
CD spectra of tr-DNA duplexes (ON1:ON3/ON1:ON4/ON1:ON5) exhibit almost similar signals
as B-form DNA helix (Figure 2B). At pH 8.0, The CD spectra of mono-tropolonylated DNA
duplex (ON1:ON3) also exhibit almost similar as B-form DNA helix. Moreover, CD spectra of
di/tri-tropolonylated DNA duplex show an extra signals as the minima at λ370 nm which are more
prominent with tri-tropolonylated DNA duplex (ON1:ON5) (Figure 2B).
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Figure 3A.2. CD spectra of DNA duplexes (2.0 M) in sodium phosphate buffer (100 mM) at
pH7.0 conditions (A); CD ellipticity vs number of tropolonyl nucleoside unit at different pH
conditions (B).
UV-Thermal melting: Further the stability of tropolonylated DNA duplex structures were
examined by UV-thermal melting or thermal denaturation experiments. We prepared
tropolonylated DNA hybrid duplex structure as ON1:ON3, ON1-ON4, and ON1:ON5 by
annealing of equimolar DNA strands under different pH conditions. We then performed UVMelting experiments at wavelength (λ) 260 nm. For comparative studies, the similar experiment
was performed with unmodified DNA strands (ON1:ON2) near physiological conditions (pH 7.0)
and considered as control experiments. Their melting profiles (Absorbance vs Temperature plots)
at pH 7.0 are depicted in Figure 3A.3, while other melting profiles at different pH conditions are
provided in Appendix. The typical melting profile of DNA duplex structure is characteristic
positive sigmoid curve.34 At pH 7.0, the UV melting profiles of tr-DNA duplex (ON1:ON3,
ON1:ON4, &ON1:ON5) exhibit positive sigmoid curves as like control DNA duplex structure
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and their first derivative curves are given as inset (Figure 3A.3). The melting profile of same trDNA duplex at different pH conditions are also exhibit as positive sigmoid curves (Appendix).
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Figure 3A.3. UV thermal melting profiles of tr-DNA duplexes (2 µM) at pH 7.0 in sodium
phosphate buffer.
The Tm values of tr-DNA duplexes are extracted from the first derivative curve of their respective
melting profiles which are described in Table 3A.2. Herein we noticed that mono-tropolonylated
tr-DNA duplex (ON1:ON3) was less stable as compared to the control DNA duplex (ON1:ON2)
near physiological conditions (pH 7.0) by 9.5 oC. Further the stability of di-/tri-tropolonylated
DNA duplex (ON1:ON4, &ON1:ON5) were decreased by 15 oC and 22.6 oC respectively at same
pH conditions. In pH dependent comparative studies, we found that these tr-DNA duplex
(ON1:ON3, ON1:ON4, & ON1:ON5) were marginally stabilized by increasing pH conditions to
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pH 8.0, while destabilized by lowering the pH condition to pH 6.0. Thus stability of tr-duplex is
dependent upon pH condition and number of incorporated tropolonyl residue.

UV/Fluorescence studies
Tropolone can accept and donate protons from carbonyl group and hydroxyl groups respectively.
Under strong acidic conditions, tropolone undergoes protonation at carbonyl group and the
equilibrium between protonated and neutral forms of tropolone exist at pKa = -0.86.35 However
tropolone can also undergo deprotonation, the equilibrium between neutral form and deprotonated
forms exists at pKa = 6.9. Further, the neutral form also exists in rapid equilibrium with its
tautameric form due to rapid intermolecular proton transfer (Figure 3A.4). Due to the ability of
protonation, deprotonation and rapid proton transfers of tropolone, their photophysical properties
are varied depending on the microenvironment. Tropolone also have fluorescence properties,
although its quantum yield is low. Importantly, the fluorescence properties of tropolone are
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influenced by polarity and pH conditions of solvents.15 Fluorescence quantum efficiency of
tropolone are 0.005 (in cyclohexane/neutral pH), 0.0025 (low pH conditions), and negligible
(0.005*10-2) in alkaline conditions (pH 12).15 The UV-absorption peaks (~λ250 nm and ~λ400 nm) are
mainly due to the electronic transitions (π-π* & n-π*) and intramolecular proton transfer, though
the fluorescence properties owing to the n-π* and intramolecular proton transfer.15 Hence the
photophysical properties of tropolone conjugated nucleosides are certainly influenced with solvent
polarity and microenvironment within the nucleoside and their DNA oligonucleotides. Herein we
also performed UV/Fluorescence studies of tr-nucleoside (4 & 4-OH) and tr-DNA (ON3-ON5)
near physiological pH conditions. For control studies we performed the similar studies with free
tropolone.

Figure 3A.4. Protonated, neutral and deprotonated forms of tropolone.
pH dependent UV/Fluorescence studies of 4-OH
The UV and emission spectra of tropolonyl-2’-deoxyuridine (4-OH) at different pH conditions are
depicted in (Figure 3A.5), while spectra of free tropolone are provided in the Appendix. The UV
spectra of nucleoside 4-OH exhibit red shift and hyperchromic shift with increasing the pH from
12

3.7 to 10.8, whereas the emission spectra at λex 395 nm exhibit the blue shift with remarkable
depletion in the fluorescence intensity by increasing pH (3.7 to 10.8) conditions. The similar
effects were noticed with control molecule (tropolone).
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Figure 3A.5. The pH dependent UV absorbance and emission intensity of 22 µM tropolonyl
thymidine (4-OH) in 100 mM buffer (pH 3.7-5.6, sodium acetate buffer; pH 6.0-8.0 phosphate
buffer; pH 9.2-10.8 sodium carbonate buffer)
Here we extracted pH dependent UV-absorbance (λ = 398 nm) and fluorescence intensity (λ = 490
nm) values of nucleoside 4-OH, then plotted pH profiles (Figure 3A.6) for determination of pKa.
The mid-points of sigmoidal pH profile is ~5.6 which is pKa of nucleoside 4-OH. Similarly, we
determined the pKa of tropolone as ~6.9 for control and comparative studies (Appendix). Thus pKa
of nucleoside 4-OH is lower than free tropolone molecule. This pKa change in nucleoside (4-OH)
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is attributed because of nucleobase residue which is known as acceptor for charge transfer process
in fluorophore conjugated nucleosides.
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Figure 3A.6. pH dependent UV absorbance at 398 nm (red) and emission intensity at 490 nm of
22 µM tropolonyl thymidine (4-OH) in 100 mM buffer (pH 3.7-5.6, sodium acetate buffer; pH
6.0-8.0 phosphate buffer; pH 9.2-10.8 sodium carbonate buffer)
We recorded the UV spectra of single strand tr-DNA (ON3/ON4/ON4) and their duplex
(ON1:ON3/ON1:ON4/ON1:ON5) with unmodified DNA (ON1) under different pH range (6.08.0). The UV spectra of tr-DNA duplex, at pH 7.0, are provided in Figure 3A.7, while the UV
spectra of tr-DNA duplex at different pH are provided in Appendix. The UV-spectra of tr-DNA
and its duplex exhibit two absorption peaks at λ250nm and λ400nm which are almost similar to the
tropolone molecule near physiological pH range (6.0-8.0). The similar observations are noticed in
UV spectra of other tr-DNA and their duplexes under different pH conditions (pH 6.0/8.0). Most
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importantly, the UV spectra of tr-DNA duplex exhibit a little blue shift, ~λ250 nm and ~λ400 nm, with
increasing the tr-T nucleoside residue into tr-DNA duplex. This blue shift indicates some sort of
π-π interactions with neighboring nucleobases.
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Figure 3A.7. UV spectra of tr-DNA duplex (ON1:ON3, ON1:ON4, ON1:ON5) and control
under pH 6.0/7.0/8.0 conditions (sodium phosphate buffer) with 2.0 µM.
Further we determined the quantum yield of mono-tropolonylated DNA (ON3)1.2% at excitation
wavelength 400 nm (λex.400 nm) under aqueous pH 7.0 condition, using quinine sulphate as standard
reference (0.1M H2SO4). The quantum yield (1.2%) of tr-DNA (ON3) is significantly enhanced
almost five folds as compare to tropolone molecule (~0.25%, at acidic pH 3.0). We recorded the
fluorescence spectra of tr-DNA oligonucleotides (ON3/ON4/ON5) and their tr-DNA duplex
(ON1:ON3, ON1:ON4, & ON1:ON5) near physiological pH range (6.0-8.0). The fluorescence
spectra of tr-DNA (ON3) and its duplex ON1:ON3 at different pH 6.0/7.0/8.0 are depicted in
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Figure 3A.8, while fluorescence spectra of other tr-DNA (ON4/ON5) and their duplexes at
different pH 6.0/7.0/8.0 are provided in the Appendix. In Figure 3A.8A, the fluorescence intensity
of hybrid tr-DNA duplexes (ON1:ON3, ON1:ON4, & ON1:ON5) are remarkably enhanced as
compare to single strand tr-DNA oligonucleotides (ON3/ON4/ON5). The fluorescence intensity
of tr-DNA oligonucleotides (ON3/ON4/ON5) under same acidic pH (6.0) conditions is almost
equal with little variations, especially with tri-tropolonylated DNA oligonucleotide (ON5). These
results suggest that fluorescence efficiency of tr-DNA oligonucleotides is increased after
formation of duplex. For comparative studies, we extracted fluorescence intensity value of tr-DNA
oligonucleotides and their duplex under different pH conditions, and generated a bar-diagram as
florescence intensity vs. tr-DNA (Figure 3A.8B). This bar diagram shows that the fluorescence
efficiency of tr-DNA oligonucleotides (ON3/ON4/ON5) and their duplexes (ON1:ON3,
ON1:ON4, & ON1:ON5) are enhanced at pH 6.0 conditions. These variations are more
pronounced in tr-DNA duplexes as compare to single strand tr-DNA oligonucleotides. Importantly
we also notice that fluorescence efficiency of tr-DNA oligonucleotides and their duplexes are
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Figure 3A.8. Fluorescence spectra of single strand tr-DNA (ON3/ON4/ON5) and tr-DNA
(ON1:ON3/ON1:ON4/ON1:ON5) under pH 6.0 (sodium phosphate buffer) conditions (A);
Comparative bar diagram of fluorescence intensity vs tr-DNAs under different pH conditions.

Discussion
Since tropolone experiences intramolecular hydrogen bonding at acidic pH and neutral pH
conditions;15 and to explore the role of tropolonyl residue in the stability of DNA duplex structure,
we, therefore, have synthesized tropolone conjugated thymidine nucleoside (4-OH) and its
oligonucleotides (ON3-ON5). Since tropolone is excellent chromophore comprising weak
fluorescence properties. So we also studied the photophysical properties of tr-T nucleoside (4OH), tr-oligonucleotides (ON3-ON5) and tr-DNA duplex.
First, the CD spectral analyses suggest the formation of B-form type of tr-DNA duplex structures
near physiological pH conditions as like control. Importantly, the perturbation of their CD signal
are noticed with increasing tr-T nucleoside unit into DNA which reveal the destabilization of Bform type of DNA duplex structures. However, the new CD signal (λ370 nm) has noticed with tritropolonylated DNA duplex which is more prominent at pH 7.0/8.0. These CD studies suggest the
conformational changes of tropolone in DNA duplex in different pH conditions.
Further the UV-melting results of tr-DNA duplex structures indicate that tropolone residue of trDNA duplex has critical role in destabilization of their duplex structures. Herein the stability of trDNA duplex increases with increasing the pH value i.e. more stable under pH 8.0 as compare to
pH 6.0. The stability of tr-DNA duplex, however, decreases with increasing the number of tr-T
nucleoside. In literature, nucleoside conjugated chromophores of DNA are involved in π-π
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interactions with neighboring nucleobase residues.36, 37 Moreover, the destabilization of DNA Bform duplex structures are reportedly known because of the π-π interactions between conjugated
chromophore and neighboring nucleobases.26 Tropolone residue of tr-DNA duplex, therefore, may
have similar types of π-π interactions with neighboring G-nucleobase. The increment in tr-T
nucleosides is probably enhanced the perturbation in base stacking structure of DNA duplex which
are responsible for destabilization of tr-DNA duplex structure.
The fluorescence character of tropolone is appeared because of the intramolecular charge transfer
(n-π* transition) which is sensitive to the pH and polarity of environments.15

Firstly, we

determined the pKa of nucleoside (4-OH) and control tropolone. We noticed the pKa of tropolone
residue of tr-T nucleoside (4-OH) is marginally lower (0.9) than free tropolone, possibly due the
presence of conjugated thymine nucleobase which is known as acceptor in charge transfer
molecular system. Thus charge transfer ability is enhanced in thymine conjugated tropolone
nucleoside 4-OH. Hence fluorescence property of tr-T (4-OH) is relatively higher than free
tropolone.
The UV spectra of nucleoside (4-OH) exhibit red shift with increasing the pH value (pH 3.7-10.7),
while its fluorescence spectra shows slight blue shift with remarkable depletion in fluorescence
intensity with increasing the pH value (pH 3.7-10.7). The pKa of nucleoside 4-OH is also extracted
from pH dependent fluorescence profile, which is same as from pH dependent UV absorbance
profile (pKa = 5.8±0.2). Since tropolone exists in different structural forms, as neutral form near
neutral pH and anionic form near alkaline pH. The photophysical properties of such molecules are
severely affected with pH and polarity of environments.
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To support the fluorescence character of nucleoside tr-T (4-OH), we optimized the structure of
nucleoside (4-OH) under neutral and anionic forms of tropolone residue by DFT (B3YLP-6, 316G*) calculation, and then pleasently extracted their frontier molecular orbitals (HOMO-LUMO)
and their energy level (Figure 3A.9). In neutral form of nucleoside (4-OH), both HOMO and
LUMO are localized on tropolone and extended up to thymine residue with an energy difference
(ΔE) of 3.31 eV. In contrast, in anionic form of 4-OH, the HOMO is localized on tropolone
residue, while LUMO is localized on thymine residue but their energy difference (ΔE = 2.352 eV)
is lower than its neutral form (ΔE = 3.31 eV). Generally delocalization of HOMO-LUMO
decreases ΔE and enhances fluorescence character. It is also well known that when HOMO-LUMO
are localized and decreases energy gap, then the decay of excited state to ground state dominates
through radiationless pathways which results in lowering of fluorescence.28,

38, 39

These

calculations support the pH dependent UV/fluorescence behaviour of nucleoside 4-OH under
different pH conditions having different sets of HOMO-LUMO under different pH conditions.
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Figure 3A.9. HOMO-LUMO and their calculated energies in neutral form and anionic form of
tropolonylated thymidine nucleoside (4-OH). Calculated using DFT-B3LYP-6 from their
optimized structures, neutral form (left) anionic form (right).
The fluorescent characters of intramolecular charge transfer fluorophores are influenced with
polarity of solvent and enhanced in non-polar solvent.40 The intramolecular charge transfer
carrying fluorophores also exhibit pH dependent fluorescence character and explained by that
mechanism.28 Further the fluorescence character of fluorophore due to intramolecular charge
transfer, especially because of push-pull systems, is significantly higher in non-polar solvents as
compare to polar solvents. Importantly the fluorescence quantum yield of tropolone is higher in
hexane (non-polar solvent) as compare to aqueous (pH 7.0). Thus by changing the
microenvironment of nucleoside (4-OH) could affect its fluorescence properties. Thus the
quantum yield of tr-DNA oligoucleotide (ON3) is enhanced in aqueous medium near
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physiological pH conditions as compared to free tropolone molecule, and further enhanced even
by slight lowering the pH conditions possibly because of push-pull mechanism (Table S1). At pH
6.0, the intramolecular hydrogen bonded tropolone (neutral form) are relatively populated in trDNA oligonucleotide and experience non-polar microenvironment.
The DNA duplex (B-form) has non-polar microenvironment due to the presence of grooves (major
& minor) in aqueous medium. CD results of tr-DNA duplex strongly support the formation of Bform helical structure. Thus the fluorescence character of tr-DNA duplex may affect in different
pH conditions due to the presence of fluorophore nucleoside, tr-T in one of the strand. Presumably,
tropolone ring of tr-DNA duplex (ON1:ON3) is occurred in non-polar microenvironment and
experience π-π interactions with neighboring nucleobases guanosine. Such interactions affect
Watson-Crick (W-C) hydrogen bonding between complementary nucleobases and play critical
role in stability of DNA duplex structure.26 Since π-π attractive interactions between neutral
aromatic ring and nucleobase ring system suppress the W-C hydrogen bonding ability at
pyrimidine nucleobases (T/U/C), while π-π repulsive interactions between anionic aromatic ring
and nucleobase ring system enhance the W-C hydrogen bonding ability at pyrimidine nucleobases
(T/U/C).41 More W-C hydrogen bonding quenches fluorescence properties of ICT-fluophore
conjugated DNA at pyrimidine nucleobases. At pH 6.0, the population of neutral form of tropolone
structure in tr-DNA duplex is relatively higher. In contrast, at pH 8.0, the population of anionic
form of tropolone is high. Thus π-π attractive interactions between neutral tropolone ring and
neighboring nucleobases are relatively higher at low pH 6.0, and consequently decrease the W-C
hydrogen bonding in tr-DNA duplex. As resultant, fluorescence character as quantum yield is
enhanced at low pH but reduced the stability of DNA structures. In contrast, the π-π repulsive
interactions between anionic tropolone ring and neighboring nucleobases are relatively high at pH
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8.0, and consequently increase the W-C hydrogen bonding in tr-DNA duplex. As resultant, the
fluorescence character as quantum yield is significantly reduced in tr-DNA at pH 8.0 and enhanced
the stability of DNA structures. Further, the increasing tr-T nucleoside residue in tr-DNA duplex,
the B-form helical structures significantly destabilize at pH 6.0 but their fluorescence properties
exhibit almost same. However, at pH 8.0 fluorescence properties of di-/tri-incorporated tr-T
nucleoside are remarkably reduced. The stability of three tr-T incorporated tr-DNA duplex
structure is relative stable at pH 8.0 as compare to pH 6.0. Moreover, tr-DNA duplex structures
destabilize with increasing the tr-T nucleoside and the similar trends are consistent under all the
three pH conditions. The strength of W-C hydrogen bonding is relatively more in control DNA
duplex as compared to tr-T incorporated tr-DNA duplex.

3A.4 Conclusion
We have successfully synthesized the tropolone conjugated tr-T nucleoside and DNA
oligonucleotides. Since tropolone is excellent non-benzenoid chromophores comprising pH
dependent weak fluorescent properties. We studied UV/fluorescence properties of tr-T and
determined the pKa 5.9 of nucleoside which is lower than control tropolone (pKa 6.8). We have
accomplished pH dependent UV/fluorescence properties of tropolone conjugated DNA
nucleoside/oligonucleotides/DNA duplexes. Our results support the enhancement of quantum
yield of oligonucleotides after the formation of DNA duplex structure (B-form helix) and that is
more pronounced at low pH (6.0) as compare to pH 7.0/8.0. However, the stability of tr-DNA
duplex structures is relatively higher at pH 8.0 as compare to pH 6.0. The increasing the number
of tr-T incorporation in DNA oligonucleotides destabilize their DNA duplex B-form helical
structure under all pH conditions. We demonstrate that Tr-T nucleoside and its oligonucleotides
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comprise pH dependent UV-Fluorescence properties. Which are further supported by DFT
calculation Hence tr-T DNA nucleoside and its oligonucleotides are new fluorescent DNA
analogues which are pH sensitive and enabling the sensing of duplex formation.

3A.5 Experimental Section
All required materials were obtained from commercial suppliers and used without any further
purification. Pyridine, methylene chloride, was distilled over calcium hydride and stored on 4Å
molecular sieves. Tetrahydrofuran was freshly distilled over sodium /benzophenone. Reactions
were monitored by thin layer chromatography, visualized by UV and ninhydrin. Purifications of
compounds using column chromatography were performed with 230-400 silica gel. ESI-Mass
spectra and HRMS were obtained from Bruker micrOTOF-Q II Spectrometer. 1H NMR, 13C NMR,
and 31P NMR spectra were recorded on Bruker AV-400 or 700 MHz at 298 K. 1H and 13C NMR
chemical shifts were recorded in ppm downfield from tetramethylsilane or residual solvent peak.
Splitting patterns are abbreviated as: s, singlet; d, doublet; dd, doublet of doublet; t, triplet; q,
quartet; dq, doublet of quartet; m, multiplet.
5- (2-benzoyloxy tropone) ethynyl-2’-deoxyuridine (4): 5-iodo-2-benzoyloxytropone 3 (1.19 gm
, 3.38 mmol) and Pd(PPh3)4 (0.195 gm, 0.169 mmol) was dissolved in mixture of Dry DMF (30
ml) and Et3N (0.7ml, 0.05 mmol) then added CuI (0.289 gm, 1.52 mmol) and 5-ethynyl
deoxyuridine 2 (0.938 gm 3.7 mmol). The reaction mixture stirred at room temperature for 6 h,
then reaction mixture was filtered and the filtrate was concentrated to give a brown crude residue,
which was purified by flash column chromatography (0.5 % Et3N/10 % MeOH/CHCl3) to give 4
as a yellow solid (1.193 gm, 74% yield). Rf 0.36 (10% MeOH/CHCl3); 1H NMR (400 MHz,
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DMSO, & 1-2 drops Et3N) δ 11.78 (s, 1H), 8.53 (s, 1H), 8.08 (d, J = 7.3 Hz, 2H), 7.77 (t, J = 7.4
Hz, 1H), 7.61 (t, J = 7.7 Hz, 2H), 7.41 (s, 3H), 6.12 (t, J = 6.3 Hz, 1H), 5.27 (d, J = 4.3 Hz, 1H),
5.20 (t, J = 4.7 Hz, 1H), 4.33 – 4.22 (m, 1H), 3.83 (d, J = 3.3 Hz, 1H), 3.75 – 3.54 (m, 2H).13C
NMR (101 MHz, DMSO) δ 163.25, 161.16, 149.33, 145.42, 134.30, 129.94, 129.04, 128.56,
128.26, 97.12, 93.50, 87.84, 87.64, 85.12, 69.68, 60.66, 40.29. HRMS (ESI-TOF) m/z: [M + Na]
+

Calcd for C22H20N2O8Na 499.1112; Found 499.1135.

Tropolonylated 2’-deoxyuridine (4-OH). Compound 4 (15 mg, 0.031 mmol) was treated with 1,4dioxane and ammonium hydroxide (1:1), 0.6 ml and stirred at room temperature for 1.5 h. The
solvents were evaporated and resulting solid is washed with ether and EtOAc each time and
dissolved in water and adjusted to pH 6-7 with 1N HCl and dried under high vacuum to get title
compound. 1H-NMR (400 MHz, DMSO) δ 12.19 – 10.88 (b, 1H), 8.42 (s, 1H), 7.10 (s,b, 2H), 6.10
(d, J = 2.9 Hz, 1H), 5.32 (d, J = 30.0 Hz, 2H), 4.26 (s, 2H), 3.81 (d, J = 2.8 Hz, 1H), 3.58 (dd, J =
18.9, 7.7 Hz, 2H), 2.14 (t, 2H). 13C-NMR (176 MHz, DMSO) δ 172.59, 161.33, 149.40, 144.11,
139.01, 124.14, 97.99, 87.66, 84.94, 69.89, 60.74, 40.26. HRMS (ESI-TOF) m/z: [M - H] - Calcd
for C18H15N2O7, 371.0871; Found 371.1204.
5’-DMTr-(O-benzoyl-tropolonylated)-2’-deoxyuridine (5). Compound 4 (0.94 gm, 1.96 mmol)
was co-evaporated with anhydrous pyridine for 3 times and then dissolved in dry CH2Cl2 (20 ml).
To the resultant solution anhydrous Et3N (1.36 ml, 9.84 mmol) followed by DMTr-Cl (1.0 g, 2.95
mmol) was added and stirred at room temperature for 7 h. The crude reaction mixture evaporated
to dryness and then subjected to column chromatography (0.5% Et3N/ 2.5% MeOH/CH2Cl2) to
yield 0.9 gm (59%) as yellow solid. Rf 0.38 (2.5% MeOH/ CH2Cl2); 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3&
1-2 drops Et3N ) δ 8.55 (s, 1H), 8.13 (d, J = 7.5 Hz, 2H), 7.61 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 1H), 7.51 – 7.43 (m,
4H), 7.38 – 7.26 (m, 6H), 7.18 (d, J = 7.2 Hz, 1H), 6.81 (dd, J = 8.8, 2.5 Hz, 6H), 6.42 (t, J = 8.5
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Hz, 3H), 4.57 (s, 1H), 4.10 (s, 1H), 3.81 – 3.50 (m, 8H), 3.19 (d, J = 8.7 Hz, 1H), 2.54 (dd, J = 8.1,
2.9 Hz, 1H), 2.45 – 2.31 (m, 1H).13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 163.83, 161.01, 158.75, 158.74
149.04, 144.61, 143.94, 135.78, 135.34, 133.84, 130.48, 129.94, 129.83, 128.69, 128.57, 128.47,
128.19, 127.85, 127.25, 113.46, 113.43, 99.53, 94.90, 87.18, 86.94, 86.01, 84.94, 71.91, 63.2,
55.30, 42.04. HRMS (ESI-TOF) m/z: [M + Na], Calcd for C46H38N2O10Na, 801.2419; Found
801.2394.
tropolonylated-2’-deoxyuridine phosphoramidites (6): To a stirred solution of compound 5 (0.2
g, 0.25 mmol) in anhydrous THF (1.5 ml) and N,N-Diisopropyl ethylamine (0.27 ml, 15.4 mmol)
was treated with 2-cyanoethyl diisopropylchlorophosphoramidite (0.15 ml, 5.13 mmol) at room
temperature. After stirred for 3.5 h subjected to column chromatography (1% Et3N /60% EtOAc/
n-Hexanes) to yield 0.150 gm (61%) as pale yellow foam. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.61
(d, J = 13.0 Hz, 1H), 8.14 (d, J = 7.3 Hz, 2H), 7.62 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 1H), 7.48 (t, J = 8.0 Hz, 4H),
7.40 – 7.27 (m, 5H), 7.24 – 7.13 (m, 1H), 6.81 (dt, J = 8.8, 3.6 Hz, 6H), 6.42 – 6.29 (m, 3H),
4.81 – 4.47 (m, 1H), 4.31 – 4.08 (m, 1H), 3.92 – 3.44 (m, 11H), 3.18 (dd, J = 8.3, 3.2 Hz, 1H),
2.61 (dd, J = 11.8, 5.5 Hz, 2H), 2.53 – 2.32 (m, 2H), 1.15 (dd, J = 9.0, 3.8 Hz, 8H), 1.02 (d, J =
6.8 Hz, 3H), 0.92 – 0.81 (m, 3H).
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P NMR (162 MHz, CDCl3) δ 149.67 (s), 149.25 (s). HRMS

(ESI-TOF) m/z: [M + Na] Calcd for C55H55N4O11PNa 1001.3497; Found 1001.3522.
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1. 1H/13C-NMR & HRMS spectra of 2’-benzoyl-tropolonylated-2-deoxyuridine (4)

* Et3N

* Et3N

Figure S1. 1H-/13C-NMR of 2-benzoyl-tropolonylated-2’-deoxyuridine (4) in DMSO-d6
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Figure S2. ESI-HRMS of 2-benzoyl-tropolonylated-2’-deoxyuridine (4)
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2.X-ray data analyses of Single crystal 4

Figure S3. ORTEP diagram of compound 4 (Z =1)
The crystals quality were poor even after growing several times. The data did not improve even
collecting it at liquid nitrogen temperatures. The sugar ring is disordered but could be solved in
this space group to satisfaction. Therefore, the ring carbon atoms were isotopically refined. A peak
of 1.10 eA-3 was found near the ring carbon atom could not be assigned to any entity and left as
such
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Single crystal data analyses of compound 4:

Parameter
Formula
Mr
crystal system
space group
Cell Length/Å
Cell angles/O
V/Ǻ3
Z
calc (gcm-3)
/ mm-1 μ(cm-1)
 range (deg)
reflections collected
Unique reflections[ R(int)]
data/restraints/ parameters
GOF on F2
R1 and R2 [I>2σ(I)]
R1 and R2 (all data)
largest residual peaks (e.Ǻ-3)
CCDC no

Compound 4
C25 H20 N2 O8
289.33
Triclinic
P1
a5.8443(2), b14.3718(6), c15.3063(6),
117.262(2), 92.910(3)99.549(2)
1115.14(8)
1
1.446
0.110
2.67 to 25.50°.
20099
7524 [0.0376]
7524 / 11 / 604
1.294
0.0873, 0.2168
0.1035, 0.2302
1.095 and -0.597
CCDC 1830067
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3.1H/13C-/1H-COSY/ D2O exchange and suppression HRMS spectra of tr-2’-deoxyuridine (4OH)

* H2O and 2H from
tropolone are merged

Figure S4. 1H-/ 13C-NMR of tropolonylated-2’-deoxyuridine (4-OH) in DMSO-d6
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D2O exchange and
Water suppressed
(at 3.59ppm)

D2O exchange
( 50 min)

OH

D2O exchange
( 10 min)

D2O exchange
(30ul, 4 min)

Only DMSO
no D2O

* D2O exchange and
Water suppressed
(at 3.59ppm)

*

Figure 5. D2O exchange and water suppression 1H-NMR of Tr-2’-deoxyuridine (4-OH) in
DMSO-d6 (in water suppression, the 5’methylne protons also suppressed due to close chemical
shift value)
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Figure 6. 1H-COSY of Tr-2’-deoxyuridine (4-OH) in DMSO-d6 (30 mM)
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-

(M-H)

Figure S7. HRMS of tr- 2’-deoxyuridine (4-OH)
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4.1H/13C/ HRMS spectra of 5’-DMTr-(O-benzoyl-tropolonylated)-2’-deoxyuridine (5)

* Et3N

* Et3N

Figure S8. 1H-/13C-NMR of 5’-DMTr-(O-benzoyl-tropolonylated)- 2’-deoxyuridine (5)
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Figure S9. ESI-HRMS of 5’-DMTr-(O-benzoyl-tropolonylated)- 2’-deoxyuridine (5)
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5.1H/13C/31P-NMR & HRMS spectra of 2-benzoyloxy Tr-2’-deoxyuridine phosphoramidites (6)

Figure S10. 1H-/13C-NMR of tropolonylated 2’-deoxyuridine phosphoramidites (6)
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Figure S11. 31P-NMR of tropolonylated 2’-deoxyuridine phosphoramidites (6)
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Figure S12. ESI-HRMS of tropolonylated 2’-deoxyuridine phosphoramidites (6)
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HPLC Conditions: BUFFER A- 5% ACN in 0.1M TEA, Buffer B- 20% ACN in 0.1M TEA; Column: Sunfire C18,
5µm, 4.6x150mm,
A.
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Figure S13. HPLC of modified oligonucleotides of ON1, ON2, ON3, similarly ON4 and ON6 were also
purified.
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6.ESI-Mass of Oligonucleotides (ON1-ON5)

5'-GCG TAC ACA TGC G-3‘
Calc. 3959.639

Figure S14. ESI-Mass spectra of modified Oligonucleotides (ON1)
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5'-CGC ATG TGT ACG C-3'
Calc. 3950.626

Figure S15. ESI-Mass spectra of modified Oligonucleotides (ON2)
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5'-CGC ATG TGT ACG C-3'
Calc. 4080.639

Figure S16. ESI-Mass spectra of modified Oligonucleotides (ON3)
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Figure S17. ESI-Mass spectra of modified Oligonucleotides (ON4)
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Figure S18. ESI-Mass spectra of modified Oligonucleotides (ON5)
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7.Extinction coefficient determination of compound 4-OH

Molar extinction coefficient (ɛ260): Stock solutions were prepared from fully deprotected

tr-

thymidine (4-OH), weighing accurate to 2 mg in triplicates and was dissolved in 1ml of water and
ammonium hydroxide (100/1, v/v, pH 10.6) for solubility. 5.0 µl of stock solutions were diluted
to 3.0 ml and recorded the absorbance as triplicates. The Molar extinction coefficient of trthymidine (4-OH) found to be ɛ260=29123 M−1 cm−1 at pH 10.61; ɛ260=25006 M−1 cm−1 at pH 7.0;
ɛ260= 28891 M−1 cm−1 at pH 8.0. During this study we used ɛ260=29123 M−1 cm−1 at pH 10.61 for
further calculations.

1.0

Water/Ammonium hydroxide (100/1, v/v, pH 10.6)

0.9

2A
4A
6A

0.8

Absorbance

0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0
250

300

350

400

450

500

Wavelength (nm)

Figure S19. UV spectra of tropolonylated 2’-deoxyuridine (tr-T) 4-OH in H2O:NH4OH (100/1, v/v, pH

10.6)
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8.pKa of control (Tropolone)
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Figure 20. (A) pH dependent UV spectra of tropolone for control studies; (B) Determination of pK a of
Tropolone
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9.UV and Fluorescence properties of tropolonyl nucleoside (4/4-OH)
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Figure 21. (A) UV (left) and Emission (right) spectra (bandwidth of 5) of nucleoside 4 in methanol,
(22µm); (B) Fluorescence (emission) spectra of nucleoside 4 (in MeOH), 4-OH (pH 7.0 PBS buffer) and
Quine sulphate for relative quantum yield. (bandwidth of 2). Inset showing expanded portion
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10.CD spectra and UV-Melting profiles of control DNA duplex
CD Spectra: The samples were annealed by heating to 95 °C, followed by cooling to room
temperature overnight and stored at 4 oC. CD spectra were recorded in PBS (pH 7.02) at 10 oC
from 450-200 nm with Oligonucleotide concentrations of 2 µM. CD parameters : Data pitch 2
nm, DIT 2 sec, bandwidth 2 nm, scanning speed 100 nm/min, and accumulation 2. For pH
dependent studies freshly prepared 100mM sodium phosphate buffers of 6.0, 7.02, and 8.1 was
used. (doi:10.1101/pdb.rec8303, Cold Spring harb protoc, 2006)
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Figure S22. CD spectra of 2 µM DNA duplex (ON1:ON2) in sodium phosphate buffer (100 mM) pH 7.0
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Figure S23. UV- melting of 2 µM DNA duplex (ON1:ON2) in sodium phosphate buffer (100 mM) pH
7.0
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11.pH dependent CD-Spectra of tr-DNA duplexes
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Figure S24. CD spectra of 2 µM DNA duplexes in sodium phosphate buffer (100 mM), a) at pH 6.0; b) at
pH 8.0

12.pH dependent UV-Thermal Melting Profiles of tr-DNA duplex
UV-melting (Tm determination) and UV-Vis spectra: Oligonucleotide concentrations were
calculated using extinction coefficient (ɛ260) of tr- thymidine (tr-T) (ɛ260=29123 M−1 cm−1) using
nearest-neighbor model (Biophys. Chem., 2008; 133, 66-70). Equimolar volumes of
complementary strands were thoroughly mixed in PBS and denatured by heating to 95 °C,
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followed by cooling to room temperature overnight and stored at 4 oC. Prior to experiments
samples were degassed for at least 5min with argon at 4 oC. Quartz cuvettes with a path length of
1.0 cm were used. Thermal denaturation curves of duplexes (2 μM final concentration of each
strand in 1.5 ml) were recorded on a Peltier-controlled UV/VIS spectrophotometer (JASCO). A
temperature ramp of 0.5 °C/min was used in all experiments. Experiments were performed in
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Figure S25. UV- melting of 2 μM DNA duplexes in sodium phosphate buffer (100 mM). a) At pH 6.0; b)
at pH 8.0
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13.UV-Visible Spectra of tr-DNAs and their duplex
(a) Number of tr-T nucleoside units dependent UV spectra of tr-DNA and their duplex
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Figure S26. UV- Visible spectra of 2 μM DNA duplexes in sodium phosphate buffer(100 mM) a) & b)
at pH 6.0 single tr-T modification, single strand and their duplex respectively; c) at pH 7.0 two tr-T
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modification, single strand; d) & e) at pH 8.0 three tr-T modification, single strand and their duplex
respectively.

(b) pH dependent UV spectra in tr-DNA and their duplex
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Figure S27. UV- Visible spectra of 2 μM tr-DNAs and their duplexes in sodium phosphate buffer (100
mM): (A) tr-DNA (ON3) and its duplex (ON1:ON3) at pH 6.0/7.0/8.0. (B) tr-DNA (ON4) and its duplex
(ON1:ON4) at pH 6.0/7.0/8.0; (C) tr-DNA (ON5) and its duplex (ON1:ON5) at pH 6.0/7.0/8.0.
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14.pH dependent Fluorescence Spectra of tr-DNAs and their duplex

Oligonucleotides of concentration 1.0 µM were annealed by heating to 95 °C, followed by cooling
to room temperature overnight and stored at 4 oC. Prior to experiments samples were degassed for
at least 5min with argon at 4 oC. The spectra were recorded with cuvettes having a path length of
2 mm with 700 µl of volume. For pH dependent studies freshly prepared 100 mM sodium
phosphate buffers of 6.0, 7.02, and 8.1 was used. Fluorescence spectra were recorded on FS5
Fluorescence Spectrometer (Edinburgh Instruments). The fluorescence quantum yields were
determined using standard quinine sulphate with 0.1N H2SO4.
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Figure S28. Fluorescence spectra of 1.0 μM tr-DNAs and their duplexes in sodium phosphate buffer (100
mM) a) at pH 6.0; b) at pH 8.0
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15.Quantum yeild of tr-DNA/tr-DNA duplex

Fluorescence spectra were recorded on FS5 Fluorescence Spectrometer (Edinburgh Instruments).
Prior to experiments samples were degassed for at least 5min with argon. The spectra were
recorded with cuvettes having a path length of 2 mm with 700 µl of volume. The fluorescence
quantum yields were determined using standard quinine sulphate with 0.1N H2SO4.

Where QYcpd=Quantum yield of ON3, QYref=Quantum yield of reference (quinine sulphate with 0.1N
H2SO4) Acpd =area under the curve of ON3, Aref= area under the curve of quinine sulphate, ODref, ODcpd =
absorption at excitation wavelength of reference and ON3 respectively, R2ref and R2cpd =refractive index of
Phosphate buffer (water, 1.33) and 0.1M H2SO4 (in water, 1.33) respectively.
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Figure S29. UV (left) and Emission (right) spectra of ON3 and quinine sulphate for recording Quantum
yield in sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.0 (Inset: fluorescence of ON3).
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Figure S30. Smoothened UV and Emission spectra of ON3 for Quantum yield in sodium phosphate
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Quantum yields of tr-DNAs and their duplexes in sodium phosphate buffer (100 mM) at pH 7.0 using

standard quinine sulphate with 0.1N H2SO4.
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16.DFT-B3LYP-6 calculations of Tropolonylated 2’-deoxyuridine (4-OH)

Figure 37. Optimized structure and HOMO-LUMO energies (atomic units in hartree) of Tropolonylated
thymidine (4-OH)
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Chapter 3B. Synthesis of Tropo-aminoiminyl Conjugated and Fused 2’deoxypyrimidine Nucleoside Phosphoramidites and their Incorporation into
DNA-oligonucleotides

3B.1 Introduction
An approach to regulate specific-gene expression is explored by using chemically modified single
strand antisense oligonucleotides (ASOs) such as DNA/RNA/chimeric forms.1 These
oligonucleotides form duplex with complimentary sequence of target messenger RNA (mRNA)
and result in mRNA degradation mediated by enzyme machinery to accomplish target-gene
expression.2 Most of the enzyme functions depend on metal ions such as zinc, magnesium, copper,
iron etc., and these metal ions play a vital role in expression of functional proteins, hence, the
metallozymes have an important role in gene expression. In recent times, to understand the
interactive microenvironment of the duplexes, many modified DNA oligonucleotides with small
fluorescent nucleosides have been synthesized and probed the microenvironment3-5 When the
synthetic oligonucleotides interact with enzymes having metals (metalloenzymes) with high
selectivity and specificity, then the function of metallozymes can affect, which further influence
the gene expression. Thus modified oligonucleotides containing metal-chelating residues which
interact with metalloenzymes with high selectivity/specificity can provide a powerful research tool
to control the protein expression. Hence, synthesis of oligonucleotides containing metal chelating
and environmental sensitive chromophores/fluorophores in controlling the gene expression would
be of considerable interest.
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3B.2 Objective of our work
Tropolone is a non-benzenoid seven-member non-classical aromatic compound. Tropolone and its
naturally occurring derivatives (troponoids) exhibit broad spectrum of biological activities6 These
are demonstrated as metalloprotein inhibitors such as Zinc dependent metalloprotiens including
carboxypeptidase A, thermolysin, matrix metalloproteases).7-10 The mechanism of zinc dependent
metalloprotein, thermolysin, inhibition is proposed via metal-coordination.10 Tropolone has also
been reported to be a distinctive metal-chelating scaffold, especially for Cu2+/Zn2+/Ni2+, because
of the -hydroxy carbonyl functional group.11, 12 The tropolone aminoimine (tropoaminoimine)
derivatives are members of another class of compounds which exhibit unique aromatic properties
which are different from tropolone13 Like tropolone, the tropo-aminoimine derivatives are also
versatile metal-chelators.14 With these versatile metal-chelating properties of tropolone and tropoaminoimine derivatives, we hypothesize, these derivatives could be suitable for site-specific
incorporation into DNA oligonucleotides to interact with specific metallozymes. Herein, we
planned to conjugate tropo-dibenzylaminoimine derivative to pyrimidine nucleoside and
incorporate in DNA (Figure 3B.1).

Figure 3B.1. Proposed hypothesis for tropo-aminoimine modified DNA oligonucleotides to
interact with metallozymes.
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3B.3 Results and Discussion
Our approach to the synthesis of 5-(N,N-dibenzyl 2-aminotropoiminyl) thymidine nucleoside
involves sonogashira coupling of 5-bromo-N,N-dibenzyl-2-aminotropoimine intermediate 5 with
2’-deoxy-5-ethynyluridine 6 nucleoside. Nucleoside 6 was synthesized from commercially
available 5-Iodo-2’-deoxyuridine 1 in two steps following previous reports. The synthesis of
intermediate 4 involves five synthetic steps starting from commercially available tropolone.
Compound 3 was synthesized by following the literature procedure. Bromination of Compound 3
with molecular bromine at low temperature exclusively brominated at 4th position to obtain
required intermediate 4 with 62% yield. The structure of intermediate 5 is also confirmed by its
single crystal X-Ray studies (Scheme 3B.1).
Scheme 3B.1. Synthesis of precursors for tropo-aminoiminyl 2’-deoxyuridine nucleoside.

In chapter 3A, 5-iodotropolone derivative, a close analogue of intermediate 4, is successfully
coupled with nucleoside 6. Under similar conditions, the coupling of 5-bromo-N,N-dibenzyl-2aminotropoimine intermediate 4 with 2’-deoxy-5-ethynyluridine 6 nucleoside resulted in two
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products tr-7a and tr-7b which have very close retention values on TLC. These two spots are
inseparable in our hands even under various silica gel column purification conditions in different
solvent systems. However, we proceeded to the next step just by passing through silica gel column
to remove metal catalysts and salts. Eventually, these two inseparable spots were treated with
DMTr-Cl for 5’-OH protection. The reaction proceeded with 29% isolated yield and separated two
clean products, tr-8a as major product (18%) with high retention value and tr-8b as minor product
(11%) with low retention value (Scheme 3B.2).
Scheme 3B.2. Synthesis of tropo-aminoiminyl 2’-deoxyuridine derivatives.

Surprisingly, from our initial mass spectral assessment of tr-8a and tr-8b, the mass of both major
(tr-8a) and minor (tr-8a) products are same as expected products. Moreover, structure assessment
of tr-8a and tr-8b from their respective NMR spectra made difficult in aromatic region due to the
presence of DMTr group. However, tr-7a and tr-7b were not characterized due to very close
retention values and later steps made difficult in structure assignment from NMR spectroscopy.
Therefore, tr-8a and tr-8b are treated with 3% TCA in two separate reactions and removed their
respective DMTr protecting groups to obtain tr-7a and tr-7b. These products were purified through
column chromatography and preceded for structure assignment.
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At first, the mass spectra of tr-7a and tr-7b is depicted in Figure 3B.2, the mass (M) of tr-7a and
tr-7b appeared to be same as expected product M = 550. The mass of tr-7a appeared as sodium
adduct, m/z = 573.209 [M+Na]+ (Figure 3B.2A), while tr-7b appeared as m/z = 551.230 [M+H]+
(Figure 3B.2B). Importantly, in mass spectra of tr-7a and tr-7b, the peak at m/z = 435 and m/z =
457 (Figure 3B.2) is analyzed as nucleobase, B, fragment ion of as BHNa+ (m/z = 457) and BH2+
(m/z = 435) respectively, this peak is resulted from the cleavage of gylcosidic bond (C1’-N1 bond
cleavage), this fragment ion is more prominent in tr-7b. This indicates, sugar ring in both tr-7a
and tr-7b are preserved after coupling reaction. Moreover, these strongly suggest both tr-7a and
tr-7b are structural isomers and they differ in nucleobase structure.

A

[M+Na]+
major product, tr-7a

BHNa+

B

[M+H]+
minor product, tr-7b

BH2+

Figure 3B.2. ESI-Mass spectra of major product, tr-7a (A) minor product, tr-7b (B) and structural
mass analysis of observed nucleobase fragment ions mass peaks.
In literature, during the synthesis of 5-alkynyl uridines via palladium/copper-catalyzed coupling
reaction in presence of base, formation of bicyclic furanopyrimidines are also observed as minor
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product.15, 16 Importantly, 5-alkynyl uridines and their bicyclic furanopyrimidine are structural
isomers and have same molecular weights. Since, the coupling of 5-bromo-N,N-dibenzyl-2aminotropoimine

intermediate

5

and

2’-deoxy-5-ethynyluridine

6

performed

via

palladium/copper-catalyzed coupling conditions, the formation of bicyclic furanopyrimidine
product is highly predictable. Herein, this coupling reaction also resulted in two products having
similar molecular masses. This suggests that along with expected product, furanopyrimidine
product is also formed as minor product. To confirm the structure of these products, we carefully
analyzed their 1H/13C-NMR/1H-1H-COSY/D2O exchange NMR experiments.
The 1H-NMR spectra of structural isomers tr-7a and tr-7b was recorded in DMSO-d6 and their
spectra are provided in Figure 3B.3. The 1H-NMR spectra of mafor product (tr-7a) featured broad
peaks at δ10 ppm and δ5.1-5.3 ppm, from our D2O exchange 1H-NMR experiments these broad
peaks was assigned as two NH and two OH protons respectively (D2O exchange 1H-NMR spectra
provided in Appendix). All the others protons were assigned from analysis of 1H-COSY spectra
(Appendix). Tropolone ring attributed four protons as two doublets; in which tropolone ring
protons-3/7 appeared at δ6.45 ppm and protons-4/6 appeared at δ6.9 ppm. These 1H-NMR
chemical shifts are consistent with its precursor 5. Importantly, 6-H proton of thymidine ring
appeared at δ8.25 ppm. Similarly, the 1H-NMR spectra of tr-7b featured broad peaks at δ8.5 ppm
and δ5.1-5.3 ppm, from our D2O exchange experiments these broad peaks are assigned as benzylNH proton and two OH protons respectively. All the others protons were assigned from 1H-COSY
spectra (Appendix). Unlike tr-7a, the tropolone ring protons appeared downfield, tropolone ring
protons-3/7 appeared at δ6.7 ppm and protons-4/6 appeared at δ7.31 ppm which is overlapped with
phenyl protons. The 6-H proton of thymidine ring is also more deshielded and appeared at δ8.72
ppm. Importantly, a new peak at δ6.9 ppm is appeared only in tr-7a which is not exchangeable
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with D2O and not involved in any resonance in 1H-COSY NMR (spectra provided in Appendix).
The 1H-NMR spectral analysis of tr-7a and tr-7b, suggest there are no chemical modification in
sugar ring and tropolone residue. Importantly, the absence of broad NH peak for thymidine residue
at δ10 ppm and appearance of isolated peak at δ6.9 ppm and it is not exchangeable with D2O in
minor product strongly suggests the bicyclic furanopyrimidine product as tr-7b.

Figure 3B.3. 1H-NMR spectra of tr-7a and tr-7b nucleosides and their peak assignments.
From mass and 1H-NMR analysis, strongly indicate sugar ring and tropolone residues are
conserved in both major and minor products (tr-7a and tr-7b). These indicate that both major and
minor products (tr-7a and tr-7b) exhibit structural changes only at thymine and alkyne residues.
The 13C-NMR spectra of these structural isomers, (major and minor products) exhibit prominent
changes which helped more in structure determination major and minor products as tr-7a and tr7b (Figure 3B.4). The carbonyl carbons C-2 and C-4 in thymine residue of tr-7a appear at δ150
ppm and δ162 ppm respectively. The alkyne carbons (assigned as y1 and y2) appeared at δ96 ppm
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and δ80 ppm, which are consistent with expected product. However, the carbonyl and alkyne
carbon peaks in tr-7b significantly shifted to higher chemical shift. The carbonyl carbon C-4 and
C-2 shifted to δ171 ppm and δ154 ppm respectively. Importantly, the alkyne carbon, y2 shifted to
δ156 ppm which suggests this carbon experienced significant desheilding. Similarly, all the other
carbon peaks of tr-7a and tr-7b are assigned. A prominent shift in y2 carbon strongly suggests the
absence of alkyne functionality and presence of bicyclic furanopyrimidine unit. This analysis is
further strongly supported by 1H-/13C-NMR spectral analysis of closely related compounds.17-19

Figure 3B.4.

13

C-NMR spectra of tr-7a and tr-7b nucleosides and their nucleobase peak

assignments.
Synthesis of phosphoramidites. After successful synthesis and structure assignment of major and
minor products as, tr-7a and tr-7b, we planned to synthesize their phosphoramidites and
incorporate into DNA oligonucleotides. For this, the 5’-OH of tr-7a and tr-7b is protected with
DMTr group (8a/8b). After successful DMTr protection, 3’-OH of both tr-8a and tr-8b are
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converted into 3’-O-phosphoramidite by treating with phosphoramidating reagent and obtained tr9a in 91% yield and tr-9b in 81% yield (Scheme 3B.3).
Scheme 3B.3. Synthesis of alkynyl (tr-9a) and furinyl (tr-9b) phosphoramidites.

UV-Visible and Fluorescence studies. Tropolone exhibit strong absorbtion in the range of 340450 nm and also a very weak fluorophore. From physical appearance, major product tr-7a appeared
as yellow and minor product tr-7b appeared as orange solids. The UV-/fluorescence spectra of tr7a and tr-7b are provided in Figure 3B.5. Similar to tropolone, the UV-spectra of tr-7a exhibit
UV-absorbtion at 400 nm and 430 nm, while tr-7b appeared at higher wavelength, which exhibit
absorbtion at 425 nm and 456 nm. This higher wavelength absorbtion (30 nm) of tr-7b is
possibly due to extended conjugation with furanopyrimidine residue.20 These UV-absorption
peaks in tr-7a and tr-7b derivatives are mainly due to the -* and n-* transitions of tropoaminoimine residue. The tr-7a and tr-7b derivatives also exhibit weak fluorescence upon
excitation at ex 395 and 420 nm respectively. Comparatively, tr-7b exhibit higher fluorescence
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than tr-7a. The higher fluorescence of tr-7b is attributed from tropo-aminoimne and
furanopyrimidine residues. In literature, furanopyrimidine and its analogue pyrrolepyrimidne
analogues are studied as fluorescent probes.21
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Figure 3B.5. UV-/fluorescence spectra of tr-7a and tr-7b in chloroform.
DNA oligonucleotide synthesis. After successful synthesis of phosphoramidites tr-9a and tr-9b,
we incorporated these phosphoramidites into DNA oligonucleotide. The synthesized
phosphoramidites tr-9a and tr-9b were incorporated in DNA oligonucleotide sequence (which we
studied in section-A) under standard DNA synthesis conditions, except the coupling times of tr9a and tr-9b increased to 10 min. The phosphoramidites, tr-9a and tr-9b are incorporated in DNA
oligonucleotide at different positions having one incorporation, and two incorporations. After the
synthesis, DNA oligonucleotides were cleaved from resin and incubated at 55 oC for 6 h in
ammonium hydroxide for complete deprotection of cyanoethyl groups and nucleobase protecting
groups. Further these were purified and desalted by passing through sephadex column and the
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fractions containing DNA were characterized by ESI-MS and their mass spectra are provided in
Appendix.
The DNA sequence, position of modifications, there observed ESI-mass and calculated mass for
tr-9a incorporated DNA oligonucleotides, alkynyl DNA, (Alk-ONs) are provided in Table 3B.1.
The mass of unmodified control DNA oligonucleotide C-ON1 appeared in charge state z = 3 with
m/z = 3950, which is in agreement with calculated mass (m/z = 3950). Surprisingly, the mass of
tr-9a modified DNA appeared less than their calculated DNA oligonucleotides mass. In alkynyl
DNA oligonucleotides, Alk-ON2 and Alk-ON3 have single incorporated tr-9a residue and they
differ in their position of modifications, have a mass difference of m/z 179 (M-179) from
calculated mass (M). For example, the mass spectra of ALK-ON2 appeared at m/z 1358.975, in
charge state z = 3, and this mass corresponds to the deconvoluted observed mass m/z = 4079.92,
which is less than its calculated mass M = 4258.955 (Table 3B.1, Entry 2). The observed mass
difference is m/z = 179.035. Similarly, Alk-ON4 has two tr-9a alkynyl incorporations and has
mass difference of m/z = 358.351 from its calculated mass, again the difference for each unit is
m/z 179 (179.17*2 units) (Table 3B.1, Entry 4).

Surprisingly, the mass of tr-9b modified DNA also appeared less than their calculated DNA
oligonucleotide, mass analysis from mass spectra are provided in Table 3B.2 and their mass spectra
are provided in Appendix. In tr-9b incorporated DNA, furyl DNA oligonucleotides, FUR-ON1/2
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have single tr-9b modification and they differ in their position of incorporation (Table 3B.2, Entry
1-3). They have mass difference of m/z 180.1, (M-180) from their calculated mass (Table 3B.2,
Column 6). Similarly, FUR-ON3 has two tr-9b modifications and exhibit mass difference of m/z
360.44, (M-360), again the difference for each unit is also m/z 180 (180*2 units).
Table 3B.2. DNA sequence, position of tr-9b incorporation and mass analysis data.
Calculated
Observed
Entry
DNA
DNA sequence
mass (M)
mass
1
FUR-ON1 5'-CGC ATG XGT ACG C-3'
4258.955
4078.81

Difference
in mass
180.145

2

FUR-ON2

5'-CGC AXG TGT ACG C-3'

4258.955

4078.82

180.135

3
FUR-ON3 5'-CGC AXG XGT ACG C-3'
X = tr-9b incorporated nucleoside

4567.330

4206.89,

360.44

Importantly, all the observed mass of tr-9b modified DNA (FUR-ON1/2/3/4) are approximately
one unit less than tr-9a modified DNA (ALK-ON2/3/4) for each unit of modification. This is most
possibly due to the conversion of furan residue into pyrrole residue and these functionalities differ
only by 1 mass unit (Figure 3B.6). In literature reports, such kind of conversion is possible in
presence of ammonia at elevated temperatures ( 50-60 oC).22, 23 A similar type of conversion is
also reported in similar furanopyrimidine modified DNA oligonucleotides after ammonia
treatment.20, 24, 25

Figure 3B.6. Conversion of furan residue into pyrrole residue and changes in their molecular mass.
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In both tr-9a and tr-9b incorporated DNA oligonucleotides, the mass of m/z 179 is less than
calculated DNA mass for each unit of these modification. After careful structural analyses of these
modifications, the mass of m/z 180 is attributed by two benzyl groups (m/z 90 for each benzyl
group) present in these modifications. This indicates, the benzyl groups present in tr-9a and tr-9b
nucleosides are deprotected during DNA synthesis conditions. After the DNA synthesis,
oligonucleotides were cleaved from resin and incubated at 55 oC for 6 h in ammonium hydroxide
for complete deprotection of cyanoethyl groups and nucleobase protecting groups. Under these
conditions the benzylimine moiety is prone to hydrolyse. Most possibly, debenzylation resulted by
the hydrolysis of benzylimine in ammonium hydroxide at 55 oC. Both ammonia and water can
hydrolyze benzylimines and this result in formation of oxygen and imine functionality (Figure
3B.7). The mass of oxygen and imine functionality differ only by one mass unit. Generally in
DNA/RNA mass analysis, it is difficult to assign DNA/RNA structures which differ by one mass
unit, due to their ability to form diverse negatively charged species in mass spectroscopy. Hence
it is difficult to assign the exact oxygen/imine functionality in ALK/FUR-DNA oligonucleotides.
However, at nucleoside level, both tr-8a and tr-8b were treated with 3% TCA for 1-1.5 h to remove
their respective DMTr protecting groups to obtain tr-7a and tr-7b. During these conditions benzyl
groups are well tolerated and dint observed any debenzylated products.
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Figure 3B.7. Benzylimine hydrolysis in alkynyl (A) and furinyl (B) modified DNA
oligonucleotides.

3B.4 Conclusion
This chapter describes the synthesis of metal chelating and environmental sensitive chromophoretropo-aminoiminyl conjugated 2’-deoxyuridine nucleoside derivatives. The coupling reaction of
5-ethynyl 2’-deoxyuridine with corresponding 5-bromo tropolone diamine derivative produced
two isomers and their structures are assigned as tropo-aminoiminyl-alkyne pyrimidine nucleoside
and tropo-aminoiminyl bicyclic furanopyrimidine nucleoside. These isomers show characteristic
UV spectra, and exhibit weak fluorescence. After successful synthesis of their phosphoramidites,
these are incorporated into DNA oligonucleotides and characterized by ESI-MS. From their mass
spectral analysis, the observed mass of tropoiminyl-alkyne DNA and tropoiminyl bicyclic furano
DNA are less than the calculated mass.

Though the tropoaminoiminyl-alkyne pyrimidine and

tropoaminoiminylropoiminyl bicyclic furanopyrimidine nucleosides are stable in acidic condition,
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but their deoxyoligonucleotides experienced an adverse effect of benzylimine hydrolysis during
DNA synthesis and deprotection conditions. These tropo-aminoiminyl-alkyne pyrimidine /bicyclic
furanopyrimidine nucleosides and their DNA could be potential candidates to screen the binding
ability with different metals.

3B.5 Experimental section
Materials. All the required chemicals were obtained from commercial
suppliers and used without any further purification. Pyridine and
methylene chloride solvents were distilled over calcium hydride and stored under 4Å molecular
sieves prior using for reactions. Tetrahydrofuran was freshly distilled over sodium and
benzophenone for reactions. All the reactions were monitored by thin layer chromatography,
visualized by UV and Ninhydrin. Column chromatography was performed with 230-400 mesh
silica. MS and HRMS were obtained from Bruker micrOTOF-Q II Spectrometer. 1H/13C/31P NMR
spectra were recorded on Bruker AV-400 or 700 MHz at 298 K. 1H and 13C NMR chemical shifts
were recorded in ppm downfield from tetramethyl silane or residual solvent peak. Splitting patterns
are abbreviated as: s, singlet; d, doublet; dd, doublet of doublet; t, triplet; q, quartet; dq, doublet of
quartet; m, multiplet.
Compounds 2/3/5/6 are synthesized by following literature reports.26-28
N-benzyl-7-(benzylimino)-4-bromocyclohepta-1,3,5-trienamine (4). The solution of compound 3
(0.84 g, 2.81 mmol) in freshly distilled CH2Cl2 (20 ml) is cooled in crushed ice/salt-bath. After
brief cooling of solution, neat molecular bromine solution (0.18 ml, 3.3 mmol) is added drop wise
and the reaction is monitored by TLC. After complete consumption of starting material (1.5 h), all
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the solvents were removed under reduced pressure at 40 oC. The resulting brownish solid was
purified with 2% MeOH/ CH2Cl2 to yield 0.66 g (65%) of compound 4 as yellow solid. Rf 0.6 (2%
MeOH/CH2Cl2). 1H NMR (700 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.35 – 7.31 (m, 8H), 7.26 (dt, J = 5.8, 3.1 Hz, 2H),
7.00 (d, J = 11.9 Hz, 2H), 6.15 (d, J = 11.8 Hz, 2H), 4.58 (s, 4H). 13C NMR (176 MHz, CDCl3) δ
152.48, 139.15, 135.71, 128.61, 127.30, 127.04, 111.51, 110.11, 50.37. HRMS (ESI-TOF) m/z:
[M + H] + Calcd for C21H20N2Br, 379.0804; Found 379.0841.
Sonogashira coupling reaction procedure:Compound 4 (1.7 g, 4.5 mmol) and Tetrakis
(triphenylphosphine) palladium (0.26 g, 0.22 mmol)are dissolved in DMF (40 ml)and
triethylamine (2 ml, 13.5 mmol) solution. To the resulting solution, CuI (0.38 g, 2 mmol) followed
by compound 6 (1.24 g, 4.9 mmol) was added and stirred at room temperature. After 5 h, the
reaction mixture is concentrated under reduced pressure. The resulting brown syrup was purified
by column chromatography with 8% MeOH/ CH2Cl2. Two inseparable products, tr-7a and tr-7b
were isolated, without further purification, preceded for next step.
Two inseparable products, tr-7a and tr-7b from sonogashira coupling reaction (2.6 g, 4.8 mmol)
was dissolved in dry CH2Cl2 (60 ml) and dry triethylamine (3.4 ml, 24.3 mmol) followed by the
addition of DMTr-Cl (2.14 g, 6.32 mmol) was added and stirred at room temperature for 6 h. The
red crude reaction mixture was concentrated to dryness and then subjected to column
chromatography. Silica-gel prewashed with 0.5% triethylamine/70% EtOAc/n-Hexanes and eluted
with 70% EtOAc/n-Hexanes –Neat EtOAc to yield 0.75 g (18%) and 0.43 g (11%) of compounds
tr-8a and tr-8b as yellow and orange solids respectively. Rf 0.3 for tr-8a and 0.25 for tr-8b (75%
EtOAc/n-Hexanes).
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5-((4-(benzylamino)-5-(benzylimino)cyclohepta-1,3,6-trien-1-yl)ethynyl)-1-((2R,4S,5R)-5((bis(4-methoxyphenyl)(phenyl)methoxy)methyl)-4-hydroxytetrahydrofuran-2-yl)pyrimidine2,4(1H,3H)-dione (tr-8a). 1H NMR (700 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.14 (s, 1H), 7.42 (d, J = 7.8 Hz, 2H),
7.37 – 7.29 (m, 11H), 7.28 – 7.24 (m, 2H), 7.22 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 2H), 7.11 (t, J = 7.0 Hz, 1H), 6.81
– 6.75 (m, 4H), 6.44 (d, J = 11.6 Hz, 2H), 6.40 – 6.33 (m, 1H), 6.09 (d, J = 9.2 Hz, 2H), 4.66 –
4.36 (m, 5H), 4.13 (d, J = 2.3 Hz, 1H), 3.66 (d, J = 6.9
Hz, 6H), 3.48 (d, J = 9.8 Hz, 1H), 3.26 (d, J = 9.0 Hz,
1H), 2.59 – 2.43 (m, 1H), 2.39 – 2.24 (m, 1H).

13

C

NMR (176 MHz, CDCl3) δ 161.71, 158.60, 153.04,
149.56, 149.44, 144.49, 141.13, 139.19, 136.88,
136.28, 135.59, 135.55, 129.98, 129.94, 128.61,
128.06, 127.95, 127.34, 127.04 , 123.90, 113.38, 110.52, 101.26, 87.03, 86.79, 85.82, 72.30, 63.54,
55.23, 50.20. HRMS (ESI-TOF) m/z: [M + H] + Calcd for C53H49N4O7, 853.3596; Found 853.3573.
6-(4-(benzylamino)-5-(benzylimino)cyclohepta-1,3,6-trien-1-yl)-3-((2R,4S,5R)-5-((bis(4methoxyphenyl)(phenyl)methoxy)methyl)-4-hydroxytetrahydrofuran-2-yl)furo[2,3-d]pyrimidin2(3H)-one (tr-8b): 1H NMR (700 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.14 (s, 1H), 7.42 (d, J = 7.8 Hz, 2H), 7.37 –
7.29 (m, 11H), 7.28 – 7.24 (m, 2H), 7.22 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 2H), 7.11 (t, J = 7.0 Hz, 1H), 6.81 – 6.75
(m, 4H), 6.44 (d, J = 11.6 Hz, 2H), 6.40 – 6.33 (m, 1H),
6.09 (d, J = 9.2 Hz, 2H), 4.66 – 4.36 (m, 5H), 4.13 (d, J
= 2.3 Hz, 1H), 3.66 (d, J = 6.9 Hz, 6H), 3.48 (d, J = 9.8
Hz, 1H), 3.26 (d, J = 9.0 Hz, 1H), 2.59 – 2.43 (m, 1H),
2.39 – 2.24 (m, 1H).

C NMR (176 MHz, CDCl3) δ
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171.59, 158.81, 158.76, 157.10, 155.01, 153.03, 144.13,
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139.06, 135.88, 135.49 , 135.31, 130.33, 130.19, 129.24, 128.75, 128.48, 128.26, 127.44, 127.24,
118.15, 113.51 113.27, 110.90, 108.95, 94.95, 87.89, 87.22, 86.14, 69.21, 61.8, 55.33, 50.41,
42.32, 29.81. HRMS (ESI-TOF) m/z: [M + H] + Calcd for C53H49N4O7, 853.3596; Found 853.3597.
5-((4-(benzylamino)-5-(benzylimino)cyclohepta-1,3,6-trien-1yl)ethynyl)-1-((2R,4S,5R)-4-hydroxy-5(hydroxymethyl)tetrahydrofuran-2-yl)pyrimidine-2,4(1H,3H)dione (tr-7a). Compound tr-8a (0.05 g) was treated with 3%
trichloroacetic acid (0.5 ml) and allowed to stir for 60 min. The
solvents were removed under vacuum and the resulting pale
orange residue was purified via silica-gel chromatography with 8% MeOH/CH2Cl2 to produce
compound 9a as a yellow solid. Rf 0.2 (8% MeOH/CH2Cl2). 1H NMR (700 MHz, DMSO) δ 8.26
(s, 1H), 7.42 – 7.30 (m, 8H), 7.25 (t, J = 7.2 Hz, 2H), 6.94 (d, J = 11.7 Hz, 2H), 6.44 (d, J = 11.8
Hz, 2H), 6.14 (t, J = 6.6 Hz, 1H), 5.24 (br, 2H), 4.66 (s, 4H), 4.27 (d, J = 3.5 Hz, 1H), 3.82 (d, J =
3.2 Hz, 1H), 3.62 (ddd, J = 38.5, 11.8, 3.1 Hz, 2H), 2.14 (d, J
= 5.9 Hz, 2H). 13C NMR (176 MHz, DMSO) δ 162.31, 153.27,
150.16, 143.16, 140.02, 136.60, 128.97, 127.84, 127.31,
111.85, 111.04, 99.55, 96.19, 88.12, 85.27, 80.53 79.78,
70.60, 61.46, 50.01, 40.74, 40.57. HRMS (ESI-TOF) m/z: [M
+ Na] + Calcd for C32H30N4O5Na, 573.2108; Found 573.2085.
6-(4-(benzylamino)-5-(benzylimino)cyclohepta-1,3,6-trien-1-yl)-3-((2R,4S,5R)-4-hydroxy-5(hydroxymethyl)tetrahydrofuran-2-yl)furo[2,3-d]pyrimidin-2(3H)-one (tr-7b). Under similar
conditions compound tr-7b was prepared from Compound tr-8b (0.05 g). Rf 0.15 (10%
MeOH/CH2Cl2). 1H NMR (700 MHz, DMSO) δ 8.70 (s, 1H), 8.50 (br, 1H), 7.46 – 7.16 (m, 10H),
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6.88 (s, 1H), 6.56 (d, J = 11.8 Hz, 2H), 6.18 (t, J = 6.1 Hz, 1H), 5.26 (br, 2H), 4.70 (s, 4H), 4.25
(d, J = 3.4 Hz, 1H), 4.00 – 3.81 (m, 2H), 3.65 (dd, J = 44.1, 8.9 Hz, 2H), 2.44 – 2.30 (m, 1H), 2.16
– 1.95 (m, 1H). 13C NMR (176 MHz, DMSO) δ 171.57, 156.35, 154.32, 153.18, 140.04, 136.75,
130.18, 128.99 , 127.86, 127.33 , 124.76, 117.92, 111.30, 108.23, 96.46, 88.67, 87.95, 70.17,
61.27, 50.01, 45.67, 41.78, 40.58 . HRMS (ESI-TOF) m/z: [M
+ H] + Calcd for C32H31N4O5, 551.2289; Found 551.2307.
(2R,3S,5R)-5-(5-((4-(benzylamino)-5(benzylimino)cyclohepta-1,3,6-trien-1-yl)ethynyl)-2,4-dioxo3,4-dihydropyrimidin-1(2H)-yl)-2-((bis(4methoxyphenyl)(phenyl)methoxy)methyl)tetrahydrofuran-3-yl

(2-cyanoethyl)

diisopropylphosphoramidite (9a). 2-Cyanoethyldiisopropylchlorophosphoramidite (0.13 ml, 0.53
mmol) was added at room temperature to a stirred solution of compound 8a (0.3 g, 0.35 mmol) in
freshly distilled dry THF (2 ml) and N,N-Diisopropyl ethylamine (0.3 ml, 1.7 mmol). After stirred
for 2.5 h, the crude reaction mixture was directly subjected to column chromatography (silica-gel
was prewashed with 0.5% triethylamine/80% EtOAc/ n-Hexanes and eluted with 80% EtOAc/ nHexanes) to yield 0.34 g (91%) of compound 9a as
yellow foam. Rf 0.6 (70% EtOAc/ n-Hexane). 31P NMR
(162 MHz, CDCl3) δ 149.01 (s), 148.53 (s). HRMS (ESITOF) m/z: [M + H]+ Calcd for C62H66N6O8P , 1053.4674;
Found 1053.4603.
(2R,3S,5R)-5-(6-(4-(benzylamino)-5-(benzylimino)cyclohepta-1,3,6-trien-1-yl)-2-oxofuro[2,3d]pyrimidin-3(2H)-yl)-2-((bis(4-methoxyphenyl)(phenyl)methoxy)methyl)tetrahydrofuran-3-yl
(2-cyanoethyl) diisopropylphosphoramidite (9b). Under similar conditions compound 8b (0.2 g,
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0.24 mmol) produced 0.21 g (81%) of compound 9b as orange foam. Rf 0.5 (80% EtOAc/ nHexane). 31P NMR (162 MHz, CDCl3) δ 149.84 (s), 149.04 (s). HRMS (ESI-TOF) m/z: [M + H]+
Calcd for C62H66N6O8P , 1053.4674; Found 1053.4641.
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1. 1H-/ 13C-/ESI-MS/HRMS spectra of compound 4

Figure S1. 1H and 13C NMR spectra of compound 4 in CDCl3.
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Figure S2. ESI-MS of compound 4.
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2.1H-/ 13C-/1H-COSY/ESI-MS/HRMS spectra of compound tr-7a.

Figure S3. 1H-/ 13C spectra of compound tr-7a in DMSO-d6.
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Figure S4. 1H-COSY spectra of compound tr-7a in DMSO-d6

Figure S5. ESI-MS of compound tr-7a.
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3.1H-/ 13C-/1H-COSY/ESI-MS/HRMS spectra of compound tr-7b.

Figure S6. 1H-/ 13C spectra of compound tr-7b in DMSO-d6.
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Figure S7. 1H-COSY spectra of compound tr-7b in DMSO-d6.

[M+H+]

minor product, tr-7b

Figure S8. ESI-MS of compound tr-7b.
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4.Stacked 1H /13C-NMR spectra of compounds tr-7a and tr-7b.

Figure S9. Stacked 1H /13C-NMR spectra of compound tr-7a and tr-7b for comparative
understanding.
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5.D2O exchange 1H NMR studies of compounds tr-7a and tr-7b.

NH

NH

3’, 5’-OH

3’, 5’-OH

Figure S10. D2O exchange 1H NMR spectra of compounds tr-7a and tr-7b, exchangeable 3’-/5’OH and NH before and after D2O shake are framed.
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6.1H-/ 13C-/ESI-MS/HRMS spectra of compound tr-8a.

Figure S11. 1H-/ 13C spectra of compound tr-8a in CDCl3.
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[M+H] +

Figure S12. ESI-MS of compound 8a.
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7.1H-/ 13C-/ESI-MS/HRMS spectra of compound tr-8b.

Figure S13. 1H-/ 13C spectra of compound tr-8b in CDCl3.
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[M+H] +

Figure S14. ESI-MS of compound 8b.
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8.1H-/31P-/ESI-MS/HRMS spectra of compound tr-9a phosphoramidite.

Figure S15. 1H and 31P NMR spectra of compound tr-9a phosphoramidite in CDCl3.
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[M+H]+

Figure S16. ESI-HRMS spectra of compound tr-9a phosphoramidites
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9.1H-/31P-/ESI-MS/HRMS spectra of compound tr-9b phosphoramidite.

Figure S17. 1H and 31P NMR spectra of compound tr-9b phosphoramidite in CDCl3.
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[M+H]+

Figure S18. ESI-HRMS spectra of compound tr-9b phosphoramidite
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10.ESI-MS of ALK/FUR DNA oligonucleotides.
5'-CGC ATG TGT ACG C-3‘

Calculated mass = 3950.626
Observed mass = 3950.83

[M-3H+ ]-3

Figure S19. ESI-MS spectra of C-ON1 DNA oligonucleotide.

5'-CGC ATG XGT ACG C-3‘
Calculated mass = 4258.955
Calculated mass without benzyl group = 4080.64
Observed mass = 4079.92

[M-3H+ ]-3

Figure 20. ESI-MS spectra of Alk-ON2 DNA oligonucleotide.
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5'-CGC AXG TGT ACG C-3‘
Calculated mass = 4258.955
Calculated mass without benzyl group = 4080.64
Observed mass = 4079.93

[M-3H+ ]-3

Figure 21. ESI-Mass spectra of ALK-ON3 DNA oligonucleotide.

5'-CGC AXG XGT ACG C-3‘
Calculated mass = 4567.33
Calculated mass without benzyl group = 4210.64
Observed mass = 4208.98

[M-3H+ ]-3

Figure 22. ESI-Mass spectra of ALK-ON4 DNA oligonucleotide.
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5'-CGC ATG XGT ACG C-3‘
Calculated mass = 4258.955
Calculated mass without benzyl group = 4078.71
Observed mass = 4078.81

[M-3H+ ]-3

Figure 23. ESI-Mass spectra of FUR-ON1 DNA oligonucleotide.

5'-CGC AXG TGT ACG C-3‘
Calculated mass = 4258.955
Calculated mass without benzyl group = 4078.71
Observed mass = 4078.82
[M-3H+ ]-3

Figure 24. ESI-Mass spectra of FUR-ON2 DNA oligonucleotide.
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5'-CGC AXG XGT ACG C-3‘

Calculated mass = 4567.33
Calculated mass without benzyl group = 4206.84
Observed mass = 4206.89
[M-3H+ ]-3

Figure 25. ESI-Mass spectra of FUR-ON3 DNA oligonucleotide.
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Chapter 4A. Synthesis and Conformational Analysis of Aminopyrazolonyl
Amino Acids (APA)/Peptides

4A.1 Introduction
Pyrazole, pyrazolone and aminopyrazolone are constituents of several natural products, synthetic
drug molecules, agrochemical reagents, and metal chelating agents (Figure 4A.1).1-3 For example,
pyrazolone derivatives are well‐known antipyretic and analgesic drugs for more than one century.4,
5

Many other pyrazolone derivatives are reportedly known as neuroprotective agents, HIV

integrase inhibitors, phosphodiesterase inhibitors, and antibacterial agents.6 Further the substituted
pyrazolone derivative, 4‐aminophenazone (Aminopyrene), and its metabolite (Ampyrone) have
shown excellent analgesic, anti‐inflammatory and antipyretic activities, though some risk factors
as agranulocytosis are also associated

7-10

(Figure 4A.1A). Substituted pyrazole and pyrazolone

derivatives have shown strong DNA binding affinities and considered as potential anti‐cancer
agents.11-13 For an example, the amino substituted pyrazolone molecule, ampyrone, has been
modified as Schiff base derivatives and employed for metal complexation with metal ions
(Co2+/Ni2+/Fe3+) which are considered as antimicrobial agents.14
Further, ampyrone is explored as a biochemical reagent for determination of phenol concentration
including inside the cell.15-18 Moreover, pyrazole and pyrazolone derivatives have abilities to form
hydrogen bonding and have been explored in screening of their biological activities.19, 20 Thus
pyrazole and pyrazolone could be considered as potential scaffold for syntheses of unnatural
aromatic amino acids for tuning the peptide structures. Schrader and co‐workers have reported that
aminopyrazole containing amino acids are the artificial templates for stabilization of β‐sheet

2

conformation

21-23

(Figure 4A.1A). Recently, Sutherland and co‐workers have reported the new

class of conjugated unnatural α‐amino acid containing 5‐arylpyrazole residue as probe of serine
proteases24 (Figure 4A.1A).
4A.2 Objective of our work
Herein we report the syntheses of rationally designed aminopyrazolonyl amino acid (APA)
derivatives (Figure 4A.1B) and their roles in structural organization of native dipeptides.

Figure 4A.1. (a) Chemical structures of pyrazole/pyrazolone/aminopyrazolone; (b) rationally
designed amino acids/peptides.
4A.3 Results and Discussion
The synthesis of APA peptides was commenced from L-threonine amino acid as shown in Scheme
4A.1. The amine and acid groups of threonine was protected as NBoc and methyl esters
respectively. The hydroxyl group of threonine derivative 1 is oxidized to β‐keto ester 2 with Dess–
Martin oxidizing reagent. The aminopyrazolone derivative (3a/3b) was prepared by refluxing β‐
keto ester (2) with corresponding phenylhydrazine/(NHBoc)ethyl-2-hydrazine in presence of
acetic acid. The (NHBoc)ethyl-2-hydrazine was prepared by following literature report from 2-

3

bromoethylamine in two steps. The alkylation of aminopyrazolone derivatives (3a) with methyl
bromoacetate under basic conditions resulted in isolation of corresponding O/N/C alkylated
products, 4a/5a/6 in 81% yields with regioselectivity of 69:21:10 (4a/5a/6). However, the
alkylation of 3b resulted in isolation of only O/N alkylated products 4b/5b, we couldn’t observe
C-alkylated product with 3b. The structure assignment of O/N alkylated products of 4b/5b was
determined from NMR data by comparing with 4a/5a/6.

Scheme 4A.1. Synthesis of 4‐aminopyrazolone amino acids. Reagents and reaction conditions: (a)
(i) SOCl2, MeOH, 0 °C then reflux, 12 h, (ii) CH3CN:H2O (85:15), Et3N, (Boc)2O, 0 °C‐rt, 13 h,
85 % (iii) Dess–Martin periodinane, DCM, 2.5 h, rt, 85 % (b) Phenyl hydrazine, CH3COOH,
MeOH, reflux, 16 h, 86 %; (c) methylbromo acetate (BrCH2COOMe), K2CO3, CH3CN, 3 h, rt.
Herein, we explored only O‐alkylated amino acid derivatives and investigated the role of
pyrazolonyl amino acid residue in conformational changes of their peptides. We choose neutral
hydrophobic, simple and chiral amino acids with increasing bulkiness such as glycine (Gly),
alanine (Ala), isoleucine (Ile) and phenylalanine (Phe). Moreover, Phe may involve in
4

conformational changes of peptides by π-π stacking with APA moiety. Additionally, we planned
to couple APA with dipeptides, where the sterically hindered Ile group is switched between APA
unit and flexible Gly unit. Accordingly, the O‐alkylated amino acid derivatives (4a/4b) were
incorporated at N‐terminal of natural amino acids and dipeptides. Hence, 4a/4b was hydrolyzed
with LiOH (1 M) to obtain desired N‐Boc‐Aminopyrozolonyl acid (4a/4b‐OH) and coupled with
neutral natural amino acids/peptides. The synthesized APA peptide library as shown in Scheme
4A.2,

Scheme 4A.2. Synthesis of 4‐aminopyrazolonyl (APA) peptides (7a–7n).
X‐ray studies. After several attempts under various crystallizing conditions we obtained crystal of
3/4a/5a/6a derivatives, APA dipeptide (7a) and tripeptide (7e). These single crystal structures
5

were analyzed by X‐ray studies which confirmed the structure of respective APA derivatives and
peptides. The ORTEP diagrams of these compounds are provided in Figure 4A.2 and their crystal
parameters and CCDC numbers are provided in Appendix Table S2.

Figure 4A.2. Crystal structures of compound 3a, and regioisomers 4a, 5a, 6a.
To understand the acquired APA peptide conformation in crystal lattice, we studied their solid
state crystal packing arrangement. The crystal packing arrangement of amino pyrazolone 3 exhibit
intermolecular hydrogen bonding. Each molecule of amino pyrazolone 3 is involved in
intermolecular H-bonding with three other such units to form a non‐linear type of sheets. In this
intermolecular H-bonding network, three H-bonding sites are involved in each molecule to form
four hydrogen bonds. Two hydrogen bonds between pyrC=O···H‐NBoc and other two between
pyrC=O···H‐Npyr (Figure 4A.3). Importantly, pyrazolonyl ring carbonyl, pyrC=O is involved in

6

bifurcated hydrogen bonding with BocN‐H and pyrN‐H, which generated unique type of
supramolecular self‐assembly with marginal difference in their hydrogen bond length. At the
outset, these potential hydrogen bonding sites in pyrazolone residue encouraged us to design their
peptides.

Figure 4A.3. Crystal packing arrangement of 4‐aminopyrazolone (3a) (Boc group has omitted for
representation).
The crystal packing arrangement of all three APA regio-isomers 4a/5a/6 acquired distinctive types
of packing arrangements. The crystal packing arrangement of O‐alkylated ester derivative (4a)
exhibits intermolecular H-bonding between pyrN···H‐NBoc with a bond length of 2.1 Å and forms
helical structure along b-axis with the pitch value of ca. 10.8 Å (Figure 4A.4)

7

Figure 4A.4. Crystal packing pattern of APA ester derivative (4a) with intermolecular hydrogen
bonding (pink dotted line) in different axis (few atoms are omitted for representation in middle
and right).
The crystal packing arrangement of N‐alkylated APA derivative 5a featured intermolecular Hbonds between pyrC=O···H‐NBoc with distance H-bond length of 2.0 Å. This H-bonding plays
important role to provide extra stability to 5a and form repeated dimmers in anti-parallel manner,
which featured in a supramolecular linear β‐sheet type of structures (Figure 4A.5A). In the Calkylated APA derivative 6a noticed two types of H-bonding, one is classical and other is nonclassical H-bonding. The classical H-bonding is observed between pyrC=O···H‐NBoc and forms
repeated anti-parallel dimmers (Figure 4A.5B). These anti-parallel dimmers were further stabilized
through non-classical H-bonding extended between π‐C of phenyl group and BocCH3 (bond length
ranging from 3.1-3.9 Å) and resulted into a unique H-bonded three‐dimensional network structure
(Appendix). Overall, these crystal lattice studies suggest that pyrazolone ring N‐atom (pyrN),
pyrazolone ring carbonyl (pyrC=O) and BocN‐H of APA esters (4/5/6) are involved in
8

intermolecular hydrogen bonding, and play important role for the formation of helical and antiparallel‐β‐sheet types of supramolecular self‐assembled structures. In recent literature, native
dipeptide derivatives (BocNH‐Val‐Val‐OMe and BocNH‐Ile‐Ala‐OMe) are also known to form
parallel β‐sheet type of structure.25

B

A

Hydrogen bond length
2.1 Å

Hydrogen bond length
2.3 Å

Figure 4A.5. Intermolecular hydrogen bonding in APA ester derivatives, 5a (A) and 6a (B).
In case of peptides, the crystal lattice of dipeptide, BocNH‐APA‐Ala‐OMe (7a) show both classical
and T‐shaped multiple phenyl CH‐π interactions. The classical intermolecular H-bonding is
observed among amide N‐H with adjacent amide carbonyl (N–H···O=C), and BocN‐H with
adjacent Boc carbonyl (N–H···O=C). These H-bonding were further stabilized by perpendicularly
placed phenyl groups through non-classical T‐shaped multiple CH‐π interactions with bond
lengths ranging from 2.9–3.7 Å (∠140° to ∠180°). This resulted in formation of unique semicylindrical channel along b-axis with radius of 2.0 Å (Figure 4A.6). In literature, the similar type
of self‐assembly are reported and considered as parallel β‐sheet type of structure.25

9

Figure 4A.6. Crystal packing arrangement in APA peptide in different axis (7a) with
intermolecular hydrogen bonding with phenyl CH‐π interactions. Purple dotted line (CH‐π
interactions) and classical H-bonding (pink) (few atoms are omitted for representation).
The crystal packing arrangement of APA-tripeptide, 7e featured two types of intermolecular Hbonding, one is Boc carbonyl (–C=O) with amide N‐H of Ile (BocC=O···H‐NIle) having bond
length of 2.7 Å; and other one among pyrazolone carbonyl with Gly amide N‐H (Pyr‐C=O···H–
N‐Gly) with bond length of 2.1 Å (Figure 4A.7). These H-bonding extended along a-axis and
formed a new type of helical structure with pitch ca. 8.9 Å. Thus the single crystal X-ray analyses
reveal that APA-peptides adopt unique conformations with the involvement of pyrazolonyl ring in
formation of β‐sheet and helices type of supra-molecular structures.
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Figure 4A.7. Crystal packing pattern of APA peptide in (7e) with intermolecular H-bonding (few
atoms are omitted for representation).
It is important to note that the crystal structures of O‐alkylated ester (4) and their peptides
(7a & 7e) attain an unusual syn conformation between –O–CH2–CO–NH– and also exhibit a weak
intramolecular H-bonding between H‐atom (–CO–NH–) and O‐atom (–O–CH2–). We noticed the
H-bond length of 2.25 Å (with ∠108°) and 2.30 Å (with ∠106°) in peptide 7a and 7e respectively,
Appendix, (Figure S44 and S47–S48).
NMR Studies: Generally, peptides form secondary structures through amide bonds, mainly by
inter/intramolecular H-bonding. Herein, APA peptides (7a-7e) also have amide bonds which can
involve in H-bonding. To determine the H-bonding in APA peptides, we performed 1H-NMR
experiments which includes: 1H‐COSY, 1H‐NOESY and DMSO-d6 1H‐NMR titrations in, CDCl3.
Since APA peptides have two to three amide N-H, henceforth, we define chemical shifts for
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BocNH as NH(1), and other amide NH's as NH(2)/NH(3) in order of appended peptide chain to
APA residue.
The 1H‐COSY NMR spectra of APA peptides (7a–7e) was recorded in CDCl3 and assigned their
respective cross peaks. Importantly the N‐H protons and their chemical shifts are analyzed which
are provided in Table 4A.1. In all APA peptides 7a-7e, the chemical shifts of amide N‐H (NH(2)),
which is close to APA moiety, appear downfield as compared to NH(1)/NH(3) in their respective
peptides. It appears, the NH(2) of APA peptide is more deshielded than their BocNH and other
amide N‐H.
Table 4A.1. Chemical shifts values of amide N‐H of APA‐peptides (7a–7e) in CDCl3
Entry

APA peptide

Chemical shift, (δ, in ppm)
NH(1)

NH(2)

NH(3)

1

APA‐Ala‐OMe (7a)

6.072

6.87

–

2

APA‐Ile‐OMe (7b)

5.936

6.851

–

3

APA‐Phe‐OMe (7c)

6.092

6.855

–

4

APA‐Gly‐Ile‐OMe (7d)

6.302

7.118

6.507

5

APA‐Ile‐Gly‐OMe (7e)

6.568

6.957

6.275

The 1H‐NOESY NMR spectra of peptides (7a) and (7c–7e) are also recorded in CDCl3 and
assigned all the resolved cross peaks. A portion of NOE spectra in amide region for APA peptide
7a/7e is interpreted and provided in Figure 4A.8. The NOESY spectra of 7a has seven prominent
cross-peaks resulted from amide NH proton, (NH(2)), BocNH proton, (NH(1)) and methylene
protons (–O–CH2–). The amide NH proton, NH(2), show three correlation peaks (cross peaks
assigned as 2, 6 & 7), corresponding to methylene protons (–O–CH2–), alanyl residue (–CH3) and
N‐phenyl (ortho‐protons) residue. Interestingly, the methylene protons (–O–CH2–) also show
12

NOE (cross peak 1) with N‐phenyl (ortho‐protons) group. While the BocNH, NH(1) shows three
weak correlation peaks (cross peaks 3, 4 & 5) with methylene protons (–O–CH2–), tert‐butyl group
of BocNH and methyl (pyr-CH3) group on pyrazole ring. Similar NOE interactions were noticed
in all other APA peptides (7c–7e).

Figure 4A.8. 1H‐NOESY spectra of APA peptides 7a & 7e in CDCl3. (Showing only amide
region).
All these NOE interactions in APA‐peptides 7a, 7c–7e was carefully analyzed and summarized in
Figure 4A.9. Importantly, in Figure 4A.9, we notice NOE's between methylene protons (–O–CH2–
) of APA residue with N‐phenyl group (ortho‐protons), amide NH [NH(2)] and BocNH [NH(1)].
This support that one of the methylene proton's have NOE with N‐phenyl group and the other one
with BocNH [NH(1)], Additionally amide NH [NH(2)] also shows NOE with N‐phenyl group

13

(ortho‐protons). The observed NOEs also indicate that the methylene protons (–O–CH2–) are in
close spatial proximity with amide NH.

Figure 4A.9. NOE interactions observed in APA peptides in CDCl3 (7a, 7c–7e).
In general, amide bonds in peptides can form H-bonding; however, they vary in their strength of
H-bonding. Some H-bonds are held very strongly, while some of them held weakly and even some
of them may not be involved in H-bonding. The relative strength of H-bonding can be studied by
NMR. In particular, the NMR studies of DMSO-d6 titration in aprotic deuterated solvent such as
CDCl3, Toluene-d8, and CD2Cl2 will provide quick insights about the nature of H-bonding. In
these solvents the ability to form hydrogen bonding is more pronounced. Since DMSO-d6 has
strong H-bond acceptor (S=O), the titration with DMSO-d6 will perturb weekly held H-bonds. As
a resultant, the NH peak of weakly held H-bond will shift to downfield as titrated with DMSO-d6,
while strongly held H-bonds have relatively no shifts or little shifts.26 To understand the intricate
inter-/intra molecular H-bonding in peptides 7a-7e via amide/BocNH, we carried out DMSO-d6
1H-NMR titration.
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The DMSO-d6 titration profile of N-H protons for peptide 7e is provided in Figure 4A.10. As the
titration proceeded with increasing DMSO-d6 volume (upto 20 l), the amide N-H proton
appended close to APA residue, NH(2) has marginal downfield shift, where as BocN-H proton,
NH(1) and amide N-H proton, NH(3) relatively experience a significant downfield shift. This
indicate that the NH(3) and NH(1) are involved in weak intramolecular H-bonding, while NH(1)
experience relatively stronger H-bonding. Similar results were obtained for other peptides
featuring the amide N-H proton appended close to APA residue, NH(2) experience relatively
stronger H-bonding (Appendix). The weak intramolecular H-bonding is further supported from its
supramolecular self assembly structure in its single crystal X-Ray studies, where the amide N-H
proton, NH(2), BocN-H proton, NH(1) and amide N-H proton, NH(3) are involved in
intermolecular H-bonding, additionally

amide N-H proton NH(2) also experience weak

intramolecular H-bonding with adjacent methylene protons (–O–CH2–).

Figure 4A.10. Changes in δ (in ppm) with DMSO-d6 (in µL) titration of peptide 7e in CDCl3 (≈
40 mm).
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Further, from this titration experiment it is observed that the amino acid residue coupled to APA
unit also affected the strength of H-bonding through its amide bond. This is observed from the
difference in chemical shift values (dδ) after addition of 20 l DMSO-d6. The difference in
chemical shifts (dδ) of NH(2) for sterically less crowded glycine or alanine residue is relatively
more than the bulky isoleucine or phenyl alanine residue (Figure 4A.11). With increasing bulkiness
of amino acid appended next to APA residue in peptides 7a-7e, the amide N-H proton (NH(2))
experience relatively stronger H-bonding. This supports, the steric hindrance at that amide position
in APA peptides has important role in the formation of rigid structure via intramolecular hydrogen
bonding as compared to other N-H.

DMSO-d6 titration
1

Δδ (ppm)

0.8

0.6
0.4

0.2
0
7a

7b
7c
NH(1)

7d
NH(2)

7e

Figure 4A.11. Difference in chemical shift values (dδ) after addition of 20 l DMSO-d6 for APApeptides 7a-7e. Respective amides NH are shown in left representative APA structure.
Our NMR studies suggest that NH(2) (amide NH) is most deshielded in solution (CDCl3) as
compared to NH(1)/NH(3). Further, DMSO titration NMR experiments confirm that NH(2) is
involved in weak intramolecular H‐bonding while NH(1)/NH(3) are involved in intermolecular
hydrogen bonding in aprotic polar solvents. Importantly, NOESY results show that NOE
interactions of APA phenyl (ortho C‐H) residue with –O–CH2‐ and amide NH(2) which are
16

consistent in all APA‐peptides. Herein, we propose the preferable conformation of APA‐peptides
in solution as shown in Figure 4A.12A which have acquired syn conformation between O–CH2–
and amide NH(2) and oriented appropriately for intramolecular hydrogen bonding as N–H···O–
CH2 as Figure 4A.12B. Further, crystal structure of two APA‐peptides (7a/7e) have also acquired
the similar type of syn conformation by O‐CH2‐and amide NH(2) in solid state (Figure 4A.12C)
From NMR and X‐ray correlation studies, we propose structure of APA peptides as Figure 4A.12D
which show inter‐/intramolecular hydrogen bonding in solution state.

Figure 4A.12. Proposed structures and conformations in solution state and observed single‐crystal
X‐ray structure of 7a. A. possible structure of 7a from NOESY NMR; B. syn conformation with
weak intramolecular H‐bonding; C. Single‐crystal X‐ray structure of 7a with intramolecular H‐
bonding; D. Possible intermolecular H‐bonding in solution for 7a.
Organogelation:
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Gelation is a well defined structural organization resulting from intermolecular interactions such
as: intermolecular H-bonding, pi-interactions, van der waals interactions, solvophobic effects.
Reversible gellators form self-assembly by non-covalent interactions in three dimensional
networks which are easily destroyed and reorganized. The process of gelation from organic
solvents is known as organogelation. Oligopeptides and small peptides are widely applied for the
formation of versatile supramolecular organogels through these non-covalent interactions (known
as physical gels). Sono-gels are class of gels, which are formed under sonication. The process of
gelation activated by ultrasound could at first sight be contradictory, because sonication is also
responsible for the breaking of oligomeric and supramolecular entities in the liquid phase.
However, sonication can break the larger aggregates, otherwise disordered aggregates and can
induce the formation of well-defined larger uniform aggregates, which lead to the formation of
gels.27 By seeing a small peptide sequence we cannot predict the formation of organogels. It is the
unique feature of that peptide under the employed experimental condition. For example, N-FmocLeucine- C-benzoyl- Leucine dipeptide forms organogel by sonication, but within this dipeptide
lacking the benzoyl or with a benzoyl replacing the Fmoc group do not show any solvent gelation.
This is specific structural feature of this dipeptide to gelate.28 The formation of peptide organogels
is not fully understood and it is still at infancy. From our X-ray/NMR/CD studies of APA peptides
reveal the presence of intermolecular interactions, which is one of the important criteria for
gelation. Hence, these results encouraged us to investigate APA peptides for organogelation.
The formation of organogels for small peptides is reported in recent literature. For an example, di/tri-peptides form organogel in co-solvent systems (hexane:ethylacetate) by sonication.29,

30

Herein, we also attempted the organogelation of APA-linked di-/tri-peptides (7a-7j) in similar
solvent systems by sonication. All APA peptides 7a-7j 0.7-0.9% (wt/vol) were dissolved in solvent
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systems EtOAc:Hexane (1:3) and sonicated for two minutes above the room temperature (~50 oC);
then allowed to cool at room temperature. Pleasantly we noticed that the homogenous solutions of
peptides (7g-7j) were transformed into colourless organogel within 10 minutes after sonication.
We also noticed the variation in physical appearance such as transparent or opaque in the gels. The
gel formation is not observed in other solvents such as hexane, ethyl acetate, benzene, chloroform,
acetonitrile, and methanol. Mostly these peptides are sparingly soluble/or appeared as precipitates
in these solvents. Formation of weak gel was observed for 7h in toluene-d8 after 2-3 days left after
sonication. We observed initial precipitation of APA peptide 7j at room temperature; these
precipitates were dissolved upon heating. After sonication for two minutes and cooling, we
observed the formation of gel. In literature, precipitates can also help in formation of larger
aggregates which can transform into organogels.31, 32 The APA-peptide organogels are stable up
to 50-55 oC, but melted at higher temperature and eventually resulted in clear solutions. The
formation of organogels was validated by widely accepted inverted test tube method as shown in
Figure 4A.13. The surface morphology of peptide organogels (7g-7j) are studied by FE-SEM
imaging technique. Their SEM images are depicted in Figure 4A.13.The SEM images of organogel
from peptide 7g reveal the nature of oragnogel surface as fibre type of self-assembly structure
(Figure 4A.13A). The surface morphology of transparent organogel from peptide 7h exhibits a
polymeric structure (Figure 4A.13B). The organogel from peptide 7i, exhibits flower type of selfassembly structure (Figure 4A.13C). Finally SEM-images of organogel from peptide 7j also reveal
the formation of fibre type of self-assembled structure (Figure 4A.13D). We could not find the
formation of organogel from other APA-linked peptides (7a-7f).
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Figure 4A.13. Aminopyrazolonylated α/β-hybrid peptide gels. SEM-images and organogels in
inverted test tube: (A) peptide 7g; (B) Peptide 7h; (C) Peptide 7i; and (D) peptide 7j.
The stabilization of homogenous aggregates to form gel network needs intermolecular interactions
and - interactions. NMR and X-Ray studies of APA -peptides (7a-7e) also suggest the presence
of intermolecular interactions and - interactions. Gelation is not observed when β-Ala is
replaced with -amino acids such as gly, ilu, and ala. Interestingly, the physical organogels are
formed only from hybrid peptides (7g-7h) but not from -peptides (7a-7e) and hybrid peptides
lacking N-phenyl groups (7k-7n). Indicating, the presence of β-Ala at that position is crucial for
the formation of gels. Possibly, the presence of β-Ala (extra methylene) group will increase the
chain length which affects the intramolecular H-bonding interactions and additionally, this also
increases the flexibility in sol-state which can reorganize easily during the formation of the rigid
gel. The optimum flexibility and relatively dominant intermolecular interactions in these hybrid
peptides (7g-7j), induce the formation of homogenous ordered networking aggregates, which
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appear as physical gels. Similar networking aggregates are also possible in other APA peptides
(7a-7e and 7k-7n) but they may not appear as relatively stronger physical gels as in 7g-7j under
these examined conditions.
CD‐Studies. The peptide secondary structures were exclusively studied by circular dichroism
(CD). However, the peptide conformations are sensitive to the nature of solvent environment and
play significant role in formation of secondary structures.33 The solvent dependent CD spectra of
peptides have prominent role in finding the defined structure and conformation of peptides. 34, 35
[15] To examine the role of APA residue in the conformational changes in their peptides, we
recorded the CD spectra of APA peptides (7a–7j) in different solvent systems AcCN, MeOH,
CHCl3 and TFE, and their CD spectra of 7a–7j are provided in Figure 4A.14, while other spectra
are provided in Appendix (Figure S50–S53). The CD spectra of APA di‐/tri‐peptides (7a–7e) are
similar in AcCN and MeOH, which exhibit Cotton effect with distinctive CD signals as the maxima
at wavelength (λ) ≈ 200 nm/220 nm and the minima at λ ≈ 260 nm, though the maxima at λ = 220
nm is more prominent in MeOH. In solvent CHCl3, however, the CD signal of peptides (7a–7e)
exhibit poorly resolved maxima and minima. In solvent TFE, the CD spectra of peptides (7a–7e)
exhibit only maxima at λ = 200 nm & λ = 220 nm. Under similar conditions, the CD spectra of
β/α-hybrid APA peptides 7f-7j exhibit similar CD signature as APA α-peptides 7a-7e. These CD
signals of peptides are possibly due to electronic transitions of amide carbonyl group (π–π*/n–π*)
and pyrazolonyl/phenyl aromatic rings (π–π*). We recorded the UV-spectra of APA peptide 7c in
CH3CN and extracted wavelength maxima (λmax) as 220 nm and 250 nm. In CD spectra of these
peptides, overlapping of aromatic chromophoric (pyrazolonyl/phenyl) absorption of APA peptide
(220 nm to 280 nm) with finger print region of peptide secondary structure (190 nm to 240 nm) is
observed. The unresolved CD spectra in all these solvents made difficult to interpret the secondary
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structure. However, it is anticipated that, by changing the solvents, we can study the structural
variations and may facilitates the possibilities to understand the structural behavior. Herein, the
CD spectra of these APA peptides are found to be solvent dependent. The CD structure is more
prominent in AcCN, MeOH solvents compared to TFE. There are no strong CD signals in TFE. In
literature, TFE is well known to induce the formation of stable helical conformations in peptides
which are generally undefined in other solvents.36 Hence, there are no such strong intramolecular
H-bonds to form stable helical conformations in all APA peptides. The CD structures of APA
peptides in other solvents are presumed due to intermolecular H-bonding; this is further supported
from our NMR and X-ray studies. Importantly, the CD pattern for APA -peptides and β/α-hybrid
peptides are very similar. The presence of β-Ala in hybrid peptides (7f-7j) has no significant affect
in CD pattern.
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Figure 4A.14. CD spectra of APA peptides 7a-7e (A) and 7f-7j (B) in AcCN solvent.
Since β/α-hybrid peptides are forming gels in ethyl acetate and hexane mixture (1:3) hence, we
recorded CD spectra in this solvent mixture for at least two peptide gels, 7g and 7h (Figure 4A.15).
The CD spectra of organogels are comparatively different from other solvents such as AcCN,
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CHCl3, MeOH and TFE. Importantly, in oragnogels the minima at λ ≈ 260 nm, is shifted to λ ≈
300 nm in ethyl acetate and hexane mixture (1:3). This red shift (≈ 40 nm) indicates the presence
of predominant intermolecular interactions in ethyl acetate and hexane mixture (1:3), which are
not observed in other solvents systems. However, the CD spectra of organogels before and after
sonication are similar in pattern and not affected by sonications.
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Figure 4A.15. CD spectra of organogels 7g and 7h in different solvents. The CD spectra in ethyl
acetate and hexane mixture (blue) is significantly shifted.
NMR-Studies. In literature, the formation of peptide organogels are also studied by 1H-NMR in
deuterated solvent (toluene-d8) which exhibit significant downfield chemical shift of amide N-H.29
Herein, we also performed the similar NMR studies with one of organogel forming peptide 7h in
toluene-d8. The NMR spectra of N-H protons of peptide 7h are depicted in Figure 4A.16, which
clearly indicates the notable chemical shift of its N-H protons after sonication. This indicates the
presence of H-bonding and they reorganize to relatively stronger H-bonding environment after
sonication. Similar NMR experiment with others organogel forming peptides (7g/7i/7j) could not
succeed to record NMR in toluene-d8 either they are instantly soluble and/or gelate instantly.
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Figure 4A.16. Expanded NMR of peptide 7h amide N-H region of organogel in toluene-d8 before
(red) and after sonication (turquoise).
FT-IR studies of organogels.
FT-IR is widely used for determining the secondary structure of proteins and peptides. Peptides
acquire wide structural diversity through H-bonding via amide bonds. Due to variations in strength
of H-bonding, the amide bond vibrations perturb from normal amide bond vibrations. The study
of amide carbonyl and amide NH vibrations provides valuable information about the acquired
structures such as -helix and β-sheets/turns. From proteins and peptides there are nine
characteristics bands from amide vibrations named as amide A, B, I, II ... VII. From these, amideA band about 3220-3320 cm-1 is associated with NH stretching vibrations and amide I band about
1620-1710 cm-1 is associated with C=O stretching vibrations. Primarily, the amide-A and amide-I
bands are most intense bands and depict the peptide conformations. The common correlation
between protein/peptide secondary structure and Amide-I bands are provided in Table 4A.2.
Importantly, B-turns have two bands, arising from acceptor carbonyls at 1645-1635 cm-1 and
constrained carbonyls at 1690-1660 cm-1. The structure assignment of -helix and β-turn will
become difficult if these two bands are not resolved.
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Table 4A.2. Commonly observed Amide-I frequency band in peptide and
protein

Structure

Amide-I frequency band (cm-1)

-helix

1648-1660

β-sheet

1625-1640

β-turn (have two types of bands)

1645-1635; 1690-1660

Similar to these intrinsic secondary structures, small peptides such as di/tri/tetra peptides can also
form

supramolecular

self-assembled

-helix/β-sheets/β-turns

like

structures

through

intermolecular interactions. Since, peptide organogels are also self-assembled supramolecular
structures, their amide carbonyl and amide NH vibrations provide valuable information about the
acquired structures in their gel forms. Since these structures are non-covalent in nature, these are
solvent dependent. To acquire information on the secondary structure of the self-assembled
structure as organogel, we performed Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FT-IR) analysis
with neat xerogels (dried organogels) of peptides (7f-7j) and HFIP dissolved xerogels. We choose
HFIP here because, it is known to stabilize or induce helical like structures including β-turns by
destabilizing β-sheets. But this will not completely discriminate H-bonding.37, 38
The neat xerogel from peptides (7f-7j) showed highly resolved four carbonyl peaks in their
respective spectra: two peaks at ~1645-1657 cm-1 for amide carbonyls (Amide-I), one peak at
~1684-1693 cm-1 for carbamate carbonyl, and one peak at ~1736-1763 cm-1 for ester carbonyl
(Figure 4A.17A-E). The N-H (Amide-1) stretching vibrations appear at ~3276-3312 cm-1, which
indicates their involvement in H-bonding (Figure 4A.17F-J). However, no such resolved IR peaks
were noticed with HFIP dissolved xerogels. All the carbonyls of amide, carbamate, and ester
appeared as one broad peak at ~1642-1674 cm-1. While N-H (Amide-1) appears slightly red-shift
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at ~3302-3427 cm-1, this also indicates their involvement in H-bonding. In literature FT-IR signals
of amide carbonyl in peptides near 1648-1660 cm-1 belong to α-helix or β-turn and another band
near 1690 cm-1 belongs to the second band of β-turn conformation.37, 39 Thus our FT-IR spectral
analyses support the formation of α-helix and β-turn type of structures in organogels (7f-7j).
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Figure 4A.17. FT-IR of 7f-7j APA peptide xerogels and gels dissolved in HFIP. Amide-I,
carbonyl region (A-E), Amide-A, amide NH region (F-J).
4A.4 Conclusion
In conclusion, three new 4-aminopyrazolonyl amino acid (APA) derivatives were successfully
synthesized from the same precursor and their structures were confirmed by single crystal X-ray
analyses. One of new amino acid analogue, O-alkylalted pyrazolonyl amino acid derivative, is
linked at N-terminal α-peptides and β-α-hybrid peptides. Importantly the crystal structure of
pyrazolonyl linked peptides, at least in two derivatives obtained by single crystal X-ray analysis
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confirmed the distinctive type of supramolecular self-assembled structures due to pyrazolonyl
residue. More interestingly, pyrazolonylated β-/α-hybrid peptides form new peptide organogels in
co-solvents systems hexane:EtOAc with sonication. The surface morphology of those gels are
demonstrated by SEM-imaging technique. The role of aminopyrazolonyl residues are
accomplished in conformational and structural changes of pyrazolonyl-linked peptides by CD
spectral analyses. The self-assembled structures of pyrazolonylated peptides organogel are
determined as β-turn and helix type of structure by FT-IR of dried organogels. So far no studies
are available about 4-aminopyrazolone linked amino acids and their organogels. Hence these
studies are promising for tuning secondary structures/organogel formation of peptides by linking
aminopyrazolonyl amino acid analogue at N-terminal of peptides.

4A.5 Experimental section
Materials
All required materials were obtained from commercial suppliers and used without any further
purification. Dimethylformamide was distilled over calcium hydride. Reactions were monitored
by thin layer chromatography, visualized by UV and Ninhydrin. Column chromatography was
performed in 230-400 mesh silica. FT-IR spectra were recorded on Thermo Scientific Nicolet iS5N
FT-NIR spectrometer Mass spectra and HRMS were obtained from Bruker micrOTOF-Q II
Spectrometer. 1H NMR, 13C NMR, were recorded on Bruker AV-400 or 700 MHz at 298 K. 1H
and 13C NMR chemical shifts were recorded in ppm downfield from tetramethylsilane or residual
solvent peak. Splitting patterns are abbreviated as: s, Singlet; d, doublet; dd, doublet of doublet; t,
triplet; q, quartet; dq, doublet of quartet; m, multiplet.
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Experimental procedure for compounds, 2-7:
(2S,3R)-methyl-2-((tert-butoxycarbonyl) amino)-3 hydroxybutanoate. Threonine (5 g, 42
mmol) dissolved in methanol (25 mL) and cooled to 0 oC, thionyl chloride
(3.7 mL, 50.4 mmol) was added dropwise and warmed to room
temperature then refluxed for 16 h. The crude reaction mixture
concentrated to dryness and washed with hexane twice and concentrated
under reduced pressure to yeiled methyl ester. The crude methyl ester (7.1 g,
42 mmol) dissolved in CH3CN:H2O (85:15) (85 mL) and N(Et)3 (12.8 mL, 92.4 mmol) and cooled
to 0 oC. (Boc)2O is added dropwise and allowed to stirr at room temperature for 18 h. The crude
reaction mixtureis concentrated and partitioned between H2O (50 mL) and EtOAc (100 mL) and
extracted three times. The combined organic extracts were washed with saturated aqueous NaCl
(30 mL), dried over anhydrous Na2SO4 and concentrated under vacuum. The resulting crude
viscous oil was purified via column chromatography with 40% EtOAc in hexanes to yield 8.08 g
(82%) as oil. Rf = 0.32 (1:1.5 EtOAc/hexanes); 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 5.39 (d, J = 8.2 Hz,
1H), 4.25 (dd, J = 16.2, 7.7 Hz, 2H), 3.75 (s, 3H), 2.45 (s, 1H), 1.43 (s, 9H), 1.22 (d, J = 6.4 Hz,
3H). 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 172.16, 156.29, 80.22, 68.16, 58.86, 52.59, 28.38, 19.96.
(S)-Methyl-2-((tert-butoxycarbonyl)amino)-3-oxobutanoate (2). Dess-Martin periodinane (1.8
g, 4.29 mmol) dissolved in DCM (20 mL) and stirred at room temperature for 20 min. N-BocThreoninemethylester (500 mg, 2.145 mmol) dissolved in DCM (5 mL), was added drop wise in
5 min. Water saturated DCM (20 mL)was added drop wise over 2 h and stirred at room temperature
for an additional2 h. The reaction mixture evaporated to half of the volume and was triturated with
ether (50 mL), followed by filtration through celite. Ether layer was washed with 1:1 mixture of
saturated aqueous Na2S2O3 and saturated aqueous NaHCO3 (50 mL). The aqueous layer is further
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extracted with ether (2*30 mL).The combined organic extracts were washed with saturated
aqueous NaCl (30 mL), dried over anhydrous Na2SO4 and concentrated under vacuum. The
resulting crude viscous oil was purified via chromatography with 10% EtOAcinhexanes to yield
0.421 g (85%) as pale yellow oil. Rf = 0.26 (1:9 EtOAc/hexanes); 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ
5.71 (d, J = 5.8 Hz, 1H), 5.01 (d, J = 7.0 Hz, 1H), 3.78 (s, 3H), 2.32 (s, 3H), 1.40 (s, 9H); 13C NMR
(101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 198.89 (s), 167.02 (s), 154.88 (s), 80.58 (s), 64.06 (s), 53.16 (s), 28.18 (s),
27.75 (s). HRMS (ESI-TOF) m/z: [M+Na]+ Calcd. for C10H17NO5Na+ 254.0999; Found 254.0999.
tert-butyl(5-methyl-3-oxo-2-phenyl-2,3-dihydro-1H-pyrazol-4-yl)carbamate (3). To a stirred
solution of 2 (1.106 g, 4.78 mmol) in MeOH (40 mL) was added phenyl hydrazine (0.44 mL, 4.88
mmol) and heated at 80 oC for 5 min. Then glacial acetic acid (0.82 mL, 14.3 mmol) was added
drop wise and refluxed at 80 oC for 20 h. The crude reaction mixture was evaporated to dryness,
co evaporated twice with CHCl3and precipitated with CHCl3 and hexane to get a solid, which is
further washed with hexane (3-5 times) and dried to yield 1.19 g (86.4 %) of 3 as a pale yellow
powder which is sufficiently pure to proceed to next step. Rf = 0.2 (3:7 EtOAc/hexanes); 1H NMR
(400 MHz, DMSO) δ 11.03 (br s, 1H), 7.90 (s, 1H), 7.70 (d, J = 7.9 Hz, 2H), 7.43 (t, J = 7.9 Hz,
2H), 7.21 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 1H), 2.02 (s, 3H), 1.43 (s, 9H). 13C NMR (101 MHz, DMSO) δ 154.67
(s), 145.93 (s), 128.89 (s), 124.91 (s), 119.78 (s), 78.42 (s), 28.15 (s), 11.46 (s); mp: 170-171 oC.
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1. 1H-/ 13C spectra of (2)

(2)

2

Figure S1. 1H and 13C NMR spectra of (2) in CDCl3
36

2. 1H-/ 13C-/ESI-MS/HRMS spectra of (3)

(3)

(3)

.
Figure S2. 1H and 13C NMR spectra of (3) in DMSO-d6 ( compound (3) can exist in tatautomeric
forms it is well known that in polar solvent like DMSO-d6 the enol form dominated).
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(3)

Figure S3. ESI-MS/HRMS spectra of (3) ( compound (3) can exist in tatautomeric forms)
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3.1H-/13C-/ ESI-MS/HRMS spectra of (4)

(4)

(4)

Figure S4. 1H and 13C NMR spectra of (4) in CDCl3
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(4)

Figure S5. ESI-MS/HRMS spectra of (4)
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4.1H-/13C-/ ESI-MS/HRMS spectra of (5)

(5)

(5)

Figure S6. 1H and 13C NMR spectra of (5) in CDCl3
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(5)

Figure S7. ESI-MS/HRMS spectra of (5)
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5.1H-/13C-/ ESI-MS/HRMS spectra of (6)

(6)

(6)

Figure S8. 1H and 13C NMR spectra of (6) in CDCl3
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(6)

Figure S9. ESI-MS/HRMS spectra of (6)

44

-O-CH2-

-N-CH2-

-C-CH2-

6.Overlapped Proton NMR of alkylation

Figure S10. Overlapped 1H NMR of (4,5 & 6)
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7.1H-/13C-/ ESI-MS/HRMS spectra of (7a)

(7a)

(7a)

Figure S11. 1H and 13C NMR spectra of (7a) in CDCl3

46

(7a)

Figure S12. ESI-MS/HRMS spectra of (7a)

47

8.1H-/13C-/ ESI-MS/HRMS spectra of (7b)

(7b)

(7b)

Figure 13. 1H and 13C NMR spectra of (7b) in CDCl3
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(7b)

Figure S14. ESI-MS/HRMS spectra of (7b)
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9.1H-/13C-/ COSY-/NOESY-/ESI-MS-/HRMS spectra of (7c)

(7c)

(7c)

Figure S15. 1H and 13C NMR spectra of (7c) in CDCl3
50

(7c)

Figure S16. ESI-MS/HRMS spectra of (7c)
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10.1H-/13C-/COSY-/NOESY-/ ESI-MS/HRMS spectra of (7d)

(7d)

(7d)

Figure 17. 1H and 13C NMR spectra of (7d) in CDCl3

52

Figure S18. ESI-MS/HRMS spectra of (7d)
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11.1H-/13C-/ ESI-MS/HRMS spectra of (7e)

(7e)

(7e)

Figure S19. 1H and 13C NMR spectra of (7e) in CDCl3
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(7e)

Figure S20. ESI-MS/HRMS spectra of (7e)
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12.1H-COSY & 1H-NOESY spectra of (7a) in CDCl3

NH(2)

NH(1)

Figure S21. (1 of 3) 1H-COSY spectra of (7a) in CDCl3
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Figure S22. (2 of 3) 1H-NOESY spectra of (7a) in CDCl3
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Figure S23. (3 of 3) 1H-COSY & 1H-NOESY expanded spectra in amide region of (7a) in
CDCl3.
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13.1H-COSY & 1H-NOESY spectra of (7c) in CDCl3
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Figure S24. (1 of 3) 1H-COSY spectra of (7c) in CDCl3.
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Figure S25. (2 of 3) 1H-NOESY spectra of (7c) in CDCl3.
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Figure S26. (3 of 3) 1H-COSY & 1H-NOESY expanded spectra in amide region of (7c) in CDCl3.
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14.1H-COSY & 1H-NOESY spectra of (7d) in CDCl3
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Figure S27. (1 of 3) 1H-COSY spectra of (7d) in CDCl3.
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Figure S28. (2 of 3) 1H-NOESY spectra of (7d) in CDCl3.
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Figure S29. (3 of 3) Expanded spectra of 1H-COSY & 1H-NOESY in amide region of (7d) in
CDCl3.
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15.1H-COSY & 1H-NOESY spectra of (7e) in CDCl3
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Figure S30. (1 of 3) 1H-COSY spectra of (7e) in CDCl3.
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Figure S31. (2 of 3) 1H-NOESY spectra of (7e) in CDCl3.
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Figure S32. (3 of 3) Expanded spectra of 1H-COSY & 1H-NOESY in amide region of (7e) in
CDCl3.

16.DMSO-d6 titration experiments by 1H-NMR of peptides (7a-7e) in CDCl3
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Figure S33. (1 of 2) 1H-NMR of DMSO-d6 titration of (7a) in CDCl3 & its expanded spectral
region.
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Figure S34. (2 of 2) DMSO-d6 titration profile of (7a) in CDCl3
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Figure S35. (1 of 2) 1H-NMR of DMSO-d6 titration of (7b) in CDCl3 & its expanded spectral
region.
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Figure S36. (2 of 2) DMSO-d6 titration profile of (7b) in CDCl3
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Figure S37. (1 of 2) 1H-NMR of DMSO-d6 titration of (7c) in CDCl3 & its expanded spectral
region.
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Figure S38. (2 of 2) DMSO-d6 titration profile of (7c) in CDCl3
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Figure S39. (1 of 2) 1H-NMR of DMSO-d6 titration of (7d) in CDCl3 & its expanded spectral
region.
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Figure S40. (2 of 2) DMSO-d6 titration profile of (7d) in CDCl3
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Figure S41. (1 of 2) 1H-NMR of DMSO-d6 titration of (7e) in CDCl3 & its expanded spectral
region.
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Figure S42. (2 of 2) DMSO-d6 titration profile of (7e) in CDCl3
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Table.S1. Difference in Chemical shift values (dδ ppm) of N-H before and after adding DMSOd6 of APA peptides (7a-7e)
Chemical shift value (δ, ppm)

NH(1)

0 µL

20 µL DMSO-

Compound

DMSO-d6

d6

7a

6.072

6.624

7b

5.936
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dδ (ppm)

0 µL
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0.552

6.87

7.133

6.536
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6.851
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0.438
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-
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0.113
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6.855

7.024
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-
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0.538
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7.47
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6.507

7.167

0.66
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6.957

7.132

0.175

6.275

6.775

0.5

17.Crystallography
A suitable single crystal of each complex was carefully selected under a polarizing microscope.
Single crystal structure determination by X‒ray diffraction was performed on a Siemens SMARTCCD diffractometer equipped with a normal focus, 2.4 kW sealed-tube X-ray source (Mo‒Kα
radiation, λ = 0.71073Å) operating at 50 kV and 30 mA. Structures were solved by the direct
method using SHELXT 2014 and refined on F2 by a full‒matrix least-squares technique using the
SHELXL 2014 programs package. An empirical absorption correction based on symmetry
equivalent reflections was applied using SADABS. The graphic programs DIAMOND3.2 wasused
to draw the structures. Non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically. In the refinement,
hydrogens were treated as riding atoms using the SHELXL default parameters. Details of crystal
structure refinement parameters for 3, 4, 6, 5, 7a and 7e are given as Table S2.
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Figure S43. ORTEP diagram of compound (3)

Figure S44. ORTEP diagram of O-alkylated APA-amino ester derivative (4)
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Figure S45. ORTEP diagram of N-alkylated APA-amino ester derivative (5)

Figure S46. ORTEP diagram of C-alkylated APA-amino ester derivative (6) left, Non classical
intermolecular hydrogen bonding, showing multiple CH-p hydrogen bonding (shown in grey
dotted lines), and Classical intermolecular hydrogen bonding between N-H---O (shown in green
dotted line) with a bond length ranging from 3.1-3.9 Å and 2.3 Å respectively. (Other hydrogen
atoms which are not involved are omitted) (right)
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Figure S47. ORTEP diagram of APA dipeptide (7a)
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Figure S48. ORTEP diagram of APA tripeptide (7e)

Table S2 Crystallographic table
Parameter
Formula
Mr
crystal system
space group
a/Ǻ
b/Ǻ
c/Ǻ
/°
/°
/°
V/Ǻ3
Z
calc (gcm-3)
/ mm-1 μ(cm-1)

 range (deg)
reflections collected
Unique
reflections[
R(int)]
data/restraints/
parameters
GOF on F2
R1 and R2 [I>2σ(I)]
R1 and R2 (all data)
largest residual peaks
(e.Ǻ-3)
CCDC no

(3)

(4)

(6)

(5)

(7a)

(7e)

C15 H19 N3 O3
289.33
Orthorhombic
Pbca
11.7022(2)
9.9337(2)
25.3769(5)
90°.
90°.
90°.
2949.97(10)
8
1.303
0.092
3.482 to
29.119°.
47191

C18 H23 N3 O5
361.39
Orthorhombic
Pbca
10.8478(4)
17.2214(6)
20.6904(8)
90°.
90°.
90°.
3865.3(2)
8
1.242
0.092
2.427 to
25.495°.
23680

C18 H23 N3 O5
361.39
Triclinic
P -1
9.1784(2)
10.7536(2)
11.4779(3)
105.538(3)°.
97.2730(10)°.
113.8950(10)°.
961.72(4)
2
1.248
0.092
2.213 to
25.500°.
14139

C18 H23 N3 O5
361.39
Monoclinic
P 21/c
10.6153(3)
14.1197(4)
12.9649(4)
90°.
96.941(2)°.
90°.
1929.00(10)
4
1.244
0.092
2.141 to
30.528°.
30152

C21 H28 N4 O6
432.47
Triclinic
P1
9.9902(5)
10.5414(6)
11.6835(6)
99.094(3)°.
102.478(3)°.
109.046(4)°.
1100.20(10)
2
1.305
0.097
1.843 to
25.500°.
15018

C26 H37 N5 O7
531.6
Monoclinic
P 21
11.734(3)
8.9135(19)
13.716(3)
90°.
94.354(11)°.
90°.
1430.4(5)
2
1.234
0.091
1.741 to
24.989°.
13036

3960 [0.0509]

3588 [0.0482]

3577 [0.0206]

5899 [0.0398]

7043 [0.0514]

4890 [0.2282]

3960 / 0 / 198

3588 / 0 / 241

3577 / 1 / 241

5899 / 0 / 240

7043 / 3 / 571

4890 / 5 / 347

1.017
0.0415, 0.1018
0.0613, 0.1136
0.223 and 0.200
1831988

1.045
0.0535, 0.1308
0.0837, 0.1528

1.042
0.0453, 0.1172
0.0558, 0.1275
0.338 and 0.257
1831993

1.023
0.0499, 0.1232
0.0893, 0.1432
0.310 and 0.241
1831990

1.024
0.0448, 0.0926
0.0575, 0.1000
0.163 and 0.205
1831991

0.866
0.0970, 0.1438
0.3054, 0.1883
0.200 and 0.177
1831992

0.487 and -0.357
1831989
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18.UV Spectra of peptide (7c)

7c
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Figure S49. UV spectra of peptide (7c)

19.Circular Dichroism (CD) spectra.
CD spectra were recorded in degassed CH3OH, AcCN, CHCl3, and CF3CH2OH at 20 0C from
300-190 nm with peptide concentrations of 0.1 mM. CD data is collected with following
parameters, Data pitch 2 nm, DIT 2 sec, bandwidth 2 nm, scanning speed 100 nm/min.
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Figure S50. CD spectra of peptide (7a-7e) in Acetonitrile (AcCN)
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Figure S51. CD spectra of peptide (7a-7e) in Methanol (MeOH)
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Figure S52. CD spectra of peptide (7a-7e) in Chloroform (CHCl3)
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Figure S53. CD spectra of peptide (7a-7e) in Trifluoroethanol (TFE)
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20.FT-IR spectra.
FT-IR spectra were recorded by dissolving respective compounds in degassed CHCl 3, drop
casted on KBr plate and dried thoroughly. The samples were scanned from 500-4000 (ν̃, cm), the spectra are obtained from average of 64 scans.
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Figure S54. FT-IR spectra of (4)
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Figure S55. FT-IR spectra of (5)
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Figure S56. FT-IR spectra of (7a)
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Figure S57. FT-IR spectra of (7b)
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Figure S58. FT-IR spectra of (7c)
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Figure S59. FT-IR spectra of (7d)
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Figure S60. FT-IR spectra of (7e)
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Chapter 4B. Cleavable Amide Bond: Mechanistic Insight of Cleavable 4Aminopyrazolyloxy Acetamide/Acid/Ester at low pH

4B.1 Introduction
Natural amides are extremely stable, and their half-life for spontaneous hydrolysis is estimated to
be 350 to 600 years at neutral pH and room temperature (for example Figure 4B.1). 1-3 The Nacetamide bond of peptides is extremely stable even under the strongest organic acid TFMSA. The
carbonyl group of amides are poor electrophiles because of the typical resonance stability. Though
amides can readily cleaved/hydrolyzed by enzymes such as proteases, it is difficult to cleave the
C-N bond of an amide selectively using synthetic chemistry. The cleavage/hydrolysis of amide
bonds usually requires heating under strongly acidic or basic conditions. However, the cyclic
amides, lactams, are easily cleavable as compare to the linear amides because of ring strained
amides.4, 5 A large number of the highly strained lactams are synthesized and found as cleavable
amide bond under mild conditions. Since the C=O bond of reactive lactams amide is arising to the
strong electrophile as “ketonic” carbonyl because of the resonance decoupling through N-C=O
torsion. Brown and co-workers have mechanistically confirmed that resonance decoupling induces
the remarkable enhancement in hydrolysis rate by direct nucleophilic attack at the carbonyl of
strained amide.6-8 The most twisted amide trimethylazatricyclodecanone is highly strained lactam
with large resonance decoupling through N-C bond, and found as readily hydrolysable. This
twisted lactam also shows the dual reactivity of amide as nucleophilic character of amine and
electrophilic nature of carbonyl. Booker-Milburn and co-workers have reported the
solvolysis/substitution reaction of acyclic synthetic amides at room temperature and neutral
conditions via the formation of ketene intermediates.9 In literature, the cleavage of few natural
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amide bonds is precisely demonsterated through the formation of thiazolinone derivatives (by
Edman degradation), oxazolinium intermediates and chemical modification of the amide
backbone.10-13 Most importantly, Edman degradation method for cleavage of amide bond is the
foundation for protein sequencing technology.10 The presences of Zinc species in active sites of
metalloproteases have inspired synthetic chemists to cleave amide bond using Zn2+. Mashima and
co-workers have reported the cleavage of amides bearing a β-hydroxyethyl group under mild
conditions with Lewis acid Zn(OTf)2.14

Kostic and co-workers have prepared an artificial

peptidase which cleavage of the sequence specific amide bonds as Pro-Met/Pro-His segments of
peptide under mild conditions with Pd-catalyst.15 Hauk, Garg and co-workers have established the
conversion of amide functional group into ester group by cleaving C-N bond of amide using Nicatalyst.16-18 The conversion of an amide into another amide with different amine group,
transamidation, is important chemical transformation reaction for ligation or removal of amino
functionalized chemical moieties at carboxylate functionalized molecules.19-21 Gellman, Stahl and
co-workers have explored the amide groups for transamidation reaction, between secondary
amines and tertiary amines, using Zr/Hf-catalyst.19 Other Metal catalyzed and metal free
transamidation reactions are also reported.20-24

Figure 4B.1. Stability of acetamide bond in glycine dipeptide.
Recently, our lab established the transamidation reaction in tropolonylalkylglycinate peptide
derivatives with different amino acid/peptides. Our lab, also found the instability of amide bonds
containing N-Tropolonylaminoalkylglycinate (Trag) in short peptides under mild acidic
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conditions. The formation of stable tropolonium cations followed by the formation of ketene
intermediate is main cause of the cleavage of Trag-amide bonds.25-27
4B.2 Objective of this work
We have explored the syntheses and supramolecular self-assembly studies of pyrazolone
containing amino acid analogues in chapter 4A. One of those analogue is 4-aminopyrazolonyl
acetate has been conjugated with natural amino acid/short peptides for understanding the role of
pyrazolonyl moiety in conformational changes of peptides.28 In extension to that work to
synthesize homo peptides of aminopyrazolone, we encountered an unusual amide hydrolysis
(Figure 4B.2). This is a rare chemical event in peptide bond. Herein we studied the syntheses and
chemical instability of amide/acid/ester bond containing aminopyrazolonyl acetyl residue under
mild acidic conditions at room temperature by NMR and Mass analyses.

Figure 4B.2. Chemical events observed during the synthesis APA homopeptides.
4B.3 Results and Discussion
We used previously synthesized 4-aminopyrazolonyl amino acid (APA) ester derivative (1) for
synthesis of conjugated peptides. Ester (1) was hydrolyzed into 4-aminopyrazolonyl amino acid,
APA acid (2) with LiOH (1 N in THF), and then coupled with amino group of various natural
amino acids/peptides (H2N-AA-OMe) under peptide coupling reaction conditions which produced
conjugated peptides 3 (APA-AA-OMe). Natural α/β-amino acid ester derivatives of Gly-OMe,
Ala-OMe, Ile-OMe, and Phe-OMe produced unnatural respective conjugated dipeptides as
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BocNH-APA-Gly-OMe (3a), BocNH-APA-Ala-OMe (3b), BocNH-APA-Ile-OMe (3c), BocNHAPA-Phe-OMe (3d), BocNH-APA-β-Ala-OMe (3k). Further natural α/β-amino acid dipeptide
esters, Gly-Ala-OMe, Ala-Gly-OMe, Gly-Ile-OMe and Ile-Gly-OMe gave respective unnatural
conjugated tripeptides as BocNH-APA-Gly-Ala-OMe (3e), BocNH-APA-Ala-Gly-OMe (3f)
BocNH-APA-Gly-Ile-OMe (3g), and BocNH-APA-Ile-Gly-OMe (3h), BocNH-APA-β-Ala-βAla-OMe (3i), BocNH-APA-b-Ala-Ile-OMe (3j) as shown in Scheme 4B.1. The characterization
data (1H-/13C-NMR/Mass) of all synthesized peptides are provided in Appendix.
Scheme 4B.1. Synthesis of N-Boc-aminopyrazolonyl amino acid and their peptides.

For further elongation of peptides at N-terminal of hybrid peptides 3a-3k, the removal of N-Boc
group was necessary. The removal of Boc group of N-Boc-aminopyrazolonyl amino acid
containing peptides 3a-3k was attempted with 20% TFA in DCM; unfortunately, we could not
achieve desired aminopyrazolonyl amino acid peptides. Surprisingly, we noticed the cleavage of
amide bond by ESI-Mass studies. To ensure this cleavage of amide bond, we performed the similar
acid treatment reaction with other hybrid di-/tri-peptides, 3b-3k and then characterized their
isolated products by NMR and Mass analyses. Irrespective of α-amino acid sequence,
aminopyrazolyl amino acid containing amide bonds in peptides 3a-3k were cleaved and produced
the cyclized product as lactam 4 (Figure 4B.3). In case of hybrid tripeptides 3e-3j, other natural
amide bonds, dipeptides (between two α-amino acids) were stable under acidic conditions (20%
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TFA in DCM). Along with lactam 4, we also observed N-trifluoroacylation with 20% TFA in ESIMS, this side reaction was minimized/avoided by using 10% TFA or 4.0 N HCl in 1,4-dioxane
(Appendix, Figure S13-S15). These results strongly suggest the cleavage of specific amide bond
containing 4-aminopyrazolonyl amino acid residue at C-terminal of α-amino acid/peptides.

Figure 4B.3. Overview of APA amide bond cleavage and formation of lactam 4 from different
APA-peptides (3a-3k) under mild acidic conditions.
Further, we attempted to remove the Boc group of N-Boc-aminopyrazolonyl amino acid ester 1
and its carboxylic acid 2 under similar acidic conditions (10-20% TFA in CDCl3) for conjugation
of aminoprazolonyl moiety at C-terminal of above mentioned di-/tri-peptides. Surprisingly, we
failed to generate amino functionalized amino ester (1-NH2) and acid (2-NH2). However, we
isolated a new product and characterized by NMR and ESI-Mass analyses. Our NMR and Mass
results supported that both ester 1 and its acid 2 gave the common cyclized product as lactam 4
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under mild acidic conditions (Scheme 4A.2). The synthesis of that lactam 4 is extremely unusual
from ester 1/acid 2/amide 3 under acidic conditions at room temperature which are also unusual in
peptide chemistry. The isolated crystalline product, lactam 4 was also studied by single crystal Xray diffractometer. The X-ray studies confirmed the structure of lactam 4, the ORTEP diagram is
shown in Scheme 4A.2. The cif file of crystal lactam 4 has deposited to CCDC with number CCDC
1890879.
Scheme 4A.2. Reaction of APA derivatives under mild acidic conditions.

The progress of amide cleavage reactions under acidic conditions is studied by 1H-NMR technique.
We recorded the time dependent 1H-NMR spectra of peptide 3a under 10% TFA in deuterated
solvent CDCl3. The array of the 1H-NMR spectra with time is provided in Figure 4B.4, a full
spectrum is provided in Appendix Figure S25. Most importantly, the gradual disappearance of
NMR signal, singlet at δ 5.0 (ppm), is noticed in peptide 3a with respect to time under that acidic
conditions. A transient increase and decrease of signal at δ 4.5 (ppm) is also observed.
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219 min
202 min
188 min
173 min
152 min
137 min
124 min
110 min
94 min
84 min
75 min
53 min
47 min
40 min
34 min
23 min
18 min
11 min
no TFA-d

-O-CH2- of lactam

-O-CH2- of NH2-APA-Gly-OMe

-O-CH2- of NHBoc-APA-Gly-OMe

Figure 4B.4. Time dependent 1H-NMR spectra of compound 3a in 10% TFA/CDCl3
Similar time dependent NMR experiments were performed under acidic conditions with another
peptide 3e. Their NMR data are provided in Appendix (Figure S27). After the NMR study the
same samples were subjected to ESI-MS in solvent CH3CN (neat). Their mass spectra exhibit the
mass (m/z) peak at 230, in solvent CH3CN, for both peptides 3a/3e, which belongs to mass of
lactam 4 as [M+H]+ Appendix (Figure S26 & S28). These results (NMR and Mass) strongly
support the involvement of α-CH2 of aminopyrazolonyl residue in the cleavage of peptide 3a/3e
under acidic condition (10% TFA in CDCl3) via the formation of stable lactam 4. Further, we
performed the similar NMR and Mass experiments with N-Boc-aminopyrazolonyl amino acid ester
1 and its carboxylic acid 2. Their NMR spectra, NMR profiles and mass spectra are provided in
the Appendix. These results suggest that the formation of lactam 4 is common for both
aminopyrazolonyl ester 1 and its carboxylic acid 2 under mild acidic conditions (10% TFA in
CDCl3). We studied the 1H-NMR kinetics of amide 3a/acid 2/ester 1 hydrolysis in CDCl3. The
relative concentrations were calculated in mole fractions (x) from relative integrations of –O-CH2-
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peak of amide 3a/acid 2/ester 1 with gradually increasing lactam 4 with time. The plots of mole
fraction (x) with time for APA amide 3a and APA acid 2 is provided in Figure 4B.5, and APA
ester 1 is provided in Appendix (Figure S35A). We have also generated simulated kinetic plots
from the sequential first-order reaction model with COPASI software program using
experimentally obtained k1 and k2 values and then fitted with our experimental kinetic plots (Figure
S41-S43).29, 30

Figure 4B.5. Time dependent 1H-NMR studies of APA peptide 3a (A) and APA acid 2 (B) in
solvent CDCl3 with 20 mM concentrations.
From the plots of concentration versus time, a transient increase and decrease of intermediate is
also observed, this suggest that the cyclization of amide 3/acid 2/ester 1 is proceeding through an
intermediate. After seeing these plots, we propose that compound 1, 2, & 3a are following
consecutive first order kinetic pathway and the rate laws are given by equations 1-3 in Appendix.
The plots of integral mole fraction versus time, (ln(x) vs time) are provided in Appendix (Figure
S33-S35) and gave a straight line with negative slope which are consistent with literature reports
for consecutive reaction pathway.31-33 The rate constants k1, k2 and their respective half-lives (t1/2)
are calculated from these integral plots and provided in Table 4B.1. The observed rate constants
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and half-lives from Table 4B.1 suggest that the acid 2 is hydrolysed relatively faster than amide
3a followed by ester 1.
Table 4B.1. Kinetic data of 4-aminopyrazolyloxy derivatives from 1H-NMR spectrum.
Compound

k1/min-1

k2/min-1

k2/k1

t1/2 /min (for k1)

t1/2 /min (for k2)

3a (Amide)

2.28 x 10-2

0.83 x 10-2

0.36

30.34

83.00

2 (Acid)

1.97 x 10-2

1.09 x 10-2

0.55

35.09

63.35

1 (Ester)

1.95 x 10-2

0.78 x 10-2

0.4

35.43

88.74

Interestingly, during the hydrolysis of amide bond in peptides 3a-3h, we observed methanolysis
of amide bond in lactam and exist in methyl ester form in presence of MeOH (Appendix, Figure
S13-S18). To further understanding the reactivity of this amide bond, the lactam 4 is monitored in
several aspects using mass spectroscopy (Appendix, Figure S37), from these studies it is apparent
that, acid and MeOH both are needed for the amide bond cleavage in lactam 4. Moreover, there is
no complete disappearance of lactam in any of the cleavage conditions implemented during these
studies. This cleavage is also monitored by time dependent 1H-NMR in CD3CN, CD3OD and
PTSA (~ 3.0 equivalents) at 293 K, from the array of spectra, the reaction proceeds with the
formation of hydrolysed methyl ester and remains constant after ~500 min without complete
conversion of lactam 4. The relative concentrations were calculated in mole fractions (x) from
relative integrations of –O-CH2- peak of lactam with gradually increasing methyl ester 4-OCD3
with time, the resultant plots indicate the existence of equilibrium (Figure 4B.6) and the rate law
for this equilibrium is given by equation 4 in Appendix. The equilibrium constant (K) from the
plot of mole ratio vs time has a value of 2.72 (Appendix Figure S36B).
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Figure 4B.6. Time dependent 1H-NMR studies of lactam 4 in CD3CN, CD3OD and PTSA.
After NMR study, the same sample is subjected to ESI-MS, we observed the mass of both
deuterated methyl ester (m/z 265) and lactam (Figure 4B.7). Importantly, we were not able to
isolate this methyl ester. From these studies, we assume that the lactam 4 and its methyl ester 4OCH3 forms are in equilibrium in solution state in presence of acid and MeOH.

Figure 4B.7. Methanolysis of lactam 4. Even after 12 h the lactam is not completely disappeared.
Since aminopyrazolone is aromatic compound and UV active in nature. Thus we attempted to
monitor the cleavage of lactam 4 into its amino ester derivative 4-OCH3 under acidic condition by
UV studies. We found that the UV spectrum of pure lactam 4 exhibited two characteristic peaks
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at wavelength (λ) 240 nm and 280 nm under neutral pH conditions (Appendix, Figure S40). Then
we recorded UV spectra of lactam 4 at different time intervals of times under acidic conditions
(0.1 N HCl in MeOH) which exhibit the significant depletion of absorption intensity of lactam 4
at λ240 nm and λ280 nm (Figure 4B.8). Such changes in UV spectra strongly support the formation of
new species under that mild acidic condition.
0.6
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Figure 4B.8. Time dependent UV-Spectra of lactam 4 under acidic conditions, time intervals in
min. (right panel).
In chapter 4A, we have confirmed an unusual syn conformation between -O-CH2–CO-NH- in
crystal structures of peptides 3b/3h and a weak intramolecular hydrogen bonding between H-atom
of amide (-CONH-) and O-atom (–O-CH2-).28 Similar syn conformation is also noticed in crystal
structure of APA ester 1. Crystal structural analyses of APA peptides 3b/3h reveal that the APA
amide bond is twisted with tau () ~ 5.5o (Table 4B.2).
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Table 4B.2. Structural parameters of APA-peptides (3b,3h) lactam (4) and ester(1).
Compound

phi (ϕ)

psi (ψ)

tau ( )

Sum of bond
angle at “N”

Sum of bond
angle at “C=O”

C-N Bond
length
(in Å)

C-O Bond
length
(in Å)

3h

ϕ1 (144.345)
ϕ2 (-135.735)
ϕ3 (-142.304)

ψ1 (26.561)
ψ2 (139.39)
ψ3 (-169.368)

5.538
0.468

360
360

359.99
360

1.305
1.360

1.196
1.182

3ba

ϕ1 (133.536)
ϕ2 (-139.577)

ψ1 (-12.46)
ψ2 (58.43)

5.5389(A) &
3.847 (B)

359.093 (A) &
359.663(B)

359.992 (A)
& 359.99 (B)

1.333
1.322

1.231
1.228

1

ϕ1 (-165.135)

ψ1 (3.889)

4

ϕ1 (21.52)

ψ1 (-12.303)

3.985

360

359.98

1.334

1.233

aunit

cell has two molecules

We also noticed intramolecular hydrogen bonding between H-atom (-COOH-) and O-atom (–OCH2-) in APA acid 2 from NMR studies (Appendix, Figure S1-S4). The strong synergetic effects,
such as electronegative –O-CH2-, twisted amide bond ( ~ 5.5o) and unfavourable syn
conformation (ψ) weaken the stability of that amide bond. As a resultant, the favourable
intramolecular attack of APA amine (6-exo-trig) led to the cleavage of that amide bond under mild
acidic conditions (Figure 4B.9).
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Figure 4b.9. (a) Structures of amide 3b/3h, ester 1, acid 2; (b) Their Newman Projection.
The Plausible mechanism as could be as: removal of Boc group of aminopyrazolonyl derivatives
1/2/3 occurs under acidic conditions (10-20% TFA in DCM/CH3CN) and generates the protonated
amine intermediates (a) which may protonate the intramolecular carbonyl group of
ester/acid/amide derivatives as intermediates (b). Subsequently the amine nucleophile possibly
attacks at the protonated carbonyl electrophile as typical intramolecular nucleophilic additionelimination reaction to facilitate the formation of cyclic amide (lactam) derivative 4 (Figure
4B.10). Most importantly, this lactam is stable in solvent free conditions and its structure is
confirmed by single crystal X-ray analyses. The stability of this lactam 4 is further investigated
under protic nucleophilic solvent (MeOH) under acidic conditions. Importantly, this lactam 4 is
unstable in nucleophilic solvents (H2O/MeOH) under acidic conditions and proceeds to amide
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hydrolysis possibly due to protonation of amide bond N-atom under acidic conditions. As resultant,
lactam 4 hydrolyzes into acid/ester derivatives (f) with respective solvents H2O/MeOH.

Figure 4B.10. Plausible mechanism of amide hydrolysis.

4B.4 Conclusion
In summary, 4-aminopyrazolyloxy acetate was successfully incorporated at N-terminal of natural
di-/tri-peptides aminopyrazolyloxy acetamide derivatives which are hydrolysable under mild
acidic conditions such amide hydrolyses are rare. This unique character of amide bond is
elaborated by NMR/UV/Mass/X-ray studies which helped to demonstrate the mechanism of
reactions. Since aminopyrazoly rings and its derivatives are chromophores. Thus 4aminopyrazolyloxy acetate could be employed in protection of free amine via acid sensitive
chromophoric amide bond unlike carbamate group of other protecting groups.
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4B.5 Experimental section
General methods. All required materials were obtained from commercial suppliers and used
without any further purification. Dimethylformamide (DMF) was distilled over calcium hydride.
Reactions were monitored by thin layer chromatography, visualized by UV and ninhydrin. Column
chromatography was performed in 230-400 mesh silica. Mass spectra and HRMS were obtained
from Bruker micrOTOF-Q II Spectrometer. 1H NMR, 13C NMR, were recorded on Bruker AV400 or 700 MHz at 298 K. 1H and 13C NMR chemical shifts were recorded in ppm downfield from
tetramethylsilane or residual solvent peak. Splitting patterns are abbreviated as: s, Singlet; d,
doublet; dd, doublet of doublet; t, triplet; q, quartet; dq, doublet of quartet; m, multiplet.
Experimental procedure. Experimental procedure and their characterization data for compounds
1, 3b-3d, 3g-3h are previously reported from our lab.28
N-phenyl, 4-aminopyrazolyloxy acetic acid, BocNH-APA-OH (2). Compound 1 (1.26 g, 3.52
mmol) is dissolved in THF (25 mL) and cooled to 0 oC, then added aqueous LiOH (1 M, 25mL)
and at the same temperature stirred for 20 min. The solvents are evaporated under vacuum to half
of its volume and adjusted the pH to 6-7 with 1 M HCl. The resulting aqueous layer extracted with
EtOAc (3*30 mL) and dried over anhydrous Na2SO4 and concentrated under vacuum. The product
is precipitated with chloroform and hexane, dried the solid to produce 1.0 g (90%) of title
compound. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.90 (OH, s, 1H), 7.63 (d, J = 7.8 Hz, 2H), 7.40 (t, J =
7.8 Hz, 2H), 7.27 (dd, J = 6.5, 4.7 Hz, 1H), 6.02 (NH, s, 1H), 4.67 (s, 2H), 2.15 (s, 3H), 1.49 (s,
9H). 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 172.6, 158.3, 147.4, 146.9, 138.2, 128.9, 126.7, 122.5, 101.2,
82.9, 67.8, 28.3. HRMS (ESI-TOF) m/z: [M + H]

+

Calcd for C17H22N3O5 348.1554; Found

348.1567.
General experimental peptide coupling procedure for compounds, 3a-3h:
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Compound 2, corresponding amine (TFA or HCl salt form) (1.5 equivalent), HOAT (1.5
equivalent) was dissolved in Dry DMF (1.5 M). After stirring for 10 min, N-methyl morpholine
(3 equivalent) was added drop wise and cooled the temperature to 0 oC and added EDC.HCl (1.5
equivalent). After 20 min allowed to warm to rt followed by heating at 60 oC for 8 h. The crude
reaction mixture was evaporated under reduced pressure. The resultant crude was purified by
column chromatography with MeOH in CH2Cl2 (1-3%).
methyl

2-(2-((4-((tert-butoxycarbonyl)amino)-3-methyl-1-phenyl-1H-pyrazol-5-

yl)oxy)acetamido)acetate, BocNH-APA-Gly-OMe (3a): Rf 0.25 (3% MeOH in CH2Cl2); 1H NMR
(400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.58 (d, J = 7.8 Hz, 2H), 7.44 (t, J = 7.9 Hz, 2H), 7.30 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 1H),
6.94 (t, 1H), 6.15 (s, 1H), 4.65 (s, 2H), 4.07 (d, J = 5.7 Hz, 2H), 3.77 (s, 3H), 2.19 (s, 3H), 1.48 (s,
9H). 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 170.0, 167.8, 155.1, 147.1 (two peaks merged), 138.1, 129.2,
126.9, 122.6, 102.6, 80.6, 70.7, 52.5, 40.5, 28.2, 11.8. HRMS (ESI-TOF) m/z: [M + H] + Calcd for
C20H27N4O6 419.1925; Found 419.1914.
(S)-methyl-2-(2-(2-((4-((tert-butoxycarbonyl)amino)-3-methyl-1-phenyl-1H-pyrazol-5yl)oxy)acetamido)acetamido)propanoate BocNH-APA-Gly-Ala-OMe (3e): Rf 0.18 (3% MeOH in
CH2Cl2); 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.58 (d, J = 7.7 Hz, 2H), 7.42 (t, J = 7.6 Hz, 2H), 7.30 (d,
J = 7.3 Hz, 1H), 7.16 (s, 1H), 6.69 (s, 1H), 6.48 (s, 1H), 4.63 (s, 2H), 4.62 – 4.53 (m, 1H), 3.98 (d,
J = 5.3 Hz, 2H), 3.74 (s, 3H), 2.18 (s, 3H), 1.79 (d, J = 7.0 Hz, 2H), 1.46 (s, 9H), 1.41 (d, J = 7.1
Hz, 3H). 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 173.3, 168.3 (two peaks merged together), 155.3, 147.2
(two peaks merged together), 138.1, 129.1, 126.9, 122.5, 102.8, 80.4, 70.7, 52.5, 48.2, 42.0, 28.2,
17.9, 11.9. HRMS (ESI-TOF) m/z: [M + H]

+

512.2121.
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Calcd for C23H30N5O7sNa 512.2116; Found

(S)-methyl

2-(2-(2-((4-((tert-butoxycarbonyl)amino)-3-methyl-1-phenyl-1H-pyrazol-5-

yl)oxy)acetamido)propanamido)acetate BocNH-APA-Ala-Gly-OMe (3f): Rf 0.32 (3% MeOH in
CH2Cl2); 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.58 (d, J = 7.8 Hz, 2H), 7.44 (t, J = 7.8 Hz, 2H), 7.30 (t,
J = 7.4 Hz, 1H), 6.91 (d, J = 6.8 Hz, 1H), 6.78 (s, 1H), 6.32 (s, 1H), 4.63 (s, 2H), 4.59 – 4.49 (m,
1H), 4.09 – 3.92 (m, 2H), 3.74 (s, 3H), 2.18 (s, 3H), 1.47 (s, 9H), 1.34 (d, J = 7.0 Hz, 3H). 13C
NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 172.3, 170.3, 167.7, 155.3, 147.3, 147.2, 138.1, 129.3, 127.1, 122.7,
102.8, 80.6, 70.8, 52.4, 48.2, 41.2, 28.3, 17.9, 11.9. HRMS (ESI-TOF) m/z: [M + H] + Calcd for
C23H31N5O7 490.2296; Found 490.2295.
3-methyl-1-phenyl-4,6-dihydropyrazolo[3,4-b][1,4]oxazin-5(1H)-one, (4): 20% TFA in CH2Cl2
(5 mL) was added to 1 (0.50 g, 1.38 mmol) at room temperature and stirred for 1 h, then refluxed
for an additional 1.5 h at 45 oC. The solvents were removed under vacuum and resulting pale
orange residue was partitioned between EtOAc (25 mL) and saturated NaHCO3 (10 mL). The
aqueous layer was extracted with EtOAc (2 * 25 mL). The combined organic extracts were washed
with saturated aqueous NaCl (10 mL), dried over anhydrous Na2SO4 and concentrated under
vacuum. The residual viscous oil was purified via chromatography with 3% MeOH in CH2Cl2 to
produce 0.293 g (92%) of 4 as a crystalline solid. Rf 0.2 (0.3:9.7 MeOH/CH2Cl2); 1H NMR (400
MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 10.51 (s, 1H), 7.72 – 7.58 (m, 2H), 7.45 (dd, J = 10.8, 5.2 Hz, 2H), 7.25 (t, J
= 7.4 Hz, 1H), 4.84 (s, 2H), 2.15 (s, 3H). 13C NMR (101 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 162.8, 140.2, 138.5,
136.0, 129.8, 126.3, 119.5, 106.5, 70.0, 12.2. HRMS (ESI-TOF) m/z: [M + H]
C12H12N3O2 230.0924; Found 230.0933. mp: 216-218 oC.
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1. 1H-/ 13C-/ESI-MS/HRMS spectra of compound 2

Figure S1.1H and 13C NMR spectra of compound 2 in CDCl3
113

(M+H)+

Figure S2. ESI-MS/HRMS spectra of compound 2
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2.DMSO-d6 titration 1H-NMR spectra for compound 2
H2O

NH1
18 ul DMSO-d6
16 ul DMSO-d6
14 ul DMSO-d6
12 ul DMSO-d6
10 ul DMSO-d6
8 ul DMSO-d6
6 ul DMSO-d6
4 ul DMSO-d6

2 ul DMSO-d6
0 ul DMSO-d6

OH disappeared after adding 2ul of DMSO-d6

Compound
2

NH(1)
0 µl DMSOd6
6.015

20 µl DMSOd6
6.288

dδ
(ppm)
0.273

OH(1)
0 µl
DMSO-d6
7.903

20 µl
DMSO-d6
Disappeared
after 2 µl
DMSO-d6

dδ
(ppm)
-

Figure S3. DMSO-d6 titration profile and difference in chemical shift, dδ (ppm) of compund 2
in CDCl3
3.1H-NOESY spectra of compound 2
115

Figure S4. 1H-NOESY spectra, NOE assignments and possible structure in CDCl3 of
compound 2
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4.1H-/ 13C-/ESI-MS/HRMS spectra of compound 3a

Figure S5.1H and 13C NMR spectra of compound 3a in CDCl3
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Figure S6. ESI-MS/HRMS spectra of compound 3a
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5.1H-/ 13C-/ESI-MS/HRMSspectra of compound 3e

(Two peaks
merged together)

Figure S7.1H and 13C NMR spectra of compound 3e in CDCl3
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Figure S8. ESI-MS/HRMS spectra of compound 3e
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6.1H-/ 13C-/ESI-MS/HRMS spectra of compound 3f

Figure S9.1H and 13C NMR spectra of compound 3f in CDCl3
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(M+H)+

Figure S10. ESI-MS/HRMS spectra of compound 3f
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7.1H-/ 13C-/ESI-MS/HRMS spectra of lactam 4

Figure S11.1H and 13C NMR spectra of lactam 4 in CDCl3
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(M+H)+

Figure S12. ESI-MS/HRMS spectra of lactam 4
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8.Time dependent ESI-MS spectra of compound 3a

10 min

30 min

lactam

50 min
lactam

methyl
ester

Figure S13. ESI-MS spectra of compound 3a at different time intervals, MeOH was added after
50 min.
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9. Time dependent ESI-MS spectra of compound 3a in 20% TFA/CHCl3

NH2-APA-Gly-OMe

lactam

35 min

CF3CONH-APA-Gly-OMe

NH2-APA-Ile-Gly-OMe

60 min
lactam

CF3CONH-APA-Gly-OMe

130 min
lactam

CF3CONH-APA-Gly-OMe

Figure S14. ESI-MS spectra of compound 3a at different time intervals in 20% TFA in CHCl3
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10.ESI-MS spectra of compound 3a in 10% TFA/CHCl3

ANB_681

Figure S15. ESI-MS spectra of peptide compound 3a in 10% TFA in CHCl3
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11.ESI-MS spectra of amide hydrolysis in compound 3b

methyl ester
acid
lactam

Figure S16. ESI-MS spectra of compound 3b in 4 N HCl/1,4-dioxane, after 30 min
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12.ESI-MS spectra of amide hydrolysis in compound 3c

lactam
Ile

acid
methyl
ester

Figure S17. ESI-MS spectra of compound 3c in 4 N HCl/1,4-dioxane, after 30 min
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13.ESI-MS spectra of amide hydrolysis in compound 3d

methyl ester
Phe
lactam

acid

Figure S18. ESI-MS spectra of compound 3d in 4 N HCl/1,4-dioxane, after 30 min
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14.ESI-MS spectra of amide hydrolysis in compound 3e

15 min

lactam
acid
NH2-Gly-Ala-OMe

30 min

lactam

acid

NH2-Gly-Ala-OMe

Figure S19. ESI-MS spectra of compound 3e at 15 min & 30 min in 4 N HCl/1,4-dioxane
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15.ESI-MS spectra of amide hydrolysis in compound 3e

30 min

lactam

acid
NH2-Gly-Ala-OMe

150 min

lactam
acid
NH2-Gly-Ala-OMe

Figure S20. ESI-MS spectra of compound 3e at 30 & 150 min. in 0.1 N HCl/1,4-dioxane
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16.ESI-MS spectra of amide hydrolysis in compound 3e

15 min
acid

methyl
ester

lactam
NH2-Gly-Ala-OMe

30 min
acid

methyl
ester

lactam

NH2-Gly-Ala-OMe

50 min
acid

methyl
ester

lactam
NH2-Gly-Ala-OMe

Figure S21. ESI-MS spectra of compound 3e 15, 30 & 50 min in 4 N HCl/1,4-dioxane
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17.ESI-MS spectra of amide hydrolysis in compound 3f

30 min

lactam

acid

NH2-Gly-Ala-OMe

90 min

lactam

acid

NH2-Gly-Ala-OH

Figure S22. ESI-MS spectra of compound 3f at 30 min & 90 min in 4 N HCl/1,4-dioxane
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18.ESI-MS spectra of amide hydrolysis in compound 3g

15 min

lactam
NH2-Gly-Ile-OMe

acid

45 min

lactam
NH2-Gly-Ile-OMe

acid

Figure S23. ESI-MS spectra of compound 3g at 15 min & 45 min in 4 N HCl/1,4-dioxane
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19.ESI-MS spectra of amide hydrolysis in compound 3h

30 min
lactam
NH2-APA-Ile-Gly-OMe

lactam

NH2-APA-Ile-Gly-OH

lactam

60 min

90 min
NH2-APA-Ile-Gly-OH

NH2-Ile-Gly-OMe

180 min

lactam
NH2-APA-Ile-Gly-OH

Figure S24. ESI-MS spectra of compound 3h at 30, 60, 90 & 180 min in 4 N HCl/1,4-dioxane
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20.Time dependent 1H-NMR spectra of amide hydrolysis in compound 3a

219 min
202 min
188 min
173 min
152 min
137 min
124 min
110 min
94 min
84 min
75 min
53 min
47 min
40 min
34 min
23 min
18 min
11 min
no TFA-d

219 min
202 min
188 min
173 min
152 min
137 min
124 min
110 min
94 min
84 min
75 min
53 min
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40 min
34 min
23 min
18 min
11 min
no TFA-d

-O-CH2- of lactam

-O-CH2- of NH2-APA-Gly-OMe

-O-CH2- of NHBoc-APA-Gly-OMe

Figure S25. Time dependent 1H-NMR spectra of compound 3a in 10% TFA/CDCl3
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21.ESI-MS spectra of compound 3a after time dependent 1H-NMR spectra

ANB_681

Figure S26. ESI-MS spectra of compound 3a after time dependent 1H-NMR spectra in 10%
TFA/CDCl3
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22.Time dependent 1H-NMR spectra of amide hydrolysis in compound 3e

184 min
169 min
104 min
82 min
73 min
60 min
43 min

37 min
After TFA, 33 min
no TFA-d

-O-CH2- of NH2-APA-Gly-Ala-OMe

-O-CH2- of lactam

184 min
169 min

104 min
82 min

73 min
60 min
43 min
37 min
After TFA, 33 min

no TFA-d
-O-CH2- of NHBoc-APA-Gly-Ala-OMe

Figure S27. Time dependent 1H-NMR spectra of compound 3e in 10% TFA/CDCl3
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23.ESI-MS spectra of compound 3e after time dependent 1H-NMR spectra

Figure S28. ESI-MS spectra of compound 3e after time dependent 1H-NMR in 10% TFA/CDCl3
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24.Time dependent 1H-NMR spectra of ester cyclization in compound 1

220 min
210 min
200 min
190 min
180 min
170 min
160 min
150 min
140 min
130 min
120 min
110 min
100 min
90 min
80 min
70 min
60 min
50 min
40 min
30 min
After TFA 18 min
No TFA

220 min
210 min
200 min
190 min
180 min
170 min
160 min
150 min
140 min
130 min
120 min
110 min
100 min
90 min
80 min
70 min
60 min
50 min
40 min
30 min
After TFA 18 min
No TFA

-O-CH2- of lactam

-O-CH2- of NH2-APA-OMe

-O-CH2- of NHBoc-APA-OMe

Figure S29. Time dependent 1H-NMR spectra of compound 1 in 10% TFA/CDCl3
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25.Time dependent 1H-NMR spectra of cyclization of compound 2

210 min
197 min
177 min
165 min
154 min
140 min
117 min
102 min
90 min
77 min
67 min
52 min
41 min
31 min
22 min
12 min
After TFA, 7 min
No TFA

-O-CH2- of lactam

-O-CH2- of NH2-APA-OH

210 min
197 min
177 min
165 min
154 min
140 min

117 min
102 min
90 min
77 min
67 min
52 min
41 min
31 min
22 min
12 min
After TFA, 7 min
No TFA
-O-CH2- of NHBoc-APA-OH

Figure S30. Time dependent 1H-NMR spectra of compound 2 in 10% TFA/CDCl3
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26.ESI-MS spectra of compound 2 after time dependent NMR
After recording NMR added CD3OD and recorded ESI-MS

Figure S31. ESI-MS spectra of compound 2 after time dependent 1H-NMR in 10% TFA/CDCl3
(After recording NMR added CD3OD and recorded ESI-MS)
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27.Time dependent 1H-NMR spectra of lactam 4

-O-CH2- of lactam (4-OCD3)

-O-CH2- of lactam (4)

Figure S32. Time dependent 1H-NMR spectra of lactam 4 in PTSA/CDCl3/CD3OD at 293K for
every 5-8 min.
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28.Determination of rate constants (k1), (k2) and half-life (t1/2) of APA derivatives
Procedure for rate constant determination for compounds 1, 2, & 3a:
5 mg of APA peptides/ester/acid was taken in 450 μL of CDCl3 solution and studied with 1H-NMR
(Figure S27, S29, and S30) before and after adding TFA-D (10%) with time, the spectra were
acquired for every ~ 7-10 min. All the spectra were baseline corrected and adjusted the solvent
residual peak, TMS to zero. For precise integration all the spectra were overlapped and integrated
using MestReNova NMR software. The mole fractions (x) were calculated from their desired peaks
from area under the anticipated peak. From integrated NMR spectra, the mole fraction (x) of –OCH2- in APA peptide and their respective intermediates and products vs time is plotted. The
integral plots of mole fraction, (x) vs Time were used to calculate the rate constants. After seeing
these plots, we propose that compounds 1, 2, & 3a are following consecutive first order kinetic
pathway.2-4 and their rate laws are shown as:

[A] = [A]0 𝑒 −𝑘1 𝑡
[B] =

𝑘1 [A]0
𝑘2 −𝑘1

(1)

(𝑒 −𝑘1 𝑡 − 𝑒 −𝑘2 𝑡 )

[C] = [A]0 (1 −

𝑘2
𝑘2 −𝑘1

𝑒 −𝑘1 𝑡 + 𝑘

(2)
𝑘1
2 −𝑘1

𝑒 −𝑘2 𝑡 )

(3)

A0 = Initial of concentration of starting material (A) at time zero, (initial integral value)
T = Time; k1 and k2 = rate constants of the reaction;
Half-life of reaction (t1/2) = ln (2)/k
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Rate constant and half-life of compound 3a:
Herein we calculated the rate constant for hydrolysis of APA peptide 3a with 10% TFA in CDCl3
by time dependent 1H-NMR studies. We have extracted integration of –O-CH2- of APA
peptide/intermediate/product at different interval of time by considering the CH3 residue on
pyrazole ring of APA peptide 3a as reference with integration of 3.0.

Table S1. Integration of the –O-CH2- at different time points from their 1H-NMR spectra.

Time
S.No (min)
1
0
2
11
3
18
4
23
5
34
6
40
7
47
8
53
9
75
10
84
11
94
12
110
13
124
14
137
15
152
16
173
17
188
18
202
19
219

sm
2
1.61
1.36
1.2
0.89
0.76
0.63
0.55
0.31
0.26
0.2
0.14
0.1
0.07
0.05
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.01

intd
0
0.34
0.57
0.7
0.9
0.96
1.01
1.03
1.01
0.97
0.92
0.82
0.73
0.65
0.57
0.47
0.4
0.35
0.29

prdt
0
0.03
0.06
0.09
0.19
0.23
0.31
0.36
0.59
0.68
0.78
0.92
1.03
1.12
1.21
1.32
1.4
1.45
1.5

Total
integral
ln x of
value x (sm) x (intd) x (prdt)
sm
2
1
0
0
0
1.98
0.81
0.17
0.02
-0.21
1.99
0.68
0.29
0.03
-0.38
1.99
0.6
0.35
0.05
-0.51
1.98
0.45
0.45
0.1
-0.8
1.95
0.39
0.49
0.12
-0.94
1.95
0.32
0.52
0.16
-1.13
1.94
0.28
0.53
0.19
-1.26
1.91
0.16
0.53
0.31
-1.82
1.91
0.14
0.51
0.36
-1.99
1.9
0.11
0.48
0.41
-2.25
1.88
0.07
0.44
0.49
-2.6
1.86
0.05
0.39
0.55
-2.92
1.84
0.04
0.35
0.61
-3.27
1.83
0.03
0.31
0.66
-3.6
1.83
0.02
0.26
0.72
-3.82
1.83
0.02
0.22
0.77
-4.11
1.82
0.01
0.19
0.8
-4.51
1.8
0.01
0.16
0.83
-5.19

sm = starting material, intd = intermediate, prdt = product, x = mole fraction
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ln x of ln x of
intd
prdt
-1.76
-1.25
-1.04
-0.79
-0.71
-0.66
-0.63
-0.64
-0.68
-0.73
-0.83
-0.94
-1.04
-1.17
-1.36
-1.52
-1.65
-1.83

-4.19
-3.5
-3.1
-2.34
-2.14
-1.84
-1.68
-1.17
-1.03
-0.89
-0.71
-0.59
-0.5
-0.41
-0.33
-0.27
-0.23
-0.18

Mole fraction from NMR Integration
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Weight

No Weighting
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Residual Sum of
Squares

B

0.99602

Adj. R-Square

Value

Standard Error
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Intercept

-0.02996

0.0393
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Slope

-0.02284

3.40134E-4

-2
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= 0.6931/0.02284
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Weight

No Weighting

Residual Sum
of Squares

2.10029

Adj. R-Square

0.209

0.01694
0.98897
Value

Adjusted to max Intercept
Adjusted to max Slope

Standard Error

0.05845

0.04159

-0.00835

2.78718E-4

-1.0

-1.2

Slope = -K2

-1.4

K2 = 0.00835 min

-1.6

-1
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Figure S33. Rate constants and half-life of amide hydrolysis (formation of lactam 4) in 3a
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Rate constant and half-life of compound 2:
Herein we calculated the rate constant of hydrolysis of compound 2 with 10% TFA in CDCl3 by
time dependent 1H-NMR studies. We have extracted integration of the –O-CH2- at different
interval of time by considering the CH3 residue on pyrazole ring as reference with integration 3.0

Table S2. Integration of the –O-CH2- at different time points from their 1H-NMR spectra.

S.No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Time
(min)
0
7
12
22
31
41
52
67
77
90
102
117
140
154
165
177
197
210

sm
2
1.55
1.42
1.14
0.94
0.77
0.62
0.47
0.38
0.3
0.24
0.18
0.11
0.09
0.07
0.06
0.03
0.01

intd
0
0.26
0.4
0.55
0.64
0.68
0.68
0.65
0.61
0.56
0.49
0.43
0.33
0.28
0.24
0.21
0.16
0.14

prdt
0
0.11
0.12
0.22
0.32
0.45
0.59
0.78
0.89
1.03
1.15
1.28
1.44
1.51
1.56
1.61
1.68
1.71

Total
integral
ln x of
value x (sm) x (intd) x (prdt) sm
2
1.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.92
0.81
0.14
0.06
-0.21
1.94
0.73
0.21
0.06
-0.31
1.91
0.60
0.29
0.12
-0.52
1.9
0.49
0.34
0.17
-0.70
1.9
0.41
0.36
0.24
-0.90
1.89
0.33
0.36
0.31
-1.11
1.9
0.25
0.34
0.41
-1.40
1.88
0.20
0.32
0.47
-1.60
1.89
0.16
0.30
0.54
-1.84
1.88
0.13
0.26
0.61
-2.06
1.89
0.10
0.23
0.68
-2.35
1.88
0.06
0.18
0.77
-2.84
1.88
0.05
0.15
0.80
-3.04
1.87
0.04
0.13
0.83
-3.29
1.88
0.03
0.11
0.86
-3.44
1.87
0.02
0.09
0.90
-4.13
1.86
0.01
0.08
0.92
-5.23

ln x of
intd

ln x of
prdt

-2.00
-1.58
-1.24
-1.09
-1.03
-1.02
-1.07
-1.13
-1.22
-1.34
-1.48
-1.74
-1.90
-2.05
-2.19
-2.46
-2.59

-2.86
-2.78
-2.16
-1.78
-1.44
-1.16
-0.89
-0.75
-0.61
-0.49
-0.39
-0.27
-0.22
-0.18
-0.16
-0.11
-0.08

sm = starting material, intd = intermediate, prdt = product, x = mole fraction
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Figure S34. Rate constant and half-life of acid hydrolysis (formation of lactam 4) in compound 2
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Rate constant and half-life of compound 1:
Herein we calculated the rate constant of hydrolysis of compound (1) with 10% TFA in CDCl3 by
Time dependent 1H-NMR studies. We have extracted integration of the APA peptide –O-CH2- at
different interval of time by considering the CH3 proton of methyl group on pyrazole ring as
reference with integration 3.0.
Table S3. Integration of the –O-CH2- at different time points from their 1H-NMR spectra

S.No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

Time
(min)
0
18
23
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75
80
85
90
95
100
105
110
115
120
125
130
135
140
145
150
155
160
165
170
175
180
185
190
195
200
205
210
215
220

sm
2
1.43
1.13
1.04
0.89
0.81
0.72
0.65
0.58
0.53
0.47
0.43
0.38
0.35
0.31
0.28
0.25
0.23
0.21
0.19
0.17
0.15
0.13
0.13
0.11
0.1
0.09
0.08
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.06
0.06
0.05
0.04
0.03
0.04
0.03
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.03

intd
0
0.62
0.82
0.86
0.94
0.95
0.99
1.01
1.03
1.04
1.03
1.03
1.01
1.01
0.98
0.96
0.94
0.92
0.89
0.86
0.83
0.8
0.78
0.75
0.73
0.7
0.67
0.65
0.62
0.59
0.57
0.55
0.52
0.5
0.48
0.46
0.43
0.42
0.4
0.38
0.36
0.34

prdt
0
0.08
0.14
0.16
0.22
0.26
0.31
0.36
0.42
0.46
0.51
0.56
0.61
0.67
0.72
0.77
0.82
0.86
0.9
0.95
1
1.04
1.08
1.11
1.15
1.19
1.23
1.26
1.29
1.32
1.34
1.38
1.41
1.44
1.47
1.48
1.51
1.53
1.55
1.58
1.59
1.6

Total
integral
value
2.00
2.13
2.09
2.06
2.05
2.02
2.02
2.02
2.03
2.03
2.01
2.02
2.00
2.03
2.01
2.01
2.01
2.01
2.00
2.00
2.00
1.99
1.99
1.99
1.99
1.99
1.99
1.99
1.98
1.98
1.98
1.99
1.99
1.99
1.99
1.97
1.98
1.98
1.99
1.99
1.98
1.97

x of sm
1.00
0.67
0.54
0.50
0.43
0.40
0.36
0.32
0.29
0.26
0.23
0.21
0.19
0.17
0.15
0.14
0.12
0.11
0.11
0.10
0.09
0.08
0.07
0.07
0.06
0.05
0.05
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02

x of intd
0.00
0.29
0.39
0.42
0.46
0.47
0.49
0.50
0.51
0.51
0.51
0.51
0.51
0.50
0.49
0.48
0.47
0.46
0.45
0.43
0.42
0.40
0.39
0.38
0.37
0.35
0.34
0.33
0.31
0.30
0.29
0.28
0.26
0.25
0.24
0.23
0.22
0.21
0.20
0.19
0.18
0.17

x of prdt ln x of sm ln x of intd
0.00
0.00
0.04
-0.40
-1.23
0.07
-0.61
-0.94
0.08
-0.68
-0.87
0.11
-0.83
-0.78
0.13
-0.91
-0.75
0.15
-1.03
-0.71
0.18
-1.13
-0.69
0.21
-1.25
-0.68
0.23
-1.34
-0.67
0.25
-1.45
-0.67
0.28
-1.55
-0.67
0.31
-1.66
-0.68
0.33
-1.76
-0.70
0.36
-1.87
-0.72
0.38
-1.97
-0.74
0.41
-2.08
-0.76
0.43
-2.17
-0.78
0.45
-2.25
-0.81
0.48
-2.35
-0.84
0.50
-2.47
-0.88
0.52
-2.59
-0.91
0.54
-2.73
-0.94
0.56
-2.73
-0.98
0.58
-2.90
-1.00
0.60
-2.99
-1.04
0.62
-3.10
-1.09
0.63
-3.21
-1.12
0.65
-3.34
-1.16
0.67
-3.34
-1.21
0.68
-3.34
-1.25
0.69
-3.50
-1.29
0.71
-3.50
-1.34
0.72
-3.68
-1.38
0.74
-3.91
-1.42
0.75
-4.18
-1.45
0.76
-3.90
-1.53
0.77
-4.19
-1.55
0.78
-3.91
-1.60
0.79
-4.19
-1.66
0.80
-4.19
-1.70
0.81
-4.18
-1.76

sm = starting material, intd = intermediate, prdt = product, x = mole fraction
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Figure S35. Rate constant and half-life of ester hydrolysis (formation of lactam 4) in compound
1
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Procedure for determination of equilibrium rate constant for compound 4:
5 mg of compound 4 was taken in 400μl of CD3CN solution and studied with 1H-NMR (Fig. S27,
S29, and S30) before and after adding CD3OD (100μl) and PTSA (3.5 equivalents) at different
time intervals at 298 K, the spectra were acquired for every ~ 7-10 min. All the spectra were
baseline corrected and adjusted the solvent residual peak, TMS to zero. For precise integration all
the spectra were overlapped and integrated using MestReNova NMR software. The mole fractions
(x) were calculated from their desired peaks from area under the anticipated peak. From integrated
NMR spectra, the mole fraction (x) of –O-CH2- in compound (4) and in their products vs time is
plotted. The integral plots of mole fraction, (x) vs Time were used to calculate the rate constant.
After seeing these plots, we propose that lactam 4 is in equilibrium with its hydrolysed form (4OCD3) and their rate laws are shown as. 2-4

𝐾=

𝑘+
𝑘−

=

[𝐵]
[𝐴]

(4)

K = equilibrium constant
k+ = rate constant for forward reaction
k- = rate constant for backward reaction
[A] = concentration of 4 (in mole fraction, calculated from 1H-NMR)
[B] = concentration of 4-OCD3 (in mole fraction, calculated from 1H-NMR)
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Table S4. Integration of the –O-CH2- at different time points from their 1H-NMR spectra

S.No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

Time (min)
0
5
16
23
29
36
40
47
53
58
65
70
76
80
86
91
96
101
105
110
115
122
128
134
141
153
163
176
186
195
203
351
446
508

x of sm
1.00
0.98
0.88
0.74
0.67
0.61
0.55
0.52
0.49
0.46
0.43
0.41
0.40
0.38
0.37
0.36
0.35
0.34
0.33
0.33
0.32
0.32
0.31
0.31
0.30
0.30
0.29
0.29
0.29
0.29
0.28
0.28
0.27
0.28

x of prdt
0.00
0.02
0.12
0.26
0.33
0.39
0.45
0.48
0.51
0.54
0.57
0.59
0.60
0.62
0.63
0.64
0.65
0.66
0.67
0.67
0.68
0.68
0.69
0.69
0.70
0.70
0.71
0.71
0.71
0.71
0.72
0.72
0.73
0.72

sm = starting material, intd = intermediate, prdt = product, x = mole fraction
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Figure S36. Rate constant for lactam 4
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29.Mass study of amide bond cleavage in lactam 4

(M+)

Only MeOH,
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a
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120 min, RT
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(M+H)+

d
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e
b
(Continued)
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h
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i
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j
(Continued)
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k
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0.1 N HCl in
MeOH 30 min, RT
(M+H)+

l
Figure S37. Reactivity of Amide bond of lactam (4) in various reaction conditions by mass
spectra.
30.Crystallography
2-3 mg of compound 4 was dissolved in EtOAc, for solubility a drop of MeOH was added and left
for slow evaporation at room temperature to obtain off-white crystals. A suitable single crystal of
each compound 4 was carefully selected under a polarizing microscope. Single crystal structure
determination by X‒ray diffraction was performed on a Siemens SMART-CCD diffractometer
equipped with a normal focus, 2.4 kW sealed-tube X-ray source (Mo‒Kα radiation, λ = 0.71073Å)
operating at 50 kV and 30 mA. Structures were solved by the direct method using SHELXT 2014
and refined on F2 by a full‒matrix least-squares technique using the SHELXL 2014 programs
package. An empirical absorption correction based on symmetry equivalent reflections was
applied using SADABS. The graphic programs DIAMOND3.2 was used to draw the structures.
Non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically. In the refinement, hydrogens were treated as
riding atoms using the SHELXL default parameters. The crystal structure of compound 1, 3b and
3h are deposited to the Cambridge crystallographic Data centre (CCDC) with CCDC with numbers
CCDC 1831989, CCDC 1831991 and CCDC 1831992 respectively.1
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A

B

H-bonding 2.013 Å

Figure S38. Single crystal X-ray structure of lactam 4. Thermal ellipsoids with 30% ellipsoid
probability (a), H-bonding (b).
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Table S5 Crystallographic table for lactam 4
Parameter
Formula
Mr
crystal system
space group
a/Ǻ
b/Ǻ
c/Ǻ
/°
/°
/°
V/Ǻ3
Z
calc (gcm-3)
/ mm-1 μ(cm-1)
 range (deg)
reflections collected
Unique reflections[ R(int)]
data/restraints/ parameters
GOF on F2
R1 and R2 [I>2σ(I)]
R1 and R2 (all data)
largest residual peaks (e.Ǻ-3)
CCDC no
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lactam 4
C12 H11 N3 O2
229.24
Monoclinic
C 2/c
18.5240(6)
10.8785(6)
13.2463(5)
90°.
129.107(4).
90°.
2071.30(19)
8
1.470
0.104
2.3 to 26.4°.
13877
2133 [ 0.0359]
2133 / 0 / 154
1.083
0.0450, 0.1200
0.0536, 0.1306
0.454 and -0.402
1890879

31.Structural parameters of peptides from crystal structures of APA derivatives

Table S6 Torsion angles and structural parameters of compounds 3h/3b/1/4
Compound

psi (ψ)

tau (𝜏)

Sum of bond
angle at “N”

Sum of bond
angle at “C=O”

C-N Bond
length

C-O Bond
length

(in A)

(in A))

ϕ1 (144.345)

ψ1 (26.561)

5.538

360

359.99

1.305

1.196

ϕ2 (-135.735)

ψ2 (139.39)

0.468

360

360

1.360

1.182

ϕ3 (-142.304)

ψ3 (-169.368)

ϕ1 (133.536)

ψ1 (-12.46)

5.5389(A) &
3.847 (B)

359.093 (A)
& 359.663(B)

359.992 (A)

1.333

1.231

ϕ2 (-139.577)

ψ2 (58.43)

& 359.99 (B)

1.322

1.228

1

ϕ1 (-165.135)

ψ1 (3.889)

4

ϕ1 (21.52)

ψ1 (-12.303)

359.98

1.334

1.233

3h

3ba

a

phi (ϕ)

3.985

360

unit cell has two molecules

Figure S39. Torsion angles and structural parameters in compounds 1, 3a, 3h and 4 from their
crystal structures.
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32.UV-spectra of lactam 4

H
N

1.0

O

N

Absorbance

N

O
4

0.5

0.0
220

240

260

280

300

320

340

Wavelength (nm)
Figure S40. UV-spectra of lactam 4 in MeOH.

33.COPASI Modelling Procedure and Results
Kinetic modelling was done by using COPASI - COmplex PAthway SImulator software.5 The
model was created assuming two sequential first order kinetics. The observed rate constants were
used to generate the concentration versus time fitting curves in the model, with initial volume of
0.5 ml and initial time, in minutes, as zero (t = 0) and used with following reaction model:

Plots were generated using Deterministic (LSODA) method in Time Course.
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1.0

APA peptide 3a
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K1 = 0.0228 min

Experimental data
Simulated data

Mole fraction from NMR Integration

-1

K2 = 0.0083 min
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Time (min)

Figure S41. Kinetic modelled and experimental data fitting for APA peptide 3a

APA acid 2

-1

K1 = 0.0197 min

1.0

Experimental data
Simulated data

Mole fraction from NMR Integration

-1

K2 = 0.0109 min

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0
0

50

100
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Time (min)

Figure S42. Kinetic modelled and experimental data fitting for APA acid 2
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APA ester 1

1.0

Experimental data
Simulated data

Mole fraction from NMR Integration

-1

K1 = 0.0195 min

-1

K2 = 0.0078 min

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0
0

50

100

150

200

Time (min)

Figure S43. Kinetic modelled and experimental data fitting for APA ester 1
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